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Beate Joseph i

A Stolen Childhood

am piecing together a childhood I never had. One with seagulls
rather than sparrows, with large iron anchors to sit on instead of park
benches under oaks and beeches, A wall of sandstone beyond which
you can see the sky, merging with the puddles from the last rain.
Do 1 need to say so? I'm making this up, keep wars offshore, change habits, alter
pub licensing laws and opening hours. The chronology of events is not assured. But
I cannot ignore the weather, the wind and rain of a winter childhood.
My head is full of streets. The streets are sleeping. I am tired from the hours
spent awake, sitting at my desk watching the camellia buds grow plump. My lamp
casts a small round of light. It hardly touches the flowers which separate me from
the edge of night,
I wait until a dream sets in, of a Victorian terrace lit yellow by fading street
lamps. But this is not the right house. It could be the restaurant for the annual ritual
dinner with uncles and aunts and cousins.
In the early morning the sky holds both sun and moon. The sun is approaching
over the land from the east, the moon is way out over the ocean. In this light I
cannot be sure of contours. If I chose a street now, it would be full of silent images,
night-dogs and cats.
The street has to be in an industrial suburb. The air has to carry a slightly acid
smell. Working people have to live there, I need pubs, or at least one. Somewhere
the child can go with grandfather. Somewhere the child can sit undisturbed in a
comer because the men are accustomed to her presence. Where she can study the
orange and brown pattern of the carpet, the spots where the grime has thickened
the pile to a dark shiny surface. Where the television is blaring away in a comer.
Always sport. Football. No. It has to be soccer.
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...they're allowing time on in the first half for injury. And there is the whistle ...
Questions will he asked about that second goal. Was Ingersson off-side or not? But that's
irrelevant now...
Like a pup the child entered her territory on all fours, tasting it with her mouth,
crawling under the cupboard covering up the French doors, which could be opened
from one room but not the other. Sleep lay in the cupboard under the carpet, and
dust. Beyond the carpet bare feet glowed like pale moons, or she pretended they
were animals which at times came close to her face, then moved away,
...oh, this is dangerous play... and they've lost the ball for the moment... gaining a little
space now ... and again, the Swedes are attacking ...
Her house of cards will not hold. These are round coasters, much more difficult
than square ones with rounded edges. The pub is loud today, the men out-talking
the television. Grandfather drinks his beer. She should have counted how many
he's had already. She's here to make sure he gets up the hill again,
A hilly street, then. One which goes dark, and light, with the clouds passing, a
steep corrugated iron roof catching a patch of brilliant sun, A street which
understands hierarchies, looking down onto the flat where busy roads weave their
bands of traffic.
The child doesn't want to go inside the house, past the borders of fern and
plumbago and rough yellow limestone protruding from the ground. She wants to
stay outside, hide behind the comers of the verandah. She can hear voices, "I'm not
talking about you, I'm talking about you and me together,"
,,, afoul. And now it's a free kick ... saved by the goalkeeper ... and they're bouncing
hack ...
"You talkmg about us together," She's not sure whether that is what her father
said. He was walking away. She could hear his harsh laugh, as the front gate clicked
behind him. He's out often. So are they, grandpa and she.
The child is holding two coasters in her hand, trymg to balance them against
each other. Out of the comer of her eye she can see grandfather pulling out his
large, grey-rimmed handkerchief, wiping his mouth, then wiping his glasses. The
two coasters roll off together, almost taking the house with them.
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... and significantly, there's a striker warming up on the sidelines... there was a chance
... but they're not getting the ball through the midfield ...
Sailors enter the pub. At first, they leave the door wide open to the street. No
one seems to take any notice of the grey air pushing in. There's an American ship
in the harbour, grandpa had told the child on their way down. I don't like
Americans, he said after a while. She asked him why but he only said, you can't lie
about your feelings.
She thought of mother and father. What if they were allowed only a fev/ words
with each other. Like those men in the film at school about workers in a shipyard.
They are talking through bullseye size holes. They had to shout at each other at the
top of their voices. She was sure they only said necessary things.
In summer the child tries to trap flies in her glass of lemonade. In winter she
sometimes tries to count the bubbles as they rise. Or she thinks about where she
would go if she were to play hide and seek in the pub. In her house she knows many
places. Like the pantry cupboard where she can hear mother on the phone through
the wall. Come earlier tomorrow, mother said. The child didn't know whom she
is talking to. Maybe it was father. When she saw mother again she was folding
sheets. She's doing a lot of washing lately,
...on, what a lovely header ... three players enjoying the possession of the ball. Tight
marking again...
The child wonders about this pub, how it feels in the early hours of the moming.
She imagines it as dark as the corridor at home. Last week grandpa and she came
here on the day it was closed. Grandpa forgot. Or mother wanted them out of the
house and they took automatically their usual way. Chairs stood on tables, the air
was stale. Somehow she had expected, even when it was closed, glasses, lamps,
ashtrays, carafes all ready for the customers, not this depressed, dull silence. So they
left again and walked to the spot where you can see the sky meet the sea. Rain
squalls were pushing towards them.
The sailors ask for beer. They cannot decide which chips to order. The child
could have some chips. Grandpa always lets her have some, especially after he's had
a few beers. They never talk about it, not the chips, not the glasses of beer. It's
always three, when mother asks. But she hasn't asked lately.
Your flushed cheeks suit you, grandpa said the other day when they came home
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The child didn't know what he meant, but mother looked down at the floor, and it
gave her a kind of thrill, as if mother had been told off, and not she. Then mother
quickly withdrew into the darkness of the corridor. Bloody mean light, grandpa
always murmurs as he hangs up his coat, meaning that father should buy brighter
globes. Nothing you do in this corridor needs light, father says and grandpa gives
him a long, long look,
,,, now can they break here? No, again, a long forward is wasted ... this is the fifth
coach they've had since the last championships, really an old hand at it...
Which house, then? One with high ceilings, French doors to the garden, French
doors connecting rooms. The corridor is dark, only getting its light from the two
slim stained-glass windows either side of the door. Outside, agapanthus, roses, a
creeper. There are a few cracks in the walls, fine, hairline cracks opening only ever
so slightly vidth the subtle shifts of the house. The floors' wooden boards, darkened
by age and polish. A garage behind a white picket fence. A picket fence gate.
In the house a woman and a man, trapped. A child who sees, but understands
little. A grandfather who keeps to himself. He mostly talks to the child. On their
walk he points to the crowns of trees, their curious shapes because they have to fit
under the powerlines. He teaches her the five biggest rivers in Spain: Guadalquivir,
Ebro, Guadiana, Duero, Tajo. The child loves pronouncing the strange names.
Sometimes they go to look at foreign ships anchored at the docks. The child can tell
many flags. And now, whenever she takes her eyes off her coaster castle and glances
at the television she can tell by the face-paint that Sweden is playing Nigeria,
,,, things are going badly for Sweden and another substitute is warming up on the
sidelines. ... less than 20 minutes left... Nilsson ... Andersson ... Ingersson ... playing for
time hut losing the ball...
The child wonders what she would do if grandpa weren't there. Or what
grandpa would do if she wasn't. Possibly sit in his room and stare at the neighbour's
wall. Or he'd read. Read all day. But then, what does mother do all day in the
house? Mother goes out little these days. She used to. Yesterday, when mother
passed her the butter, her hands were shaking so much she dropped the dish. And
jumped up and ran out of the room. Eat on, father said, and they did.
The sailors are sitting at the table next to her. One asks her what she does. It's
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plain obvious, she feels like saying. But is polite, I am building a house of cards,
she says. Don't believe in them, one of them answers and offers her a chip,
,,, No changes asyet on the field... now Nigeria looks a little stretched here... agaggle
of players in the Swedish half... Oh no. Oh well...
Why are you here, the sailor asks. With grandfather. She pomts to him.
Grandfather is talking. His handkerchief hangs a long way out of his pocket. The
sailors give her their basket of chips. Then they turn away, smoothly, silently, as if
they all had been given the order not to talk to children in foreign ports.
Foreign? Who are the foreigners here? They are. She was bom here. Father
was born here. Does this count? At the edge of the continent, he likes to say because
he was bom a little early when grandma was still at their beach house. Or something
like it. Grandpa, who is mother's father, one day said to her, what nonsense. The
most most of us can claim is the edge of this continent.
Grandfather rarely talks about his childhood. She is not even sure where he was
born. It must have been colder than here. He once told her about running barefoot
over frozen grass, and how his mother knew how to beat the ice out of sheets
without breaking them when they had to dry in winter. It's like a noise coming
through stone.
Will mother cry tonight? Will father be angry or just sad? Neither of them
seems to be able to decide on their mood. Sometimes their words hang in the air
for minutes, and they eat in silence. Then they can hear the dredges near the river
mouth. Or Mrs, Taylor next door calling her cats. The child can hear in her head
every bit of food she's crunching,
,,, and he flicks the hall with the outside of his right boot all the way back to the last
defender... precious me ... ten minutes to go and both parties try to force a decision ...
The rain is still lying in the street. Cars drive past, throwing high arcs of water
into the winter light. It isn't cold outside, the sailors say. They talk lots. Perhaps
they think the child is not listening. That she cannot not hear them talking about
their women, the older wife or the poor girl they prefer to marry.
Is that what mother was, the child wonders. Father's family goes to a posh
restaurant once a year where they all meet. She loves it, the white tablecloth, the
candles, the starched serviettes folded Uke fans. People who eat here seem to be
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happy, laughing. But she prefers grandpa over those cousins who brag about the
school they go to.
Outside the rain is setting in again. The street is empty. There are no trees,
perhaps because of the fierce winds. The tall brick wall of the wool store takes up
half of one side. The sailors are preparing to go. Have a good day. One of them
touches her back and says, what pretty hair you have. The child feels her soft, heavy
head,
...four minutes left... a free kick conceded by Kalor. Sweden holds the ball...
She starts taking down her cards one by one. It wasn't a proper house today.
Far too wobbly. Like Mr, Williams' scarecrow. The one he has among his almond
trees. Grandpa says, it looks like a stolen crucifix with an old jacket nailed to it. It
rocks and flaps wildly in the wind.
The sailors have gone. They'll have to go, too. The child suddenly feels cold.
The door has been left open,
...a good cross. Over the top by Anderson. Isn't this the time for Ubu to appear from
nowhere?
Father, Why has he come to the pub? He goes up to grandpa. He doesn't notice
the child. Grandpa gets off his stool and motions to her. She puts the last coasters
on the pile. Her house has come down,
,., still twenty seconds left for heroes and villains in this game ...yes ...yes!..., The final
whistle. It's all over and ...
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Three-Tears: An Old Family Recipe
[for Rina my wish-mother)

The most formal cake, and the most ambitious to make at home, is the tiered wedding cake.
This cake has to he planned with almost as much attention to detail as the wedding itself.

T - H IE
I wedding cake was made from an old family recipe, but the old
family is not my own. The old family the recipe belongs to lived next
far
I do
door to my mother when she was a child. They might have been
English, At the husband's insistence, a print of Queen Victoria sat in profile above
their mantel, I have a theory: it served as a reminder of those times before the
imperial corset collected too much flesh and erupted at the seams, I've always
imagined the print looked like a giant stamp, a prototype of all those frilly-edged
miniatures of Queen EUzabeth that swamped my first and only attempt at a stamp
collection. They might have been English, I leave the might in there for my
mother's sake, she insists on maintaining the possibility of uncertainty she cherished
as a child. She is certain about their name: Armstrong, She remembers it through
word-association. The husband was a butcher and you needed a strong arm to hack
meat from bone — and beat your wife.
It was not the husband my mother was interested in. It was Dot, or Dotty for
common, Dorothy-for-Sundays, his wife, Dorothy-for-Sundays was my mother's
first flesh beauty — the first woman she'd ever seen who looked like she belonged
in movies. Dot had the runaway glamour of someone who could have been famous
if she'd bothered, Mrs Armstrong was beautiful but she wore a patch over one eye
because the husband had punched her in the face so hard he'd detached her cornea.
All she needed was a wooden leg and a parrot on her shoulder, Dorothy-for-
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Sundays was my mother's wish-mother, the woman she'd wished had been her
mother, instead of the one given her by accident of birth,
Dorothy-for-Sundays was a brilliant cook: "The only thing your Nan could ever
make was everyone around her miserable." My mother would spend every weekday
after school with her idol, helping with the spells. Spells were designed for very
specific people and purposes: Shortcake could only be eaten by short people,
Tallcake by tall people, Fatcake by fat people, Thincake by thin people. The only
exceptions were made for children whose bodies were still "battling nature" and
could therefore "eat what they wanted while they could." Mrs Armstrong turned
cooking into an artery-clogging, teeth-rotting, wind-gathering, adventure.
Traditional names of spells got folded into Dorothy's imagination, and just peeked
out occasionally like currants; Lardy Cake became La-di-da Cake, Tapioca was Gagand-choke-ya. Boiled Fruitcake was Mr Armstrong.
The receipes came from The Book of Spells, loose sheets of paper with Dorothy-forSundays' runny writing dripping down them, stitched together on one side with
hiccups-cups of thread. Each page was decorated with phantom stains which
matched the listed ingredients. This is the book Mrs Armstrong left my mother
when she and the husband moved away. It contains, along with recipes for Mince
Flies, Gingerbread Getaway Men, and Victoria's Cross-Cake, the recipe for Three-Tear
Wedding Cake. It occurred to my mother much later that the writing in the book
had the awkward dignity of a schoolgirl, copying the alphabet from a teacher's
example on the board. She outgrew the writing, but not the recipes, and not the
memory of Dorothy-for-Sundays who became our wish-grandmother — the
grandmother we should have had, instead of the one we got stuck with.
I grew up vwth The Book of Spells. It occurred to me, when diets reprimanded my
sweet tooth in adolescence, that it only contains recipes for cakes, biscuits, and
desserts, that it is a book filed with recipes Dorothy-for-Sundays copied down as a
child during the First World War, supplementing thinly spread dinners of bread
and broth, bread and jam, bread and dripping, with sweet, starchy banquets of
print. My mother's recollections of Dorothy are coloured in the too enthusiastic way
they used to touch up old photos, altering not approximating life. But it's her
memory. I'm only trespassing. I have a theory: that imths are multiple depending
on need and distance. To my mother, The Book of Spells is filled with indulgences'
to me, it is a book filled with unrequited hunger.
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Before the elaborate process of decorating can he started, a cake must be made, stored for
several weeks to mature, then covered with almond paste and royal icing. As royal icing
becomes extremely hard when kept, a cake should not be iced too long before it is required.
It's early Sunday morning. Too early to be up by choice. The sun poaches in a
rubbery white tyre of clouds. Sweat ant crawls over skin. Summer crouches in the
garden, waiting to ambush us when we step outside.
My father and I sit on opposite sides of a round table. He is scalping a hard boiled
egg, his mouth a straight seam of concentration. Eggs are a serious business: "You
try growing up during the BHtz, one egg a week, then the powdered Yank muck."
Father takes all meal times seriously, but his dedication to appetite never fills out
the poverty of his frame. Metabolism, metabolism, metabolism time bomb ticking
away and exploding into appetite. His mouth unpicks with a sigh, crammed full of
white and yolk, which travels to his lips on emery-board strips of toast. No
cholesterol warnings will put him off a second, third, even a fourth one. If the eggs
my father ate got to become chickens, they'd fill a battery hen farm the size of
Auschwitz.
His mouth is slimy with yolk, gritty with crumbs. He chews until his teeth clatter
over vacancy. I speak of him in past tense, which gives people the impression he's
dead. I'd hate to disillusion them.
"You're all spinsters."
"We're not."
"None of youse are married."
"None of us are over 25."
"Spinsters."
"Why can't we be bachelors?"
"Ain't got the balls for it,"
My mother comes in and sets the fan up on the bench. It librarian shhsses! us into
silence. Her face is laminated in the promised glamour of Avon Lemon Fresh Peeloff Mask'. Rollers roost awkwardly in her hair. She wears the short silky robe my
father bought back to her from Singapore when they were still courting, and he was
still travelling. It's still her favourite present, although after too many washes and
summer days on the Hills hoist its red has cringed to pink, and the gold and black
embroidered dragon on the back has been defeated to yellow and grey weeping
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threads. She checks on the cake, pass-the-parcel wrapped in greaseproof paper. It s
like an elaborate piece of architecture waiting to be unveiled. The icing has broken
out in a sweat. That's who the fan is for: the cake,
"She doesn't feel up to brekkie today," When my mother speaks her face ladders
like stockings,
"Don't look now Ida, you're cracking up," Her smile is tight — the cost of glamour
is indefinite caution,
"This one hasn't eaten either,"
"I'm not hungry,"
"You up the duff as well?"
"Keith!"
"I'll check on Dory," I push my chair away from the table, it squawks over lino. The
chess-board checks draw breath against the damp pads of my feet as I escape, down
the passage,
"The dress looks better when I'm not in it,"
"Bullshit,"
"I should have got the other one,"
"The other one made you look fat,"
"This one makes you notice how yellow my teeth are,"
"The whole point of wearing a dress like that is that your teeth could drop out when
you say I do and nobody would notice,"
I'm brushing my sister's hair, French-braiding it, in the way my mother would braid
the humped backs of Comish pasties. It's the same colour too, so golden it's nearly
red. Dory's the long-haired sister, I have a theory: there's only room for one per
family. One long-haired sister and one short-haired sister to do her hair for her.
The style is too sophisticated for the soft freckled smudge of her face. Some peoples
faces never out-grow pigtails. Dory has a round, round face that invites tastetesting. When she was a baby our mother used to nibble at her sticky baby
sweetness, I'm turning my sister's hair into macrame. Her pale scalp appears in
trickles in the wake of the metal end of comb. In the heat the dough-flesh of her
cheeks looks swollen from smiling, I have a theory that there's only room for one
per family. One sister to be watched, one sister to do the watching and the watching
out.
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The cake must be carefully sealed to exclude all dust, and should remain covered until the
reception. White cakes show every mark, and there's no way of removing dust from icing.
I imagine the dress has a recipe like the wedding cake, that someone had piped the
abundant scallops of lace, delicately teased roses, petal by petal, onto royal-icing
satin. Clammy white satin settles stiff and thick over almond paste petticoats that
loiter in the wake of every movement. Watching Dory ease herself out of the car I
imagine her limbs caked in the gooey weight of eggs, currants, mixed peel, glace
cherries, flour, sugar, butter, and rum.
Dory looks like one of those dolly cakes our mother used to make for birthdays,
those dolls whose legs are always sealed together as if designed so that there would
be no possibility of crumbs getting between them. Those hobbled dollies, picked
for how conveniently they fill their decorative function, I tried to make a doll cake
once when our mother was in hospital not-giving-birth to a baby that never was our
brother, A culinary disaster movie, Barbie squashed by heat, hair burnt, cringing in
a curtsy in the centre of the mixture, my face a carnage of tears, "You put the doll
in afterwards," My mother's new smile, a thin, puckered scar.
It's forty-two degrees in the shade. We fan Dory with prayer books, whisper her
beauty to her, try to reassure her that nobody knows when everybody does. Thanks
to our grandmother's twenty-four hour gossip hot-line, congratulations sound Uke
I-told-you-so's, Dory drags their whispers up the aisle behind her like the train she
couldn't afford. Her fingers are nervous, nervous enough to anchor the rest of her
body to my father. He and the rest of us are props, we flatten into scenery when our
function is spent. Dory's face smiles, A wedding is a performance with only one
staring role.
This dress has circus-tent puffed sleeves. I haven't worn puffed sleeves since I was
ten. My dress, my shoes, are what Dorothy-for-Sundays would call Strawberry-IScream pink, pink, pink. The only pink I've ever wom with any measure of comfort
is calamine lotion. I'm in drag, the short-haired sister with a head of hot-rolled curls
that itch like a wig.
At Hyde Park the grass looks like the type my mother makes, shreds of dried
coconut rolled in green food colouring, spread Astro-Turf-even over icing. My
sister's smile is pulled under by the weight of her dress. But she flexes her lips for
the photographer's request we all say "Ball and chain". Heels sink into the coconut
grass, chocolate fudge soil shrinking all the women in the bridal party back to
normal height.
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The photographer conducts us, a maniacal traffic officer directing haphazard
collisions. The best man and I stand together, understudies to the happy couple,
nearly off the hook of perpetual smiling, "A bit closer together, just one more smile,
smile love. It's a camera, not a gun," I'm sinking again, gripping his elbow for
balance, "This is the hrst rime I've been taller than you all day," The smile the
photographer catches is sly — I know it will hunt us down after development. We'll
be like guilty siblings who, once caught in the act of actually liking each other, will
never be allowed to forget it. In the aftermath of weddings, relief is easily mistaken
for romance.
The reception is held at a golf course. From the club house where the long tables
are set out like the last supper, we can see the golfers teeing off. My father can't resist
the joke: "Guess the groom's already got his hole in one," In the aftermath of
weddings, making jokes of your children is easily mistaken for too much
champagne and clumsy good intentions, 1 have a theory, which I tell the best man
as we stagger around to the music-box tinkle o[ Lara's Theme: "There's only room
for one per family, one person to mistake cruelty for humour, one person to let
them," His smile, free of the interrogation of the camera lens, gathers in one corner
of his mouth: "Why is the music always such crap at weddings?"
The wedding cake was made from an old family recipe, and that old family has
become my own. Memories must be carefully sealed to exclude all dust, and should
remain covered until their reception. At the reception, cake is taken more as a
memento than a food, I had to respect its resistance to the knife, royal icing silky,
tough as baby sharkskin. It put up a good fight. One tier of the cake is being kept
for the christening. By then, they'll have to surgically saw it apart Uke a plaster cast.
Among the wedding presents my mother has given Dory is The Book of Spells. It has
become an heirloom. It'll drift through generations like a memory of a first kiss,
building momentum until it becomes too wonderful to be true. I have a theory: that
all truths are multiple, depending on need and distance, that there's only room for
one per family: one sister to carry a legacy of promised indulgence, one sister to
carry a legacy of hunger.

Acknowledgments;
Excerpts taken from Good Housekeeping's Picture Cake Making, London: The National Magazine Co Ltd 1952
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Carmel MacDonald-Grahame

Minor Runnings Off

S'

HE'S on the run again, poring over real estate in Saturday's West and
L The Sunday Times. This run's from cooking, the anniversary dinner,
'the red velvet dress too tight under the arms these days but it's so
cold, Tom not coming home after all (avoiding, evading) Russ a bad day'U be late
home, and she can't zip it up without him, she must remember to put out some
napkins and put the cream in the strawberry puffs this time for godsake.
All those lives!
You could sell this now, and buy...
It all depends on your criteria. Money and the number of bedrooms must be
considered first. (Russ isn't taken in by these creative sleeping lofts or mezzanines
the way she is. Says bedrooms are a basic requirement kids need rooms with four
walls, but she thinks, well Tom's never home these days and you could think in
terms of sleeping spaces, couldn't you? Like in The Sheltering Sky there's that
business about how good marriages [not that you could call that a good marriage
{mind you, they were under awful pressure, all that desert and space and sky and
the kind of hot low hum of insanity that seemed to hang over everything}, not in
your wildest dreams] depend on the separation of sleep and sex).
And if you take view, say, as your third term, you come up with The Hills.
Classic hills living. 1/2 ac woodland,
retic, own bore, 4 bedrooms + study, exposed
beams, inspiring leadlights and more. VIEWS
over the valley to the city

Or.
viewsviewsviewsviewsviewsviewsview
Dare to be different. Designed to make the
most of dreamy rural setting. 4 hrms, 2 1/2
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bathrooms plus open fire. Cathedra! ceilings,
vast family area, easy care—fully—retic
gardens, b/g cone pool, and more— a house to
get lost in.

And that's it. There it is. That's the one. The lost-m one.
Does it everytime. The dream grows out and up from the breast, kaleidoscopes up
to her brain until she spots herself, padding barefoot over cool slate floors to a book
covered, paper ruffled desk by a window. It catches her just at the moment of
moving away mid-moming from jarrah benchtops with a cup of freshly percolated
coffee in one hand and a sheaf of freshly percolated pages in the other.
Or later, the sociable dream, with the families gathered pleasantly around the pool
in summertime, after a walk through national parklands which lie tranquil and
eternal at the very bottom of the garden, beyond the green garden gate which is
buoyed up by stands of purple freesias.
In the dream she is serene, content unhurried/ harried, interesting, often to be found
gazing through picture windows to the silver sealine beyond the city. Often to be
found grazing on large Russian-authored books, one leg flung over the arm of the
chair in the sun, so relaxed is she with dialogism and heteroglossia; from
defamiliarization to intertextuality, nothing can be so phallogocentric as to detach
her from the issue of her chora and unsettle her sense of irony about that priceless
set of vocabularies for the game of being constantly wrong

Indeed there is only pleasure

in the picture, so intact is her self esteem. Self-doubt allows no bare-legged woman
to blend sunny comers and a view over the valley with the fearsome pleasure of the
text. Or, leaving the books behind, perhaps this is a dream of listening to music, if
music can be heard in dreams. Valley music below; creek, bird, tree music in treble.
The fugue of a long desire, A clef.
She has been driven driven driven past solitude for so long. Look, Russ, oh look at
that house in the lake with its own bridge the only way in. You could have a
drawbridge. Do they, I wonder, know how lucky they are. Look at that Russ, high
on the hill, see up there, your soul could look out and fly forever. In such a place
you could do anything. I'll bet it's the home of an artist. Does he, I wonder, know
how lucky he is? Look down that long drive, that house, there, in among the trees,
that peaceful place. Her neck tums, strains. Her eyes hold on for as long as possible,

1,
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In the dream too, their families like each other. Gone, the cool enquiry of the in-law
after his/her mother, father, brother, sisters, which has been the way of it for twentythree years of the marriage since Tom's christening (at which it was completely
obvious that they should never be in the same room again[her father couldn't even
get his father's name right] as long as the marriage lasted), and since Christmas has
been a monstrosity of choices and loyalties and questions of sequence and justice
and tums (a maze in which she has been winning for years because hers is the family
with prestige — demanding — and they can risk offending his [though they'll
forgive anyone else almost nothing at all, ever] who'll forgive each other almost
everything).
And she never says absurd things in the dream, like about needing a house with two
bathrooms when everyone else in the room has only one, for godsake, or about
needing a desk, and the word need becomes classic of the ill fit of her experience
with that of everyone else around her, so that she drives home talking to herself
about her gift for stupidity and spends the next week (or however long it takes to
wear the memory down) doubled up inside over the guilt, murmuring back at it as
it squeezes small sounds from her throat, trying not to blame Russ, who said it in
the first place about the bathrooms and, like everyone else, can't see why on earth
she'd want a desk. Whatever, Her memory of the group silence — that's the worst.
You could cut out your own tongue sometimes. You could. You could wish never
to speak to another soul again.
In the dream, the rooms are tastefully decorated, and cool with a green and inviting
summerlight, when everyone knows that in summer the hills bake and the easterlies
blow, which is why friends do the drive only a couple of times. The one about the
guest room or the self-contained flat in which they can stay, (come up and stay the
night, everyone can just stay over), isn't that the one everyone knows fades to
isolation and a For Sale sign after a couple of years. That's why she must be
fascinating in the dream: enough to command friends to dinner no matter what or
where, (Too bad about the facts of life, like Di takes Timmy to Little League on
Saturday momings at the crack of dawn so we can't stay over on a Friday night and
anyway Jerry thinks it's too far to drive just for the evening [we're talking about
thirty to sixty minutes here — but this is Perth, In Sydney, you'd pay half a million
for two bedrooms and a front door an hour down the railway line so that working
is actually a possibility — you can at least get there], or ballet or netball, or Jerry's
only chance to play golf. Well I'm sorry you're just so far away now. Sweetheart!),
Uh uh. They'd be drawn to her gatherings by their sheer smouldering appeal, by the
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personalties and the laughter and the faces and the wit, by the sensuality of the place
(the smell of herbs and eucalypts and frangipani and barbecues, the feel of slate and
timber and leather and Nature), Refuse to come? Jerry'd be left lying back on the
lowlands, stretched out in the hall, trampled under the rush to the hills, away from
the ghastly urban, just for a day, an hour in a beautiful place where the rooms ring
with high conversation and idea-filled minds exchange greetings (and the more
Wittgensteinian among us are heard to be below somewhere on the steps to the
creek, simply thinking). And the drive'd be lovely, and too quick. And the kids'd
enjoy it (instead of stretching the tear in the back seat [which needed mending but
they'd never had the money to do it] in their boredom), and having suspended
separatism for sophisticated contact with such fascinating adults they'd stand with
them chatting in civiUsed ways around the BBQ while the marinated scallops
simmered and the homegrown potatoes baked where the wine is home grown and
the bread hangs fresh and ripe and wholesome from the trees, trees which can be
heard to grow musically before your very eyes,,.
She sees Tom walking behind her, away from her, whenever it is actually necessary
to go with her, which usually means she's buying him something and needs to write
a cheque. No one would ever know he still kissed her goodnight every night, her
son (caught between the devil and the deep blue sea, poor kid), not that he would
for long yet she supposed, the sea would win.
One Sunday Russ had agreed to drive up after a particular ad, to get it out of her
system, he said. He says doors are a basic prerequisite to making a house a house.
Too rustic, he says. Forget rustic. Grow freesias along the drive right here if you're
so stuck on freesias. And they're a classified weed! he says, from South Africa! I'm
not driving for two hours every morning and night to a house that has weeds and
no real doors. Yeah, Darling, you can get to Quinns Rock in twenty minutes on a
Sunday. Have you seen the bottleneck at Redcliffe on a weekday? You can't live on
a view and studio just means they never actually finished connecting the house up
to itself. You've got the kitchen table. And you know what Victor Hugo said about
writers and blank walls.
Not knowing must mean something.
So. View of the sea perhaps? A soul could fly a fair way out over the sea. Indeed
there may well be a soul current mnning parallel to the coast like the one that hangs
over the hilb. CUff-dwellers, fishers of men, graceful sailors. Surfers, like Tom He
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genuinely seems to love the sea. Perhaps he'll stay longer at a seaside house.
Where's Ocean Reef? She thinks up near Yanchep maybe, but Tom says (when she
asks later, just as a matter of curiosity) nah it's south near Mandurah near the
Womb, The Cut, The Bluff. (She turns out to be right and never mentions it.) You
want views and doors and bathrooms and prescribed sleeping spaces, you want
exec.
New Listing,'
Your glass castle.
West-facing exec style family home. 4 beds 5
baths 3 ensuites study outdoor living and
more 200ms from beach and ocean views
th/out Hurry! Several offers already.
Must sell!

And a sea breeze sets up in her breast, shifts colour, and drifts out and around the
sheers in the french windows which open out onto the balcony, and sunlight (which
she hasn't seen dapple Russ's belly and thighs for about twenty years [why is that?
The last time would have been at Dunsborough that time when they were about
nineteen swimming naked on the beach later {where on earth does time go?), until
those people came out and shouted at them] and it was only ever the once at that)
dapples their bellies and thighs and ripples over them and they find each other
infinitely desirable in the languid warmth of a summer Sunday moming by the sea,
Russ chooses some music, Kris singing about the night probably, and they have
croissants and tea on the balcony afterwards. Read the papers. Lean back into a soft
sun and think about what to do today, the choices in dreams being forever infinite,
(Real time has the pool always in need of cleaning, garden of weeding, basketball
ring of being unripped from the side wall, last night's saucepans of washing, food of
shopping — there's nothing in the house [nothing, that is, besides meals for her to
cook] to eat,)
See to Rottnest and beyond forever

And (take it from her), forever has a beyond, pure space and vision, something
intrigued in her which goes flying flying flying, out beyond the desert, over out to
sea, up up and away until it's afraid of falling, sharks, drowning, her son's danger,
and remembering mountains and the kind of nestling that goes on between hills
tums sharply back,,.
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You could sell this and buy,,. That bastard down by the river said to Russ, so take
me to court, and laughed, Russ even went uninvited to his wife's fortieth birthday
party, but his good manners prevailed and he didn't make the fuss he'd intended
(even though he lost his account at the workshop after that because the fellow
couldn't carry him any longer) or get his money. Funny, lives being so different
(even within families [hers blame Russ for their financially unspectacular life,
although how they thought they knew why what had happened {as if they ever
wasted money mating on cliff-tops and trying to outlive each other sexually in pestridden desert dungeons}, or why there are great and irrevocable inequities,,,] she
couldn't say) even between people from the same womb. Sad,,.
There were other possibilities. But you remember him, scared and stubborn,
walking in like that, uninvited, to see you. And walking down like that from the hills
despite a snake bite to get to you when you cried on the phone. And the way he
carried the baby after the accident. His tears when he talked about how Tom nearly
died choking on the wishbone. Maybe you separate sleep from sex only too well,
and maybe it isn't desert madness and cliff-edged dangerous desire, but here is a
lover who plays your body like a violin and always squeezes your hand in return,
and if he died it would be much too great a solitude.
You put the real estate in the recycling bin and think instead about dinner —
everyone arriving in an hour or so, probably before Russ comes in from work so
you'll have to be chatty do it all let the talk come through you from you, feed the
fathers across the gap to each other, the new wives will consume themselves easily
enough, the sisters will try to help (checking beneath the unfamiliar [Yes! it is new]
dinnerware to reassure themselves that all the brothers' victories remain intact), it
won't matter that all the children run ferocious round your house in packs it must
be wonderful not having so much stuff to worry about your home is — so relaxed
— some people are like that don't seem to worry about things, mind you we
couldn't get away with it really, we have to do so much entertaining blah blah blah
you know what I mean,
I should say.
Oh, I do worry about some things, take it from me. There's a deep pain down
between my breasts, I so long, for example, for bucolic isolation.
For What?
She smiles at the sensible absence of Tom (can't imagme where he gets it from!) and
sticks two camembert-stuffed chickens in the oven, banging it shut into the hot low
hum of insanity, the simmer of marinated scallops, the ever imminent doorbell.
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Marriage Country
Old mining country.
The sky caves in above us
high shelves of granite and
sheer black slate.
Clouds — the rubble quarried
from some high hill. The rain starts.
You take me to your secret place.
The cemetery that keeps the stone angels.
They stand in the comer
exposed by winter and a naked pear
tree and watch as we walk
so separate among the graves.
Out of the comer of my eye I see
the smallest one stretch out her tender
lichen-covered hands towards you.
She wants to comfort, knowing
that I will not hug you or marry
you or share the same bed.
She's cross with me.
We go back via the mullock heaps.
The black macaws
haunt the tops of the iron gums
and split seeds crack! with cheeky mouths
their cry is huge and prehistoric.
This late rain has released
strange things
woken them from the bark
so that the bush is filled
and all I can see over and over
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is that first person I loved
coming in wet from the dark
and the cape brooms.
You hoped that out here I
would fall for you and then
we could have kids and chooks,
a studio out the back. But it's no good
so lets go quiet, all hollowed out.
The ground beneath us
riddled with empty and ungilded chambers.
Gold, all gone.

At the Durer Exhibition
Triumphal procession!
Seven angels with seven trumpets
are coming, the mountain all fired
up like a comet shall
plummet deep into the ocean
and the happy monsters
will rise from the foam.
Today is their coronation day.
From a more domestic etching,
St Jerome looks at us kindly.
Sitting in his study so still
with his beloved lion
who has only half a mane,
and freckles on his forehead.
Faith huh! but it hurts that we
are so awkward, so twentieth century.
Illiterates.
Peasant girls dressed up for town
and gawking at splendour.
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Outside the gallery now and everything
has turned into a Durer. Hellish.
Black cloaked goths pull faces
and ferals have stuck rings through
all their orihces.
People are lascivious.
Sidling up to us
they may spit. They threaten.
But here are our young men
come to meet us with their
smock shirts on, their hair in plaits.
They take our hands.
We leave the scene.
Unversed in things of the soul
we are half-wits nowhere near
as wise as that silly Durer cupid
who, oblivious to Christ being taken
off the cross
just keeps on practising on his mini-stilts.
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Hero and Leander Dying
After Rubens'//arc and Leander
But in a very few paintings Rubens does treat male love for a woman as a passion that
cracks tiiis armour of male authority,,, Ilnl Hero and Leander... the lesson is
extremely clear; man has disobeyed the laws of male society, he has allowed passion
for a woman to rule him, and the gods have punished him,
— Edward Mullins, The Painted Witch
It. is an athletic drowning,
an erotic drowning,
a theatrical drowning,
Leander postures centre-ocean,
beset by waves brimful
of foaming nymphs:
he could have had his pick,
or all of them at once.
Instead, he's dying for love —
of the agonised. Romantic kind.
Naturally, he is unaware
of Hero diving into the drink
down the side of the picture.
Did she jump, or was she
pushed by the painter?
It's so murky, there are no
strobe lights on her torso.
She falls in a tumult of
amaryllis satin as befits
a priestess of Aphrodite
whose motto is:
Live passionately;
die resplendently.
Now the tides switch themselves off, the lovers float
on slowing currents past
shipwrecks, curlicues of coral,
sunken islands of bull kelp —
all the sea's great stageprops.
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Will you come swimming?
She smiled and nodded, never saying a word
and the sapphire flash of her eyes
lit me for days.
We thudded up the hill, breathless
In the blue dizziness of June.
The trees were lemon and lime, shingled
by the sudden bliss of wind.
We downed into a shudder of cool dusk
Around the silver crashing of the falls;
She looked at me and skinned her clothes
Till she was shining white —
The first hard ball of breast beginning
A dark between her legs.
I slapped the face of the water
Gouged by the lightning cold, shrieking.
Plashing my arms like windmills.
Till I touched her smile, went under
Way out of my depth.
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S.J. Yates & Son
I can't see him at first,
body bent over in age,
head dull and bare as wom wood.
He's hidden
behind the dusty deli case,
so preoccupied with wrapping cheese
that he doesn't notice
the rusted ring of the bell,
the slight wind that has
licked against the floor.
I have to look over the case
to get his attention, and even then
he doesn't look up
until he is finished,
like there is nothing more,
the plastic wrap pulled tight
around the thick cheddar
slices like skin.
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Ambivalent Eulogy: Catherine Martin's
'The Explorers'

C

ATHERINE Edith Macauley Mackay (later Martin) was only 13 in
1861 when Burke and Wills set out from Melbourne in their bid to
race the South Australian explorer John McDouall Stuart in crossing
the continent from south to north. Although such an enterprise is now more likely
to be seen as a characteristically imperialistic gesture, part of an attempt to establish
theoretical sovereignty over the land by imposing a Eurocentric grid upon it, at the
time such a venture was regarded as little short of necessary and self-evidently
valuable. The fiasco that resulted from this expensive, ill-conceived and
mismanaged Northern Exploring Expedition, and in particular the macabre.
Restoration-comedy coincidences whereby the remnant of Burke's advance party
and successive support groups repeatedly missed each other led both to the
acrimonious hunt for scapegoats and the speedy mythologising of the leaders as the
nation's first martyrs. However, amongst the several well-knoviTi Uterary responses
to these events, Catherine Martin's lengthy poem 'The Explorers' (1874) has been
largely neglected or dismissed in brief and simple paraphrase. Yet The Explorers'
is interestingly unorthodox in several respects, notably in its choice of protagonist.
R.H, Home's poem, 'Australian Explorers', which appeared in the Sydney Moming Herald on February 19,
1863, on the eve of the state funeral accorded Burke and Wills, carries as its moral, 'The World Progresses
by its Martyr'd Men',
Bonyhady mentions it and quotes a contemporary review dismissing it as being 'as destitute of proportion
as of poetic graces of thought and expression, of rhythm and metrical music'. The Australasian, 20 June
1874, 776, col, 3, quoted in Tim Bonyhady, Burke and Wills: From Melbourne to Myth (Sydney: David £11
Press, 1991), 273, Margaret Allen merely notes it in her article, 'Catherine Martin, Writer: Her Life and
Ideas' Australian Literary Studies 13 (1987), 184-97, and in her chapter, 'Catherine Martin: An Australian
Girl?' in A Bright and Fiery Troop: Australian Women Writers of the Nineteenth Century, ed, Debra Adelaide
(Ringwood: Penguin, 1988), 151-64, Robert Sellick briefly paraphrases some sahent points in 'Burke and
Wills and the Colonial Hero: Three Poems', Australian Literary Studies 5 (1971), 188-9, The only detailed
critical treatment 1 am aware of is Michael Ackland's recent article, '"Wrecked! Through all Eternity!":
Faith and Gender Issues in Catherine Martin's The Explorers and Other Poems', Southerly 2 (June 1994),
149-67,
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in its rejection of Burke as hero and consequent reconstmction of the notion of
heroism, in its trenchant moral criticism of British society, and in its ambivalent
treatment of the terrain traversed.
For a poem focussing on a successful exploratory crossing of the continent,
Martin had three obvious potential heroes: John McDouall Stuart, Robert O'Hara
Burke and William John Wills, Of these, Stuart was not only the most successful in
terms of efficiency, practicality and documentation, but, as a fellow South
Australian, he might well have seemed an obvious choice. However, Stuart has
inspired no fictional treatment, arguably because of his very success. The Australian
explorers commemorated in fiction are, almost without exception, those who failed
and suffered: Eyre, Sturt, Leichhardt, Burke and Wills, By the time Martin was
writing the dashing, military-trained Burke had already been the subject of several
poems which not only capitalised on his heroic failure as an antipodean field
version of Romantic suffering but drew on his reputation for reckless daring and
gallantry, as qualities more acceptable in the Byronic tradition of literary hero than
Stuart's practicality. It may have been this very proliferation of Burke-inspired
protagonists that deterred Martin from producing another, but it is more likely that
she was actively attracted to the figure of Wills even though, apart from the eulogies
emanating from his father, Dr William Wills, he was generally referred to only as an
extension of his leader: 'Burke and Wills' is used almost as a composite name.
Firstly, Wills was appointed to the expedition as its surveyor, and Martin's much
loved younger brother. Alec Mackay, to whom she dedicated 'The Explorers'
volume, was at that time a South Australian Government Surveyor in the Northern
Territory, the farthest point of the expedition's exploration. Secondly, at the time
she published the poem, Martin herself was the same age, twenty-seven, as Wills
was at his death. Perhaps more importantly, Wells's reputation as a diligent and
thoughtful scientist offered Martin a more immediate prospect of sympathetic
identificarion than the impetuous adventurer-hero, Burke,^ Martin had collaborated
3,

4,
5
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Having accompanied Sturt on his unsuccessful attempt to reach the centre of the continent in 1844-5,
Stuart subsequently led four attempts to cross the continent from south to north. His 1859, 1860 and
1861 expeditions were driven back by lack of water and Aboriginal attacks but he successfully reached the
north coast in July 1862,
Henry Kendall's 'The Fate of the Explorers Burke and Wills' (1861), R,H, Home's 'Australian Explorers'
(1863) and Adam Lindsay Gordon's 'Gone' (1867),
Wills's importance as a scientific observer is highly questionable in the light of his actual records, the
deficiency of which was raised immediately after the expedition (see Bonyhady, op. cit, 202 and note 33
below), but by the time Manin was vmting his reputation had been greatly inflated by the tide of eulogy
and the popular desire to establish at least some benefits from the fiasco. While Martin had no pretensions
to scientific knowledge, she did consider herself well read and intellectual in her interests.
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with Alec to write, under an assumed name, politically oriented letters to
newspapers, but she was well aware of the virtual impossibility of a woman,
especially a single woman, achie-ving any significant role in public life. The field of
inland exploration, with its promise of opening up fertile land for settlement,
provided a metaphor for the challenge of social reform, but it, too, had been
dominated by military-trained leaders and was obviously closed to women Wills,
who, according to William Strutt, the artist, looked delicate, and who had been
described as having 'a light, clean, agile frame ,,, and a handiness such as is often
seen in a young girl', was more credible as a role model and more readily
assimilated into Martin's program for social reform. Throughout the poem, in a
sustained contrast with the stereotypically masculine figure of Burke, he is
progressively identified with traditionally 'feminine' qualities. Where Burke is the
extrovert activist and the decision-maker, seeking fame and military glory, and
dying with a pistol in his hand. Wills is heroic through endurance, introspective,
faithful without complaint to his leader's decisions, desiring not fame for himself but
peace and prosperity for future generations, and dying -with a religious vision of a
better society resulting from his efforts. The cumulative contrast between the two
men is further amplified by a series of value-laden binarisms - city/country, fame/
duty, military background/scientific interests, despair/faith.
The poem's epic length (130 pages di-vided into four parts), while introducing
problems of cohesion and retention of interest, allowed Martin to treat this wellknown historical episode in the mode of classical tragedy, replete with all the
possibilities of dramatic irony. For its time 'The Explorers' was unusually
provocative in its implicit criticism of Burke who, in literature if not in public
discussion, was revered as a national hero, additionally sanctified by suffering and
death, Martin introduces the leader's shortcomings from the start through the irony
which identifies him -with the optimism and ostentation surrounding the expedition
departure and through the contrasting chorus figure of the sceptical Bushman,
The sun is shining from a cloudless sky.
Glad expectation beams in every eye.

Thomas Mitchell, Charles Sturt, George Grey Peter Egerton Warburton, Burke, and Stuart all came from a
military background, although Stuart later became a surveyor, the other profession assumed to provide a
suitable training for explorers. It was not until the Incredible Journey (1923) that Martin felt confident to
create a female 'explorer', capable of crossing the desert, and then it was an Aboriginal woman,
R, Bimie, letter to William Wills, 14 September 1860, Victorian Exploring Expedition papers, box 2082/
2a(4), quoted by Bonyhady, op. cit., 49,
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And now and then a burst of laughter loud
Breaks through the hum of small talk in the crowd, ,,.
Then one who joined the crowd with searching gaze.
Seemed to regard the scene with deep amaze;
He was a stooped grey man in bush costume,
Guiltless of gloves, or studs, or rare perfume;
Bronzed was his face -with an Australian sun.
And as he went he turned to speak to one
Who walked beside him: 'Say, friend, 1 pray.
Why are the people crowding all the way?'
This one answered - 'In what distant spot
Hast thou been living, that thou knowest not
Of this great Expedition now sent forth
To explore our mighty isle from south to north?'
The Bushman's eyes lit with a twinkling gleam,
'Within the Bush life passes like a dream
In strange obli"vion of the wondrous strides
The world at large is making. He who bides
Through many years within the drowsy shade
Of lonely haunts, will find the great world fade
In mem'ry's tablets, till such far-off hum.
And scraps of information, as may come
Through newspapers, and mmours unto him.
From its unceasing whirl, will seem as dim
And vague, as the faint lines trac'd by a hand
Long, long returned to dust.
Besides constructing the unfashionably dressed Bushman, ignorant of the latest city
news but prophetic of the outcome of these events, as 'Other' to the crowd and its
darling, Burke, these lines emphasise the more serious disparity between the
Bushman's proven knowledge of the conditions of the interior and Burke's wellknown impracticality in survival techniques, even in plotting a course through local
bush. Similarly, the Bushman's dismissal of ephemeral fame is further contrasted

M,C. (Catherine Mackay], The Ejcplorers and Other Poems (Melbourne: George Robertson, 1874), 2, All
subsequent quotations from 'The Explorers' are from this edition.
Falconer Larkworthy, manager of the Beechworth branch of the Oriental Bank and owner of the cottage
which Burke rented during his time at Beechworth, knew him well and denied that he had any skills in
leadership or bushcraft, 'It was told of him as a good joke, but true nonetheless, that when he was returning from Yackandandah to Beechwonh, he lost his way, although the track was well beaten and frequented, and did not arrive at his destination for many hours after he was due. He was in no sense a
bushman.' Quoted in Ian F McLaren, 'The Victorian Exploring Expedition and Relieving Expeditions,
1860-61: The Burke and Wills Tragedy', The Victorian Historical Magazine 29 (4) (1959), 220
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with Burke's well-known obsession •with the glory of making the first crossing of the
continent and, of course, the lines also function as the first of several
foreshadowings of the fate of the expedition, itself 'long returned to dust', Martin
may well have adopted the idea of the Bushman and his waming from a poem
published in the South Australian Advertiser of 28 December, 1860 under the pen
name of 'Old Bush':
Oh Mr Burke
Tis risky work
To seek the northern coast.
Then have a care
Or else prepare
To be a desert ghost,
'Mid sand and stones
You'll leave your bones
'Tis said, if all be true
For says report.
You're not the sort
To take the party through.
In her introduction to The Incredible journey [ 1923] Martin was to return to a similar
'Other' figure, the Outback man, who not only 'can find his way in country quite
strange to him' but 'is curiously free from that form of self-will which clings to
illusions because they are pleasant. He loses the art of veiling the tragic side of life
with the evasions that are popular in cities all the world over,'-^^
Martin's Bushman also voices his criticism of the size of Burke's party ('if on me
/Rested the weighty burden of command / I should have chosen a much smaller
band'), and the use of camels as pack animals, a contentious issue from the start.
Martin perceptively suggests that much of the glamour of the expedition emanated
from the exotic appearance of the camels and their attendants, with all their oriental
and Biblical resonances, assembled in Royal Park at the start of the journey.
Another stranger in the crowd amplifies the Bushman's concern:
10. South Australian Ad-^ertiser, 28 December 1860, 4,
11. Catherine Martin, Introduction to The Incredible Journey (London: Pandora, 1987), 9.
12, This criticism had been voiced in the South Australian Advertiser which 'found it "astonishing" that the
imposing array of men, horses and camels which started from Melbourne should have served simply as an
escort through known country' South Australian Advertiser, 9 July 1861, 2,
13, The camels dominate Nicholas Chevalier's painting, Memorandum of the Stan of the Exploring Expedition
(1860), dwarfing the figure of Burke on his white horse in the foreground.
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Aye, I foresee
No little trouble to be laid in store
For our Explorers by the brutes. The lore
Of Eastern lands has thrown a marvellous haze
Around them, so that when one fain would gaze.
And judge them with impartial eyes, a train
Of childish, crude beliefs rises again
From memory's mystic realms, and we perceive
Them, not as they are, but as we believe
They ought to be, (7-8)
This second chorus figure also explicitly introduces Wills in the heroic mould as
'courageous and brave, ,,, leal and true' (8), but though he declares that Wills's
'presence in the expedition fills / Me with confidence', he also amplifies the notion
of impending tragedy by referring to 'auguries of dark ill', attributed not to the
harshness of the conditions but to the personal failings of those associated with the
expedition.
Incompetence and self-will have ofttimes been
The ruin of great purposes, and I ween
Such fatal qualities are not wanting here. (8)
At the time Martin was writing, such criticisms had certainly been voiced about the
Expedition, and even exphcitly in relation to Burke, though because of his heroic
status and out of respect for the dead, the main condemnation had been largely
deflected from the leader to surviving members of the expedition, notably Wright
and Brahe, and to the expedition organisers. The unusual aspect of Martin's
stricture is the relative absence of vilification of the land itself; in her treatment the
tragedy is, in the classical tradition, caused by character flaws rather than by the
natural conditions.

14. The Report of the Commissioners appointed to enquire into and report on the Circumstances connected with the
Sufferings and Death of Robert O'Hara Burke and William John Wills, the Victorian Explorers commented
adversely on Burke's decision to divide his expedition at Menindie, leaving the bulk of his supplies and
transport there, his appointment of Wright to command the party left at Menindie, his decision to leave
Cooper's Creek before Wright arrived with supplies, the fact that seven of the fourteen men, all chosen by
himself, resigned or were dismissed within a month of setting out, and his failure to keep any consistent
records of the journey or to deliver orders in written form.
15. In The Incredible Journey, the story of two young Aboriginal women who cross the Central Australian
desert to reclaim the abducted son of one of them, Martin shows respect for, rather than condemnation of,
the harshness of the land and indicates that survival is possible for those who understand it and live
within its restrictions.
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Having set off, Martin's expedition members proceed to pass the evenings
reciting 'some lays / And stories of the Bush as a pastime'. The recounting of five of
these tales extends the poem considerably and the device has been criticised on
these grounds, but the lengthy interpolations serve several functions: they suggest
time passing; they introduce that strong moral dimension which, important in all
Martin's work, is central to this poem; and, as Michael Ackland points out, the
stories are not as irrelevant to the main plot as they may at first seem, all being
concemed with human loss and with the reflection that such loss need not be
absolute: redemption is possible through acknowledgment of guilt and a restoration
of the human bonds of sympathy. Moreover, the parallel vidth The Canterbury Tales
introduces the notion of a religious pilgrimage, which is to be elaborated, notably
in reference to Wills.
Part II opens with a description of the landscape at Cooper's Creek, drawn in
terms (silence, wastes, seas and solitude) which carry clear Romantic resonances,
both German and English: 'great woods which in strange silence lie ... vast wastes,
(shaded by seas of leaves) ... unbounded solitudes' (69). In particular, the land is
characterised according to the profoundly Eurocentric view common at the time as
timeless and waiting, silent and uneventful, for the arrival of the 'Pioneers'. In the
revised version of his celebratory poem, 'The Fate of the Explorers, Burke and Wills',
originally published in the Empire on 9 December 1861, Henry Kendall added a
prologue to similar effect, invoking the 'Deserts lonely; lying pathless, deep, and
vast,/ Where in utter silence ever Time seems slowly breathing past' and imputing
to the desert an unchanging nature as fitting counterpart to the enduring fame of the
explorers: 'Deserts thorny, hot and thirsty, where the feet of men are strange, / And
Eternal Nature sleeps in solitudes which know no change.'
Martin also includes specific reference to the nardoo plant, as both token realism
and dramatic irony, for the reliance of Burke, Wills and King on a rough flour made
from grinding the seeds of the nardoo or clover fem plant when they returned to
Cooper's Creek was as well known as the leaders' tragic end. Another selfconscious attempt at realism is provided by the Aborigines, described according to
the conventions of the time as a 'wandering tribe, of the degraded race, / Naked and

16. It would be tempting to credit Martin with conscious satire of the quasi-religious aura with which the
expedition was invested in Victoria, but there is no hard evidence for such a subversive intention on her
part.
17. Nardoo flour wasfillingbut nutritionally unbalanced, since it contained no protein or starch The Aborigines, who first gave it to the explorers, supplemented it with a varied diet of roots, fish and meat.
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homeless, roaming in quest of food, / Or tracking out a foe, in savage mood.' (70),
and the stark contrast of the continental climate: 'Scorched through the day with, the
fierce sun's fierce heat, /Which made the sand as coals beneath their feet; / Chilled
through the night with the chill winds that blew' (70).
Martin was one of the first writers to explicitly characterise the exploratory
expedition as analogous to war. She sees the journey as a 'bloodless conflict, more
appalling far / Than any fought when nations meet in war' (71) because of the
unending sameness of the scenery which demoralises them: 'closing round them
like a living grave / The sombre foliage stretches, wave on wave, / Rising for countless leagues on every side' (71). In later fictional treatments of inland exploration
this parallel becomes almost the norm, the explorers providing substitute military
heroes in a country where, with the exception of the undeclared hostilities against
the Aborigines, there was no war to provide readily identifiable national heroes.
In a flashback to the expedition's brief stay in Menindie, Martin has no hesitation
in apportioning some blame to the 'deserters' (Landells and Beckler) who allegedly
resigned their post out of 'self-interest'. She also refers exphcitly to William
Wright, one of the two most widely cited villains of the tragedy, as un-wisely chosen
by Burke to remain in charge of the group left at Menindie, thereby implicating
Burke himself in Wright's subsequent dereliction of duty. Then follows a series of
descriptions of the various kinds of terrain through which the main expedition
passed from Menindie to Cooper's Creek - fertile regions, salt bush country, stony
ridges.
arid regions, gauntly bare,
Shrivelled beneath the sun's remorseless glare:
Tracts of drear desolation, where the grass
Lay in bleached heaps, o'er which no creatures pass
On earth or air, saving great snakes that glide
With lustrous folds along. Here fissures wide
Rent the hot earth.
No sound of life was heard,
All, all around wore the same wan hue of death A burning heaven above burning wastes.
Lit by the lurid sun, (74)

18. George Landells, appointed as second-in-command, resigned after several disputes with Burke, whereupon Hermann Beckler, the expedition's medical officer, resigned in support of Landells.
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Burke then proposes to Wills that they wait no longer for Wright to join them
with the expected supplies, but set out 'with John King and Charles Gray, six camels,
a horse and supphes enough for four men to 'compass the great aim we have in
view', namely, to reach the Gulf and return to Cooper's Creek. Burke duly left
William Brahe, the only member of the party other than Wills able to plot a course
by compass , to wait with the three remaining men for their return, fully
anticipating that Brahe would soon be joined by Wright with fresh supplies and
men. Although Martin mentions the period of three months, which Brahe asserted
had been the time Burke ordered him to wait, she also indicates that Brahe was told
to wait, unconditionally for their return:

"Three moons may wane,"
The Leader said, "ere we return again,
But Wright may join you now, at any hour,
And though great dangers round our paths may lower.
Yet kno-wing for our coming you will wait
We will not fear, although forlom our state
May be, ere we return unto this spot
Where succour and relief-will be our lot," (76-7)
Martin goes well beyond the e-vidence presented to the Commission of Enquiry
in ascribing such an injunction to Burke, but it was consistent with the simplistic
popular -view that cast Brahe as the villain of the drama, because he did not wait for
his leader. In fact Brahe waited at Cooper's Creek for 18 weeks, more than a month
longer than the three months Burke had instructed him to wait and a week longer
than the 4 months requested by Wills, but the extraordinary coincidence of Burke's
arriving only a few hours after Brahe's departure was popularly constmed as
sufficient reason to indict Brahe,^'^ Contemporary feeling against Brahe was further
fuelled by anti-German feeling, though this was not a factor in Martin's
condemnation, since her admiration of Germans and German culture is well known

19, This was necessary for Brahe's group to be able to return to Menindie in the case of an emergency such as
the non-reappearance of Burke's party,
20, Characteristically Burke had left no written instructions with Brahe as to how long he should wait, and for
a time Brahe was made a scapegoat for the deaths of Burke and Wills, For a detailed account of the accusations and Brahe's defence see Bonyhady, op. cit., 219-21.
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and The Explorers and Other Poems included translations of twelve German Romantic
poems.
Martin focuses on lack of water as the foremost danger besetting the expedition
(78-9), a view which accorded -with popular assumpuons that this area was
unrelieved desert and -with the prevalent dread of death from thirst. In fact Burke
and Wills travelled in a particularly favourable season after good rain and were short
of water only once when their waterbags did not hold as well as they had
expected."^^ However, Martin is more interested in the symbolic value of drought
and desert as conditions of the pilgrim soul preparatory to the moment of vision and
she includes an incident, strategically placed on Christmas Eve, (Christmas day
being the only rest day permitted by Burke) when, parched with thirst, they are led
to a creek by a flight of wood doves, exphcitly compared to the star guiding the Wise
Men. This scene is based on the account of 'a delightful oasis' which the four men
chanced upon on Christmas Eve 1860 in the middle of Sturt's Stony Desert The
leading by the wood doves is not part of the original account, though a similar
incident of being led to a small puddle of water by a pigeon had featured in Sturt's
account. In Martin's poem the effect of this interpolated event, attributed to
Providential intervention, is to indicate that the land is not innately hostile, that the
explorers "will be betrayed and •will die because Man, not God, is faithless.
In the poem, as in the official account, Burke and Wills leave Gray and King and
complete the last part of the journey to the Gulf on foot, but Martin again exceeded
fact in affirming that the Explorers 'press onward, in the evening light, / Until the
ocean burst upon their sight. / Ay then, they knew they had travers'd the land / From
shore to shore.' (83) This was a popular misconception. The first newspaper report,
that of the Argus of 3 November 1861, carried the headline, 'The Victorian
Exploration Expedition. The continent crossed' and Edward Jukes Greig's painting.
Farthest North. Burke and Wills (1862) showed the two men viewing the open sea, a

21. Margaret Allen records that Martin's knowledge of, and regard for, German language and literature 'was
probably acquired from her association with a small German community in Mount Gambler where she
had moved in the early 1870s, Many years later she wrote of this time in Mount Gambler as a place "where
some of the friends to be valued as long as life endures were Germans, who fostered an intimacy with all
that was best in the immortal literature of their country ". Margaret Allen, 'Catherine Manin, Writer: Her
Life and Ideas', 185, The Explorers and Other Poems includes translations from Chamisso, Uhland, Mflller,
Herder, Heine, Goethe and Schiller,
22. See Bonyhady, op. cit. 124-5.
23. Burke and Wills Commission, Victorian Parliamentary Papers, 1861-2, vol.3, q. 733.
24. Charles Sturt, Journal of the Central Australian Expedition 1844-5, ed. Jill Waterhouse (London- Caliban
Books, 1984), Vol. I, 45-6.
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feature which drew critical fire from the Age for venturing 'too far into the
imaginative'. The follo'wing year Wills's father, Dr William Wills, determined to
elevate his son to a position of blameless preeminence, published A Successful
Exploration through the Interior of Australia from Melbourne to the Gulf of Carpentaria,
a title that clearly suggested arrival at the Gulf. In fact the party reached the Flinders
River, some 50 miles east of their intended destination, the Albert River which flows
into the Gulf of Carpentaria. However, the water was salty and showed a tidal flow
of 6-8 inches, so there was no doubt of their being effectively at the coast Martin
emphasises the achievement which nothing can remove from them:
Obloquy or high fame
Might be their portion - yes, their bones might lie
Whitening, mayhap, beneath the sunny sky.
Yet Fate's most deadly shaft could ne'er undo
The work they had achiev'd. (85)
The trials of the four explorers on their return joumey are represented as hunger,
hopelessness and physical weakness, though Martin stops short of assigning the
blame for this to Burke's extraordinary directions concerning the lavish food
supplies with which the expedition had started. Gray eventually sinks 'overcome
with pain' and dies. There is no overt reference to the suspicions shrouding Gray's
death - of the flogging allegedly administered by Burke and condoned by Wills,
who had found Gray, in the last stages of scurvy, stealing flour from the group's
scanty provisions; presumably Martin is loath to tarnish the reputation of her
explorers with such deeds. But, more interestingly, she has preceded this section
with an apparently gratuitous reference to some hypothetical murder near the spot:
Bare skeleton forms [of trees], with each twisted limb.
Seeming to whisper of some secret grim, Some awful deed, of savage bloody crime.

25, Quoted by Bonyhady, op. cit, Plate 10, facing p. 177, The painting, now held in The Mitchell Library, State
Library of New South Wales, was first shown in Melbourne, 1862,
26, Burke and Wills left Gray and King here and pressed on with the horse, intending to reach the coast, but
as it was the wet season the horse was repeatedly bogged. After 15 miles, they returned to their companions without having seen the coast,
27, For a discussion of the degree to which Burke's directions concerning the food supplies were responsible
for the deaths of seven members of the expedition, see Kathleen Fitzpatrick, 'The Burke and Wills Expedition and the Royal Society of Victoria', Historical Studies of Australia and New Zealand 10 (1963), 471-3,
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Whose mem'ry clung and haunted, through all time
The spot that witnessed, and the trees whose shade
A sheltering covert, for the deed had made, (86)
Does Martin implicitly intend some transferred guilt to apply to the
circumstances of Gray's death recounted on the following page? Several parallels
between the scene of the speculative foul play mentioned above and Gray's burial
place support such a reading. The 'trees whose shade / A sheltering covert, for the
deed had made' are echoed by 'the sad sheaoak's shade' over Gray's grave and in
both cases the wind moans monotonously, 'The fitful moan / Of the night breezes
through the ghostly woods' (88) recalls the detail of the former scene: 'Rising at
times into a shuddering moan, / Then passing, in a wailing monotone / The wind
crept coldly over them' (86),
Part III deals with the return of Burke, Wills and King to the Cooper's Creek
depot, only to find it deserted. As Burke's party had approached the place by
moonlight, Burke had repeatedly claimed to see the tents of Brahe and his party
Martin exploits the full dramatic irony of this 'snowy speck, which, like a phantom
rose' (91) but which tums out to be a mirage that 'wholly fades away', for every
contemporary reader would have known that, not only was the depot deserted, but
Brahe and his group had left the site only 'a few fleeting hours' earlier. Once again,
Martin has no hesitation in sheeting the blame home to Brahe: 'Deserted by those
men upon whose faith / They had relied as comrades, true to death' (94), Soon
exhausting the 'meagre store of food that had been left', Burke, Wills and King
struggle on, camping beside a creek where nardoo grew in plenty, Burke and King
gather and crush the nardoo seed but Martin makes no mention of the essential role
played by the Aborigines in showing them this food source. On the contrary, having
once asserted that 'their chief hope / Of succour rested on the savage race', she leaves
them conspicuously absent,'^^
Wills, too ill to move, begs Burke and King to leave him and seek help. This
28, Burke and Wills Commission, Vol, 3, q, 1064-5,
29, This seems a curious oversight in the light of the very supportive treatment of Aborigines in The Incredible
Joumey (1923) and her statement about her mother's attitude to Aborigines as being 'the unfailing kindness of a gentlewoman, in contact with lowly and very destitute kinsfolk, many of them with estimable
and even lovable qualities'. The Incredible Joumey (London; Jonathan Cape, 1923), 25. In An Australian
Girl (1890) she incorporated an Aboriginal legend of the pelicans and the barracouda and in The Silent Sea
(1892) she daringly for the time, included the incident of a white station owner who attempts to get rid of
his part-Aboriginal mistress while keeping their daughter. The woman and her daughter run away in order
to remain together. It therefore seems likely that Martin's personal interest in the dignity, competence and
close relationships of Aborigines developed somewhat later in her career than 'The Explorers'.
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isolation of Wills, while factually correct, is also essential for Martin's apotheosis of
her hero, ratified by the reward of a lonely hermit's holy "vision. First, however, she
depicts Burke as confiding in Wills his fears that the failure of the expedition will be
blamed on them:
There will be no lack of those who'll say 'Poor fellows! one was rash, the other young;
When the fate of such an undertaking hung
On such a pair, what wonder that success
Did not attend them.'
and that 'The flaws / Of our policy will be passing plain / To the most obtuse
intellect' (100). Such allegations were already commonplace by the time 'The
Explorers' was written, so the statement attributed here to Burke functions less as
forecast than as mitigation. More unusual, but also integral to Martin's purpose, is
the careful distinction between the diverse motivations of Burke and Wills. In her
dramatisation Burke acknowledges Wills' unswerving dedication to science,
constituted as a moral, even a religious quality, by its explicit contrast to his o'wn
pursuit of worldly fame.
... You least of all
Whom love of gain, nor fame, could not enthral
From the pursuit of science ...
I know that the love of fame found in my heart
A favoured resting-place. E'en as a boy
1 well remember yet, it was my joy
To hear of doughty deeds done in old times
By my forefathers in far distant climes.
How often in the rapturous day dreams.
In which the youth of ardent soul, oft seems
To be uplifted from prosaic life,
Have I gone forth, to wage immortal strife To win the conqueror's resplendent crown.
And leave my name, enbalmed in the reno-wn
That lives in history, and the poet's song.
As one whose life, above the common throng
Was fmitful in great deed, and noble aim! (101)
In this brief scene, the climax of the recurrent contrasts between Burke and Wills,
Martin recapitulates and covertly arbitrates on the dispute which had divided the
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Exploration Committee: whether speed or science should be paramount in the
expedition.^° In fact Wills himself had had little or no influence on decisions
relating to the expedition, but his mentor and sponsor, Georg von Neumayer, head
of the Flagstaff Observatory, had certainly been one of the stronger proponents of a
scientific focus for the expedirion. In 1858 Neumayer had embarked on a large-scale
magnetic survey of Victoria and was keen to see magnetic measurements extended
across the continent. It was natural for him to propose Wills, one of his own
assistants at the Observatory, as surveyor and such was his influence that Wills was
appointed as 'Surveyor and Astronomical Observer' even though he had no formal
quahfications in either field. When Hermann Beckler, the medical officer and
botanist, resigned from the party at Menindie and Lud-wig Becker, naturalist,
geologist and artist, was left behind there with Wright, not only the plotting of a
route but all the scientific observations and the very arduous task of recording them
were left to Wills. In the period of acrimonious dispute which followed the
disaster of the expedition, Wills was the only senior member not arraigned for
neglect of duty in some form. The highly regarded botanist, Ferdinand von Mueller,
Director of the Melbourne Botanical Gardens, maintained that it was solely due to

30. Kathleen Fitzpatrick concludes: 'When the expedition was first thought of, the emphasis had been on geographical discovery, and the Exploration Committee had attempted to gather funds for the expedition by
appealing to people who had a disinterested love of knowledge. These proved to be few. Other methods
were then adopted, including the appeal to Victorian pride and cupidity. ... Scientific knowledge came a
bad last in this appeal but it brought in money from the public and gained the active suppon of the government.' Fitzpatrick, op. cit., 478. The Age asserted that for Burke to 're-cross the country without making the joumey available for other purposes, would be a mere waste of time and money. ... As it is probable
that there are few dangers to encounter, and as the interior is now known to be traversable, Mr BURKE
must make his journey thoroughly practical and useful. We want an accurate and compendious account of
the topography and natural history of hitherto "terra incognita."' The Age (15 October, 1860), 4, For a
comprehensive discussion of the debates over speed versus science, see Bonyhady, op. cit., chaps, 7 and 8,
31. Wills had begun to study medicine in London in 1852 before emigrating (he described himself on the passenger list as a surgeon) but did not complete his studies. When his father, a surgeon, arrived in Victoria
and set up in practice at Ballarat, Wills worked for a time as his assistant before opening a gold office in
the same town. He then worked for the district surveyor in Ballarat, learning mapping and surveying,
before deciding on a career in astronomy. Wills obtained a position with Neumayer at his Flagstaff Observatory set up in the old signal station on Flagstaff Hill on what was then the western edge of the city of
Melbourne, He greatly impressed Neumayer with his diligence and enthusiasm for astronomy so it is not
surprising that the astronomer was prepared to entrust his magnetic survey and astronomical instruments
to him on the expedition. As it happened, Neumayer, who accompanied the party as far as Menindie in the
role of scientific organiser, returned to Melbourne with the party's geomagnetic instruments when it
became apparent that Wills, having no assistant surveyor, would be unable to make adequate use of them.
32. By dint of spending an hour and a half per night writing his detailed journal, Wilb managed, for the first
weeks of the joumey north from Cooper's Creek, to record meteorological observations (temperature, air
pressure, wind direction) and descriptions of the terrain, flora and fauna. However, with the exhausting
pace demanded by Burke, this became too difficult to sustain and there are increasing breaks in his journal. Bonyhady estimates that The result was that the party not only fulfilled little scientific function but
that, for these periods, it was abo not exactly clear where they went.' Bonyhady, op. cit., 128.
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Wills that the expedition had achieved its 'great geographic success' Yet it was
only after the publication of Martin's poem that science was adopted as an additional
element of consecration in relation to dead explorers.
Burke, on the other hand, had little interest in anything other than reaching the
northem coast of the continent before his rival John McDouall Stuart The brief
apologia that Martin attributes to him encapsulates Burke's mihtary career, which
the many posthumous tributes had made common knowledge. Burke's younger
brother, James, had died a hero, 'covered with bayonet wounds, sabre gashes, and
marked with lance thrusts and bullet holes' at the battle of Giurgevo in the Crimean
War, been awarded the Turkish Order of Medjidie and described as the first
British officer killed in the war. Profoundly affected by the glory attached to his
brother's death, Robert returned to England in 1856 to enlist, but by the time he
-30

reached Liverpool, the Crimean War was ended.
Burke finally departs from Cooper's Creek with King but dies three days later.
King, after burying his leader, returns to the depot only to find that Wills has died
during his absence. Thereupon King, after wandering for some time alone was
befriended by Aborigines who fed him until a search party led by Alfred Howitt
finally artived. But Martin is not much interested in either Burke or King, In Adam
33, Quoted by Dr William Wills, A Succcss/ii! Exploration through the Interior of Australia from Melbourne to the
Gul/0/Corpentaria (London: Bentley, 1863), 362. Other estimates of Wills's laboriously kept diary have
been less enthusiastic (see note 5 above). Ernest Favenc, forgetting perhaps that the published journals of
the other explorers had benefited from careful editing after the event, regarded it as 'sadly uninteresting it is but the baldest record of the day's doings, and destitute of the sympathetic style which is so essential
to an explorer's log'. Ernest Favenc, The History of Australian Exploration from 1788 to 1888 [18881
(Amsterdam: Meridian Publishing Co., 1967), 217.
34, The best known example is Henry Kendall's poem 'Leichhardt" (1880) which professes to tell the tale of
hero ,,, holy with our Leichhardt's name!/ Name of him who faced for Science thirsty tracts of bitter glow
— /Lurid lands that no one knows of — two and thirty years ago,' In this extraordinary and thoroughly
confusing poem, Leichhardt, apparently a male counterpart of Wordsworth's Lucy, is passed from Lady
Nature to God to the 'starry angel Science' en route to his travels in Australia, Henry Kendall, Selected
Poems, ed, T Inglis Moore (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1957), 87, Prior to Martin's 'The Explorers', the
only 'scientific' explorer honoured in poetry was Edmund Kennedy, assistant surveyor and amateur botanist, who was killed by Aborigines in Cape York Peninsula in 1848,
35, Burke's hasty determination to set out from Menindie in mid-October (rather than wait for early autumn,
the time which the Exploration Committee had advocated) even before the party was properly equipped,
thereby disastrously dividing the group, was the result of the news he had just received that Stuart had
reached the Barkly Tablelands, only slightly more than 200 miles from the north coast of AustraUa, before
turning back, Burke would almost certainly have guessed that Stuart would set out again almost at once.
See Bonyhady, op. d(,, 115,
36, Burke's father and elder brother were in the British army and he himself joined the Austrian army before
resigning to become a member of the Irish Constabulary and later the Victorian police force,
37, As reported in The Age, 14 November, 1854, 7,
38, It is one of the many complexities of Burke's character that he did not retum immediately to England to
enlist in 1854 when his brother's death was reported in the Age, but waited until March 1856, See Bonyhady, op, cit,, 31,
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Lindsay Gordon's poem, 'Gone' (1867), Burke's death is the focal point: he dies
every inch a military hero, in conscious declaration of his goals and methods: 'With
the pistol clenched in his failing hand, / With the death mist spread o'er his fading
eyes .,, /The storm was weathered, the battle won', but in Martin's treatment, Burke
'died as he had lived - brave, fearless, true: ,,,/ With his last faint sigh, / He breathed
a prayer of resigned faith / Unto his God' (104-5), King is accorded even less space,
Martin simply remarks that 'in awful loneliness / [he] Wandered for many days. But
his distress, / His sufferings, and rescue, have been told, /And are well known to all'
(105), This unusual underplaying of Burke and King is strategic for Martin's
purpose; it permits the contrasting valorisation of Wills, whose claim to alternative
hero status rests on two unconventional premises: his dedication to science, from
which he is not seduced by hopes of fame and wealth, and his strong moral concern
for social welfare. The latter qualification, Martin's own invention, was clearly
contrived in order to introduce the kind of social statement which, in one form or
another, characterised all her later prose work.
In Part IV science is further elevated as not only morally impeccable but a trope
for religious vocation, associated in some unspecified way -with social reform. Wills,
as its representative, becomes the recipient of a desert-generated religious vision
vv^ith strongly nationalist, anti-imperialist overtones. In his dream England (bom a
Scot, Martin had little sense of allegiance to England) appears as a place of social
degradation, condemned because, despite its naval prowess and wealth derived
from trade, it has ignored 'the realms of pauperism, haunts of crime', the dark
underside of its gross maldistribution of wealth (125-7), Under the very gaze of the
Queen, 'dark haunts of vice and gaunt despair' (119) flourish, where the weak are
trampled and the strong stand by unmoved. This hypocritical cruelty, in which the
Church no less than the State is implicated, has been prefigured in the third tale of
Part I, 'The Mouse Tower', in which the Bishop of Mentz is 'rich and selfish, cruel
and proud. / No tale of dire want could his hard heart melt / Though his prayers he
said, so long and so loud' (35).
Confronted in his dream by a sceptic who mockingly invites him to propose a
remedy. Wills roundly condemns the cruelty and hypocrisy of England: 'The
cruelty, black treachery, deep hate / And barbed malice, that e'er lie in wait / Draped
with hypocrisy's fair seeming robe / In the most Christian countries of the globe.'
(126). In a strongly anti-monarchist statement he predicts that wealth, power and
outward piety vidll not save it from a future, 'When Monarchies will reel, and the
hoarse cry / Of unbelief and Anarchy, on high / Will rise' (125). This hearsay
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estimate of the social conditions of Britain was to be reinforced when Catherine
Martin travelled to Europe vnth her husband Frederick Martin. In the anonymous
semi-autobiographical The Old Roof Tree: Letters of Ishbel to Her Half-brother, Mark
Latimer [1906] written during this time abroad, Martin inveighed against the
conditions of the urban poor in Britain:
The misery — the degradation of so large a proportion of the poor — so
far-reaching and profound, to see the result of it day to day, is like looking
on human creatures dashed to pieces, where two seas meet. Men dragged
into the depths of hopeless pauperism, women rising ghostlike from childbed to take up burdens that even in robust health they should not be
allowed to touch — children perishing from neglect and want..
Against these evils of British society Wills sets the promise of Australia as a land
of plenty for all and the natural home of political and social reform based on socialist
principles, remarkably close to those which Martin herself, having rejected the
Calvinism of her upbringing for its acceptance of social e-vils as the will of God,
was intent on ushering in.
Thank God, there's room and breathing space
For millions there, o'er whom want never more
Need tyrannise, who, on that new-found shore
May live, a race, free, happy, and content.
The offspring of the men, who long were bent
Beneath a yoke, more curst than that which weigh'd
Afric's sons. (127)
Whatever Martin's conscious intentions, this antipodean new Jerusalem appears
predicated less on Christian principles than on materialist ones: it becomes a
possibility only when, and because, there is plenty for all. It is in this connection
that Martin compares Burke and Wills to the Israelites seeking the Promised Land.
Forlorn their state
As was that of the Jews, when with sad gaze,
They looked across the desert's reddish haze.
To catch a glimpse of the fair Promised land,
Glimmering like Eden o'er a sun-parched sand. (91)
39. [Catherine Martin), The Old Roof Tree: Letters of Ishbel to Her Half-brother, Mark Latimer (London:
Longmans, 1906), 184.
40. See Margaret Allen, 'Catherine Martin: An Australian Girl?', op. cit., 155.
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Martin depicts Wills as dying happy in the knowledge that his death is not in
vain, that Australia will be blessed -with a purer future. His enduring moral reward
lies in having 'open'd up a realm, where the faint sigh / And plaints of hunger never
need ascend / To vex the sapphire skies' but where 'Great golden harvests, and quiet
happy homes / Will yet be seen' (127), This vision of plenty sits somewhat
uncomfortably •with Marrin's earher descriptions of the 'sun-parched sand' and the
explorers' starvation, but it would have been readily endorsed by Martin's
contemporaries. Within a few years the Northem Exploring Expedition, despite its
unprecedented economic cost to the Victorian public and the high loss of life
entailed, was judged a success in sending back a report of fertile land in an area
previously assumed to be totally desolate. As Bonyhady has remarked:
Burke had seemingly shown that Victoria did not border a Sahara or Gobi;
he had redeemed thousands of square miles from their bad reputanon and
converted them into good pastoral land; he had transformed the wilderness into a garden rich in 'new sources of national wealth, sustenance, and
prosperity'. The knowledge that future settlers could rely on Wills's map
and start north without any of the expense of the Victorian expedition was
worth all the money that had been spent,
Wills's dying words affirm that the vision will be translated mto reality: '"No
dream/Was this," he murmured ,,. "I thank Thee, God, that n o w / I Iceland know,
I do not die in vain; /And, knowing this, my loss I count but gain,"' (129) With their
conscious echo and inversion of the line 'my richest gain I count but loss' from Isaac
Watts's famous eighteenth-century hymn 'When I survey the wondrous cross', these
words function to attest the protagonist's Christian humility and certain salvation,
applying, as it were, a Christian benediction and justification to an otherwise secular
and sociahst statement. Clearly this vision of the new society, which furnishes the
climax of the poem, had no part in the recorded history of the Burke and Wills
expedition; it is imposed, with scant justification, on the event; or, more accurately,
the event, as depicted in the poem, exists to frame the -vision and dignify it by
association with the most famous topic of Martin's time.

41, Bonyhady, op. cit., 199, In fact, the relieving expeditions led by McKinlay, Landsborough and Howitt
achieved more in this regard than the Burke and Wills expedition itself. For example, according to the
Seventh and Final Report of the Exploration Committee, William Landsborough 'performed a brilliant
achievement in the discovery of a well-grassed and watered country composed for the most part of rich
pastoral land, extending along the waters of the Flinders to the dividing range,., he has opened up a most
favourable hne of overland communication from the Northern to the Southern Shores ' Quoted by Ian
McLaren, op. cit, 234,
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In this, as in earher descriptions of the terrain traversed by Burke and Wills's
party, Martin encounters the same logistical problem as those explorers who
survived to publish accounts of their travels. On the one hand, the desert is
constmcted to define the explorer heroes by complementarity: the harsher the
conditions the more heroic and venerable the explorers. Yet, just as the explorerauthors also needed to justify their expeditions by returning with accounts of fertile
land, so Martin is constrained to account for Wills's vision of a land of plenty opened
up for posterity by his efforts. In part she resolves this dilemma by intermittent
suggestions that it is human inadequacy rather than Nature that leads to so many
unnecessary deaths (seven, in fact, rather than the three Martin records). Yet here,
too, she is forced to retract some of her original insinuations in order not to tamish
the validity of the expedition, attributing the blame less to the harshness of the land
than to her villains, Wright and Brahe. In this state of ambivalence, Martin was not
alone. Her quandary reflects that of her contemporaries more faithfully than the
heroic Uterary eulogies that preceded 'The Explorers' and looks forward to the
problematising of the explorers that was to become almost the norm in twentiethcentury literary treatments of their exploits.
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Wendy Poussard

Leaving the Island
Canoes in the time before
nosed out like hungry fish
through the green lagoon
to deeper waters
where land was out of sight
and ocean stretched
to the sky's edge.
Sailors lay in their canoes,
feeling the currents,
steering by the heart-beat of the sea.
They watched the island's shadow
fade from the belly of the clouds.
Only the rising and the setting
of the stars marked out
the path to other islands, other lives.
No path no pattern was unkno^wn to them.
Today, lea-ving the island,
I look for signs
to promise me
arrival and returning,
I listen for the sound
of waves remembering the shore,
whispering land's last message
to the open sea.
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1890
June I would say
and Berthe Morisot
has just picked out
the last poppy
from the cornfield
at the edge of the forest
beside her an easel
giving shade to the patch
of earth and camomile
in front of her feet,
it is a long view
to the old renaissance,
at her back
a man draped
under a blanket
makes funny sounds
like someone with a makeshift
gas mask over his head
at Verdun.
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Stephen Fauldj

Flock
A spray of birds
fluid formation, banking and turning
in cadence.
A single bird falls behind
fractured
from the neat body of the flock.
Between the winter winds
they race, changing shape
with every tum.
The lone bird holding its position
as the flock speeds and changes
is swept to the flank.
Suddenly the shape flattens
and the single bird is
absorbed. It takes
the peak of the formation.
Now distant,
the flock speeds on
becoming a thin pattern
of stubble on a grey bank of cloud.
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Alan Alexander

Flinders Petrie Goes Walking
oh, what a feast of pottery,
heaps of fire-black lustre
crunching under one's boot:
fret pattern, honeysuckle,
heads, arms, legs of figures, horses;
black figures on orange,
orange on black; such
a half-hour I never had before
by the Nile, in the moming air.

Evening Reverie
When will Art have no secret for us?
From the prehistoric to the Greek,
to the legacy of the Greek in Egypt
it reveals and hides in one mosaic.
Sign appears in cave, on the stone,
tribes and dynasties have a voice
from the wood, from the river, as if a sun
warmed the ancient story in us.
And here I stay and work.
The Great Peace, the desert's at my back;
no wonder men fled to it from the world —
I take my pleasure in Egypt's mark,
alone and pleasured to sift and look
and my mail from England has me smile:
'To Flinders Petrie somewhere on the Nile',
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Bruce Dawe

In a Time of Drought
Travelling by bus at sunset
on the Warrego Highway
the land lies blurted blue-grey
like a fugue, the smoke
from numerous fires
drifts aimlessly, amnesiac,
the sun glowers like a furnace,
it is angry with us;
it's too late now to look to the heavens for help;
the psalmists have said their piece,
packed their bags and gone;
the prophets are hedging their bets,
and the past is as distant now as those
economic emperors ruhng from foreign
palaces;
everything is up for grabs,
our luck is leaving us
and we can't believe it
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Marguerite Laurence

the seventh day

"HE spider traversed the mirror above the wash basin, intricately
crossing and criss-crossing its own paths. Back and forth ran the
spider, back and forth, across and up and do-wn to the scalloped edge
of the glass, curled into the corresponding edge of the tiled splashback above the
basin; at the edge, the spider hesitated. With a cautious foot, and then another, it
felt the shiny glaze on the tiles, its body swaying above the two surfaces, the one
reflecting, the other impervious. Then back on to the mirror it ran, back and forth
again, and up to the rosy hooded light shining gently above the looking glass,
shedding its pink warmth. The spider crouched beneath the glowing tube, basking,
and then, stirred and moved by unseen forces, it started off again, more slowly, as
if it were warm and lazy, then faster and faster the further it ran from the light. Now
and then it ran up one wing or the other, disappeared briefly over the top, and
returned again in haste. The wings were angled cunningly to enable profile, threequarter and rear viewing, and they doubled as the doors to little triangular
cupboards fixed to the wall. Inside the cupboards were toothpaste and toothbmsh
and a clean hard white plastic mug; a tube of antacid tablets, a slim bottle of
moisturiser for face and hands and a tiny antique cut-glass scent bottle half full of
dark gold perfume. The contents of the cupboards were not visible, because the
wing mirror-doors were shut, but Alice pictured them vibrating under the spider's
mnning feet. She imagined the little scent bottle imperceptibly mo-ving forward on
its glass shelf, quivering and teetering and ready to fall if she opened the door,

T;

Alice got quietly out of bed and picked up a slipper. It was made of soft cream
leather, lined with pure cotton fluff, double-soled with resiUent mbber and firm
honey-coloured cork. Carefully she opened the left-hand wdng-mirror door,
removed the little scent bottle, and shut the door again. The spider, which had fled,
disturbed, over the right-hand wing, reappeared, and began again to run back and
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forth, back and forth, Alice waited, holding the scent bottle in one hand, and the
slipper in the other. She watched the spider running over her reflected face. Her
skin crawled. She did not look at herself, but only at the spider. Eventually the
spider stopped, in the middle of the mirror, its black body dense in the warm pink
fight. The hairs on its legs glittered, Alice lifted the slipper and struck the spider.
The mirror shuddered, but didn't shatter. The spider's body burst like something
ripe, and its legs twitched in post-mortem spasms, Alice looked at herself in the
glass, her reflection obscure beneath the smeared remains of the spider. Her face
was white, but it looked pink in the light on the glass, Alice looked from one long
blue eye to the other, noticing the impossibility of looking into both at the same
time. Her eyelashes were black as the spider. Pain showed in a vertical line between
her eyebrows. When I go home, thought Alice, I will paint this. 'Woman with Spider',
I'll call it. Perhaps I'll paint it several times: the spider alone, then me alone, then the
spider alive on my face, then dead on my face, then alive on my dead face. . . .
The baby in her crib began to cry, Alice turned away from the mirror, wiped
her slipper with a tissue, then dropped the tissue in the waste paper bin. She got
back into bed and lay down, holding her hands over the pad between her legs. She
could feel the blood leaving her body in a slow trickle. Her stitches itched and
stabbed, the surrounding flesh swollen and throbbing. She put a pillow over her
head to muffle the sound of the baby's crying, and began to drift off to sleep.

When Alice was born, her mother was disappointed that she was not a boy, but
relieved that she was at least a perfect giri, Alice's sister Rachel, now three years old,
had inexpficably been bom -with the limbs on one side of her body withered, so that
her right hand was only a little flipper and a vestigial thumb, and her right leg ended
in a club foot. Because of this imbalance she had not begun to walk unril she was
two, and then it was only -with a pronounced limp. But she was so delighted •with
her achievement that she could quite soon produce a fair tum of speed, rocking
fiom one foot to the other •with unnerving zig-zag impetus. She fell often, and
laughed at herself, and leamed to roll as she fell so that she didn't hurt herself. Her
mother lived in perpetual anxiety lest she fall down stairs or into a fire, and in
perpetual irritation because she was clumsy, and constantly bumped into things,
which feU and broke. Unreasonably, she was the more irritated because Rachel was
cheerful, and determined to be as independent as she could. She felt that Rachel
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was so severely handicapped that the least she could do was allow other people,
especially her mother, to feel sorry for her, to help her and comfort her when she
couldn't manage things normal children could manage. But Rachel, even as a tiny
girl, had a palpable quality of resoluteness which prevented from doing so those
who would interfere with her idiosyncratic progress. They watched instead, and
were disposed to cheer, or not.
Rachel's father cheered. And despite her deformity, he thought her utterly
beautiful. At bedtime he would bmsh her thick brown hair until its highlights
glowed, and kiss the widow's peak on her broad square-boned forehead, and tell her
she was the most beautiful girl in the world. She would look back at him with her
serious brown eyes fringed with their long lashes, and then she would laugh, her
baby bubbling laugh from deep in her belly, and they would hug each other in an
ecstasy of mutual understanding. Her mother, bad-temperedly pregnant with Alice,
felt excluded and alone. She was ashamed of Rachel, and ashamed of herself for
being ashamed. She prayed for a robust, handsome boy, to vindicate her,
Alice was not a boy, but she was both handsome and robust, despite a deceptive
pallor. Hers was the thick white smooth skin that never colours except in extremes
of emotion, to which Alice was not normally given. If she had extremes of emotion,
she vented them in secret, and showed a perfect white face to the world. She was
even a self-possessed baby, preferring to lie on her back and look with her slanting
blue eyes up at the mobile of glittering cut-out stars and suns and moons, and
witches on broomsticks, and flying horses, and fairies -with wings, which hung
above her cot, moving gently in the breeze. Her red lips were a neat Cupid's bow,
her nose a httle long and aquiline, but elegant, her cheek bones high and prominent.
From the beginning, her mother thought her the image of Modigliani's Alice, and
named her accordingly. She hung a print of her namesake in the nursery, and often
dressed her in sky blue, with smocking and lace. She was pleased when people
remarked the resemblance. Wouldn't he have loved to paint your Alice, they would say,
and Alice's mother felt enveloped in the ineffably comforting solidarity of parental
feeling which enabled them all to recognise the unique talent and beauty of one
another's offspring. At such times she found it quite easy to forget about Rachel's
deformity; even to forget, a lot of the time, that she existed at all, because Rachel
would be off playing intently by herself or -with the little boys next dor, and mostly
would not come home until supper time,
Rachel had leamed soon after Alice's birth to be wary of her mother, who had
come across her one day standing on the three-legged stool next to Alice's cot and
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Stroking her baby sister's sleeping cheek with her deformed right hand, Rachel had
seen her mother's expression as she struck her hand from the baby's face, and hissed
at her. Don't touch Alice with that thing. Rachel wobbled unevenly on the three-legged
stool, and clutched a bar of the cot with her good hand, and she looked at her other
hand, now red from the blow. She flexed its palm, and opposed its thumb, and
deliberately folded it round another of the bars, then let go -with her left hand. She
slid her fittle curled flipper down the bar, steadying herself as she climbed off the
stool. Her lip trembled and tears stood in her eyes as she looked at her mother, but
the tears didn't fall. It's not afing, she said, then deliberately put both hands in the
pockets of her dungarees, and went out of the room. Her mother, still weak from
giving birth, sat down on the three-legged stool and wept noisily, Alice woke up
and began to wai! m sympathy.
That night, when Rachel's father came home from work, as always he stopped
at the garden gate, and jingled the cowbell rigged to the gate post, Where's my girl?
he called, and Rachel's curly brown head appeared through the hole in the hedge,
followed swiftly by her -wriggling body, and she hopped down the path to meet him.
He went down on his haunches and held out his arms and gathered her up, then
swung her round so that her legs flew out from his body before holding her close
again, kissing her grubby red cheeks and laughing with delight, Rachel hugged him
and grinned back at him, loving him. Then, And where's that little flipper? Bring it
here for its kiss, he said, completing their ritual greeting, but Rachel, instead of
offering it to him to open out and plant a kiss in its palm, hid it behind her back and
pushed her face into his neck. Her father's body went quiet. He carried Rachel to
the wooden bench halfway up the path, and sat do-wn on it, tuming Rachel so that
she sat -with her back to him on his lap, Rachel put her right hand in her pocket.
The scent of roses was cool and satiny on the evening air. He reached up to break
a rich golden bud from the standard rosebush spreading its laden branches above
the bench. The stem tore raggedly, resisting being picked, and a shower of petals
fell from overblown blooms. Carefully, as though coaxing a frightened bird,
Rachel's father fished her hand out of her pocket and wrapped it around the rose.
Isn't that just lovely? he said.
Later, they went indoors together, holding hands. They had picked a bunch of
roses, off whose stems they had meticulously snapped the thorns, and Rachel
clutched them untidily in the crook of her left arm. Her father held her right hand,
and looked do-wn at her as they walked. He was quite accustomed to the ache in
his heart. A rose leaf and two stray petals were caught in her curly hair, and the
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flowers bobbed next to her face, shaken by her lurching gait. Her eyelashes were so
long they tangled.
In the kitchen, the windows stood wide open to the summer air. The baby,
Alice, slept in her carry cot on the kitchen table. Rachel's mother was at the stove
stirring a sauce. Hello joe, she said, putting down the wooden spoon, hello Rachel.
What a beautiful bunch of roses you've picked! Are they for me? and she reached out her
hands to take the roses. No, said Rachel, tightening her grip on the roses,/or baby
Alice. Her mother laughed. She looked quickly at her husband, then again at
Rachel, and said That's kind of you, Rachel, you are a lovely big sister. But don't you think
I'd better arrange them for Alice because she is a little too small to do it herself?
No, said Rachel, Daddy do it.
joe had been watching, thoughtfully, Rachel's expression was unreadable. As
his -wife began to argue with Rachel, a look of patient reasonableness on her face, he
said Leave it, Margaret. I'll he glad to arrange the roses. Rachel will help me, won't you
my love?
Rachel bounced, and dropped a rose. She bent to pick it up, and all the others
fell from her encircling arm. They lay on the floor and glowed, Rachel looked up
at her father. She seemed on the verge of tears, Joe sat down next to her and ruffled
her hair. Get the vase, then, he said, and I'll collect the roses. He tilted his head forward
and upward in the signal to mb noses, which was the way he and she sealed their
bargains, and Rachel laughed and rubbed the end of her pretty little upturned nose
against the end of Joe's great strong Roman nose, and went to fetch the vase.
Something happened to Rachel today, Margaret, said Joe, when Rachel and Alice
were both asleep, and he and Margaret were ha-ving a nightcap on the porch. Do
you know what it was?
Margaret immediately began to cry.
Don't yell at me, joe, she wept. I don't know what gets into me. I found her leaning
over Alice's cot and stroking her head, and I pushed her away — I was so frightened that
she would lose her balance and fall on top of her or something — and she's so small still...
hut Rachel was terribly upset And she wouldn't let me explain, or comfort her — you
know how she gets — pretends she's so strong and nothing can really hurt her. When she
said the roses were for Alice, I think she was trying to tell me that she loves her and I don't
have to worry about her.
Joe shook his head. It was something to do with her hand. She was hiding it behind
her back. She's never done that before.
Margaret sniffed and wiped her eyes with a piece of paper towel she'd found in
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the pocket of her apron. She looked sideways at Joe, uneasily. Well, maybe someone
has teased her about her hand, and when I pushed her away from Alice she could have
thought it was something to do with her hand. She was using it to stroke her. She sighed.
I must be more careful. I wish I knew why I get so irritable with her. I know she can't help
being clumsy, and yet it gets on my nerves so that I want to scream sometimes. Especially
now that there's Alice to think about as well.
Alice will be fine, said Joe. It's Rachel who's vulnerable.
I know that. But honestly, I sometimes think you don't even know you've got
another child. And you never take any notice of me either, because you give all your
attention to Rachel. Alice and 1 also matter, don't we?
Oh of course you do, sweetheart, said Joe, reaching for Margaret's hand and
squeezing it tight in his own, it's just that 1 couldn't bear Rachel to think we love Alice
more because she has no handicap. You have to spend most of your time with Alice, so I
try to compensate by spending most of mine with Rachel. Until they're both big enough to
have relationships with each of us and with each other ... aren't families difficult? I'd never
have dreamt...
joe drained his brandy glass. Let's go to bed, he said.

Margaret was a good, sound artist, whose paintings of flowers and fish and birds
were pleasantly reproduced on enough calendars, greeting cards and oilcloth aprons
to keep the family income wefl above the average. But Alice was bom with a
formidable talent, combined with unusual dexterity, so that her baby scribbles with
crayons and daubings with finger paints showed amazing precocity. Margaret was
deeply gratified, and began taking her to art classes when she was three. For
godssake, Margaret, said Joe, can't you leave that till she's older? Isn't she allowed to be
a child?
But he didn't sound convincing, even to himself. He knew Alice wasn't a child,
had never been a chUd. She was a fanatic, with a purpose, and when Joe saw what
she produced, as she grew older, out of her fanatical purpose, he gave up hope of
thwarting it. Afice was tidy, efficient, and implacable. She tolerated Rachel's
devotion to her because Rachel was always doing interesting things, things worth
watching. Alice didn't want to play too, she wanted to observe. She watched Rachel
playing hopscotch -with the boys next door: when Rachel was in a hurry, she would
lift her lame leg off the ground altogether and hop on the other leg, which was in
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consequence muscular and strong and good at hopscotch. The boys next door were
her best friends and amicable competitors, but just once, when Rachel had won the
hopscotch for the umpteenth time mnning, Jamie, who was a year younger than
Rachel, burst into frustrated tears and shouted that it wasn't fair because Rachel
always hopped on one leg, and how were other people supposed to play with her
and have any chance of winning? Jamie's brother, Stuart, the oldest of the children,
first stared at Jamie with his mouth open, and then he began to laugh. Jamie was
furious and hit out at Stuart, who parried the blows and laughed some more. Rachel
stood lopsidedly on both feet, her deformed hand hanging at her side and her good
hand laced in her brown curls. Her cheeks were red from the exertion of the game.
The look on her face was indescribable. She was twelve at the time. AUce sat in the
wheelbarrow and looked from one to the other of the children. Alice always sat in
the wheelbarrow. Rachel had thought it was because the wheelbarrow was a
conveniently movable seat, but when she sat in it herself to see what it felt like, she
realised that it was more than an ordinary seat. It contained its occupant, held
separate from the surtoundings, even from the ground. Rachel didn't Uke it, but
Alice was happy in it. She felt protected by it, free to observe almost as though she
weren't visible. When she watched from the wheelbarrow she was neutral, a
recorder, without emotion of her o'wn. When Alice was in the wheelbartow,
because she looked contented and safe, people thought they were safe from her, so
they played exactly as they would have if no-one had been watching at all. Years
later, what Alice had seen from the wheelbarrow would appear on canvas, not
merely reproduced, but interpreted. Rachel would look in awe at the paintings. Her
sister had seen things she herself had not been consciously aware were present at
all, but knew, -with hindsight, had been the very things that had not just marked the
occasions, but actually created them. How didyou know that's how we felt? she would
ask Alice. Alice shrugged indifferently. I could see, she answered, so I painted it.
Sometimes, Alice made things happen. She and Rachel spent much time in the
forest behind the cottage where they lived, because Rachel was happiest collecting
rare plants and flowers and fungi, studying and classifying them, and watching the
woodland birds and animals. Often there would be fledgeling birds faflen from
disintegrated nests, or rabbits or hedgehogs caught in traps, and Rachel would take
them home and nurse them. Alice would help her, holding frightened birds while
Rachel fixed splints on to broken wings. Mostly the creatures stayed in cages until
they recovered, and then Rachel let them go, but some became tame almost at once,
and wouldn't leave. The baby magpie called Sidney thought Rachel was his mother.
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and rode on her shoulder all day, calling tsweet, tsweet plaintively in her ear, however
much she fed him. He can't still be hungry, Rachel said to Alice, it must be a kind of
reflex. Alice painted a series of pictures of Rachel and Sidney, arranged in a circular
frieze. She called it Imprinted, and it was the first of her paintings to make her
famous. It showed herself and Rachel finding Sidney, a tiny bedraggled,
inadequately feathered, shivering baby; Rachel feeding Sidney with a dropper;
Sidney in a makeshift nest, asleep, his sparse feathers sticking up in tufts from his
head; Sidney riding on Rachel's shoulder, his head turned and his beak open, Rachel
looking askance at him in exasperation; Rachel holding her right hand up in the air
with Sidney clinging to it, his claws fastened painfully into the flesh, his neck
outstretched and his wings akimbo, scared: Rachel was holding a piece of meat in
her other hand, out of his reach, trying to teach him to fly. And then Rachel
laughing, her eyes screwed up as she looked into the sun, with Sidney flying by. The
last picture was of a rangy cat in long grass; the cat was walking stiff-necked -with
the weight of a dead magpie in its mouth. Rachel saw the paintings in progress, and
delighted in them. Until she saw the last one, and was shocked. What's this, Alice?
This isn't true! This hasn't happened! Alice looked at her with her cold blue eyes. It
will, she said. Rachel felt the goose walking over her grave, and begged Alice to paint
out the picture. It's done, said Alice, it can't be unpainted. Rachel experienced a rare
moment of hatred of her sister, and she saw what she hadn't believed before. I think
you did it on purpose, she said. Why? Alice looked out of the window with a bleak
look on her beautiful enamelled face. She was fifteen years old. You don't need
anything to watch, she said. Soon afterwards, Sidney was kifled by a rangy feral cat,
Rachel wept, and buried him next to the ducks strangled in fishing line left on the
bank of the pond, and the puppy mn over by a car, and the lamb stmck by
lightning. She remembered the big orange butterfly impaled live on a pin stuck into
the cork noticeboard in the kitchen: Alice had denied all knowledge of how it had
got there, but seeing it was there, she said, she might as well draw it, and she had
painted a butterfly -vibrating -with pain; she remembered her mother's hand sliced to
the bone while she was cutting up raw meat: Alice had been sitting on the sink at
the time, and she had watched the red blood s-wirling with the water down the
drain; she remembered her father stumbling and faUing over the heavy log he was
dragging to add to the autumn bonfire, stumbling and falling into the red-hot
centre. His hair had caught alight and his face had been bumt and scarred, Alice
had been watching the bonfire from the wheelbarrow.
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Alice had painted it all, Joe had been repeatedly surprised that his smoothsurfaced younger daughter could paint pictures that caused shock and pain, because
it seemed they could have been painted only with experience. And to Joe, as to most
other people, Alice never appeared to feel anything herself, Joe didn't like Alice, and
Margaret, although she doted on Alice and basked in her talent, was afraid of her.
Only Rachel loved her, and pitied her. In retum, Alice despised Rachel, You're a
fool, Rachel, she said, to love me. You know what I'm like.
That's why you need loving, said Rachel, stating a fact,
I don't need pity from a cripple, Alice replied, and I don't love you.
I know, said Rachel,

Alice had wanted the baby. She had had an exhibition of paintings whose theme
was childhood, and the paintings had sold for impressive prices. People's reactions
had been like Rachel's: how does she know what we felt like then, when we can't
remember ourselves? It seemed like sorcery. People looked hungrily into the
paintings, wanting to go back to find the children they had been but had forgotten,
Alice was already well-kno-wn and wealthy before the exhibition on childhood, but
afterwards she was famous. She knew that if she could do -with babies what she had
done with children it would be a unique achievement, but the opportunities to
observe babies were limited as those to observe children had not been, and more
importantly, she herself couldn't remember what it felt like to be a baby. It seemed
an obvious solution to have a baby herself, and observe it from the closest possible
quarters. Her manager, who was also the owner of the gallery where she exhibited,
and an occasional lover, had agreed to father Alice's baby, on condition that he
would not be required to have anything to do -with it unless it turned out that he
wanted to, which he rather thought might, interestingly, happen. Especially if the
baby looked as bright and talented as he knew himself and Alice to be. He was forty,
whereas Alice was only twenty six, and he already had two children by an ex-wife,
but he thought it possible that the experience of marrying and ha-ving children when
young and poverty-stricken and unkno-wn might be quite different from going
through the same processes when rich and famous and able to afford nannies. And
there was no doubt that he was flattered by Alice's request. He had already gained
much kudos from having 'discovered' Alice and promoted her work, and he could
lose nothing by letting it be seen that his connections with Alice were growing
stronger.
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So on the whole the baby's arrival was awaited by its parents with pleased
anticipation, Rachel, -with four children of her o-wn, looked forward to the baby
with uncomplicated joy. She had no doubts that whatever had gone wrong -with
Alice to make her as she was would be rectified by the baby, that the baby would
allow Alice to feel, Joe urged caution, but for once Rachel would not hear him. She
loved him as much as ever, and knew his judgement to be -wise, but she couldn't
bear to believe, as Joe suggested, that Afice might not be able to change. And even
that it might be necessary for her to be as she was in order to be able to paint as she
did; they had had this discussion many times before, but the baby introduced into
it an extra factor, Alice could not mother a baby unless she loved it, and Alice didn't
love anybody. Only the baby, reasoned Rachel, didn't know that, and by
unequivocally demanding love, would evoke it, Rachel lay awake at night,
envisaging the miracle.

From do-wn the hospital corridor, Rachel heard the baby crying. She saw a nurse
emerge from the duty room and hurry through the door of Alice's ward. As she
came closer the crying descended into shaky sobs. The lead in Rachel's stomach,
that had been there since the baby's birth six days before, lay a little heavier,
Rachel entered the ward to find the nurse sitting in the chair next to Alice's bed
and rocking the baby. She was talking quietly to Alice, who lay tightly curled on
the bed, facing the nurse, but looking fixedly out of the -window. A remnant of the
spider fell off the mirtor into the washbasin. Alice's glance flickered in its direction,
then returned to the view out of the window. The nurse stood up and looked at
Rachel. She still won't talk, she said. Shall I take the baby and feed her?
No, I'll do it if you'll bring me a bottle, said Rachel, taking the baby from the nurse,
and sitting down in the chair. The nurse went out, closing the door behind her.
Rachel looked do-wn at the baby in her arms. She had stopped crying, but her face
kept cmmpfing as though she would begin again. Rachel rocked her, -willing the
nurse to hurry -with the bottle. The baby snuffled through her tell-tale flattened
nose. Her hand gripped Rachel's stumpy thumb.
What do you think you're doing, Alice? asked Rachel Why aren't you talking to
anybody?
Alice's eyes moved to the door, focused briefly on Rachel, then closed. The
nurse came in with the bottle. Rachel took it and began to feed the baby, a few sips
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at a time, then a little rest to let her breathe. The baby's body, stiff from crying,
began to relax. The leadweight in Rachel's stomach redistributed itself, and she sat
deeper in the chair.
I don't believe you're not there Alice, said Rachel. I thinkyou're pretending, but I don't
know why. If you don't want the baby, give her to me. But let's talk about it? Alice?
Alice was breathing deeply and evenly, as though she had faUen peacefully
asleep. Outside, the day was clear and crisp, and a broad sunbeam fell through the
bright glass of the window into the room, lying warm on Rachel's back and touching
Alice's face. Her black hair gleamed in the sunlight; her profile lay in clean relief on
the pillow. Her eyes were quite still beneath their lids; only the tiny line of pain
between her eyebrows told that she was alive. Rachel saw the line of pain, and held
stubbornly on to hope.
In her mind, AUce was painting another frieze. It was a curiosity that they
arranged themselves in circles, because there was always a difficulty -with circles, in
that it was not obvious which panel of the frieze was the first. Alice inclined to the
view that usually it didn't matter: that people would look randomly, but see
logically. So that her intention would be conveyed — but at the same time, if they
chose to see otherwise, there was no conventional order stopping them, and they
were grateful for the freedom allowed them. They felt that to a modest extent they
were participants in the creative process. Alice was quite happy for them to
entertain any illusions they liked, as long as they bought her paintings, and
marvelled at them.
She would paint the first panel at twelve on a clock face, because she didn't think
it said what time God had begun, but surely only the stroke of midnight could have
divided the Earth from Heaven, and the first day from the night. On the second day,
at two on the clock face, the translucent glow of the firmament rolled back, and the
dry land was revealed separate from the sea; at four — on the third day — the trees,
heavy with glossy fmit, stood firm on the land, and grass grew all around: green
grass, gold grass, pale red grass, grass -with seeds and tassels and burrs, to propagate
itself all over the land to feed and shelter the animals and birds and creeping things
that were still in the mind of God. Who by six on the clock was becoming conscious
of time and thought it would be more interesting to divide it into seasons, and to
light the day with the sun and the night with the moon and stars. Alice had always
thought that an inspired act, that lighting of the night. She painted into an inky
cloud the shape of the witch that had hung over her cot when she was a baby. By
the fifth day, at eight on the clock face, the sea was rolling with fish and whales and
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dolphins riding the waves, and the grass on the earth moved with a million animals.
Birds flew across the sun, and perched on trees, and Rachel's hen scratched in the
earth for worms. The sixth panel of the frieze was in nowhere land, and refused to
do more than hover on the edge of Alice's peripheral -vision. A shadowy woman
wept under a tree, and the man would not keep still. He walked naked and arrogant
in and out of his panel, -with a long whip in his hand. God, of course, was tired by
then, and he didn't really realise what he had done. On the seventh day, in the
centre of the frieze, when God was sleeping, Alice painted chaos. A lion ate the
lamb, and a howling wind blew plague and pestilence to the furthest edge of the dry
land, and the naked man poured poison into the sea. The moon fell into a black
swamp and dro-wned, and the stars came closer and shone in all their real colours,
scorching the world. In the centre, -with her back turned to God, the woman
smothered her mongol baby.
Within the first seven days, it was, she had read, infanticide. She looked
through her eyelashes at Rachel, rocking her baby to sleep. She turned her face into
the pillow.
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Maria Gillman

Roses

One
I can see them through the woodshed -window, holding the branches together,
fingers touching, treading the soil do-wn. Robert strokes her hair.
Jane looks up, walks close to him, digging into the la-wn with the spade. I shut the
door, holding the logs against me. Robert takes them, smiles.
"Your hands are freezing."
Two
"The first leaves on the birch are out. I think I'll take some photos." Jane turns
around, tries to mb her eyes.
"Would you? I'd love that." I hand her a teatowel, pull a strand of hair off her face.
"Here, let me do the onions." Robert kisses her eyes.
"Love you."
Three
The summer is unbearable. Jane and Robert come to the gallery most afternoons.
Robert buys a print of Jane under the birch. I -write on the back, -with love.
"It's beautiful." Jane's hug folds over me, the sun in spring, the first roses.
"We might go to York for the weekend," Robert looks at me,
"Would you like to come?"
"Sure,"
Four
Robert brings a friend, a journalist, Jane smfles,
"Robert thinks Dave is just right for you," 1 shake his hand, say nothing.
We leave late, drive in the dark, 1 think of nothing, look at Robert's head, Jane's
hand on his neck, I think of nothing, Dave's fingers in mine, talking.
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"I hope you don't mind." I cry in the shower, listening to Jane, the sound of the
water on her body.
"I don't really. He's quite nice."
"Like old times," Jane says, sits on my bed, combs her hair.
"There's Robert," I think of nothing, looking out the window.
Late at night I thought 1 heard Jane laugh.
Five
1 take photos of the roses, for Jane, Dave tries some of my lenses, carries my bag,
Robert buys two watercolours,
"You're crazy,"
"Don't you think they're great?" He kisses Jane, his hands on her head,
1 kiss Dave after dinner, making love in my room, I thought I heard you laugh, Jane,
Six
I spend Christmas alone. Jane phones early, makes Robert talk.
"Thanks for the lovely card."
"I think we've found the perfect place. Will let you know."
Dave sends a letter in January, sprawling writing, I keep it, read it some afternoons.
Seven
We get very drunk, packing the last things after the truck left, Jane sobs by the
birch, I kiss Robert,
"She loves you, you know," 1 know, I love her too.
Eight
I name Dave's daughter Lucy, Jane stays three weeks, cries for the babies she doesn't
have, cries on my milky breasts.
We kiss goodbye when Robert comes,
I work hard, late at night, longing for Jane, longing for Dave,
Nine
I seU the gallery in -winter, buy a litde farm, Jane plants birches and English oaks,
"For your grandchildren," she says, hugging Lucy, smiles for the photo,
"Robert really wants to do his MBA next year, but the nursery is doing so well now.
We bath Lucy together, sit outside by the roses, I stroke the wet petals, smell my
fingers,
"Sometimes I don't even know if I love him anymore,"
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Ten
1 work less, stay home for Lucy, We buy Bantam chickens, a cow, Jane brings apple
trees, plants a herb garden, I want to hold her, touch her, beautiful, beautiful Jane,
"This is so idyUic,"
"I get lonely," I look away, my throat aching.
That night I sit naked by the -window, and smell my wetness, hold my hard breasts.
I can hear Jane laugh in Lucy's room.
Eleven
Dave comes for Lucy's birthday, Jane stays the night, -without Robert. I stroke his
hair, let him suck my breasts.
"Sarah, I love you. Please marry me." His eyes, his soft mouth, his hands on my
legs.
"Yes." Oh Jane, my darling Jane.
Twelve
Jane dresses Lucy, puts roses in my hair. Dave takes photos, hugs us both.
We sit together on the bed, after. She holds my hands, stares.
"1 couldn't tell you before." I look at her, into her eyes.
"I'm glad you did, now." She leans over and kisses me on the mouth, lingering with
her tongue on mine.
"I suppose I really always knew."
Thirteen
We sleep together when Dave is in London, Jane's small breasts under my hands,
her fingers inside me, giddy with happiness.
We talk endlessly, of then and now, wondrous.
"You know that I really want a child."
I take her in my arms and feed her my milk, my love.
Fourteen
In winter Dave watches his son being bom, strokingjane's hair. She grabs my hand,
screams, then laughs out loud, holding her child.
We call him Sam, hang his framed footprint next to Lucy's. Dave stays home more,
we work on a book, help jane -with her trees.
And some nights, when I can kiss them both, when they both hold me, stroke my
legs, the ache in my throat fills me, crushes me. And outside the roses blow in the
slow summer wind, desperate, so sweet.
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Ken Spillmon

Four Elements
for my sons
He curls in to me,
the fit undiminished by five years,
his space grown -with him.
In cool grey hours
the practice of breathing
recalls his struggle for first air,
the grunt & splutter of a smafl blue face,
contingent upon my resolve.
Now, 1 left to the force of him,
an up-draught in limitless sky.
Yet he has brought me to earth,
the landing of fingertips on a feverish brow,
thud of his skull in a fall
& silence before he cries.
These are the wheaten plains of fear,
a rumbling quakeland
which might swallow us tomortow.
Sleeping, we are safe.
He is the sea,
teeming vwth submerged life,
moonlit ripples over aqua dreaming,
& I am the zillion tiny particles at his edge,
remnants of ancient shell land wom stone,
determined by his wash.
With his waking, I am recast.
Firelight -within has won the night.
In the dawn unfurling there is molten love,
a pliant man, a fluid child:
we relive the fumace of our bonding
that handful of years ago,
rehearse the parting ahead.
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Marc Swan

Father's Day, 1995
It's not about the grilled yellow squash
sitting next to the barbecued chicken
on her plate, or the steamy heat of day's end
in June that lead to the words
screamed from her second-floor room
as she kicks the walls, throws pillows,
yells, "I need you."
She isn't three anymore
but you'd think so by the depth charges
of infant angst she discharges
volley after volley at Dad, at Dad's girl friend,
at the walls, her stuffed animals.
The air has been tinged all weekend —
adults grumbling about the cost of every
day life; the bureaucratic red tape to buy
a car, get a beach sticker, to be alive.
She had a row with her mother
on the road to Connecticut, her pump
primed before she met daddy
for the two-hour drive to Cape Cod
and the three-day father's day weekend.
At eight o'clock Sunday moming, she taps lightly
on the bedroom door, holding a package —
pink and white wrapped with purple ribbon
covering two smaller packages — one in white,
one in green, his favourite color. The bookmark
has her picture on it and a poem
about love, love of an eight-year-old daughter
for her father she sees
once a month; in the other package
a hand-made stamp with a wooden knob handle
and a design of blimp-like objects
that when rolled with ink and pressed
to paper might signify wealth or caring or hope.
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Roland Leach

On the Skelligs
It was in the sixth century
when monks burdened -with the thought of etemity,
paddled all these kilometres of sea
in their hide-covered currachs,
to find God in sofitude.
It is a lonely place to find anything
and must have appeared
close to that edge of world
told by firelight
by aged men close to death.
The monks probably believed
that they could hear
the words of God
amongst the cries of gulls & waves,
near-sounds muffled by mists
watery tongues they were free to interpret.
Their beehive huts,
built m corbelled stone
still half stand.
It was here where they must have returned each night,
lifting their ankle length leine
and huddling inside,
attempting to find something in the darkness
as the sea slowly wore
smoothness into rock.
I have not looked for God much,
but believe it has to do -with weathering:
the sharp edge arrogance
that must be broken do-wn,
so everything, even death,
can flow calmly by.
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High up the hillside
on the Skelligs
one can believe almost anything.

My father hide & mother meanwhile
My father hid
in front of the news
and whatever came after
till 8 o'clock
murmuring 'early start'
before roaming to a restless bed
mother meanwhile
rotisseried her missing life
carefully within the aching flames of kitchen
watching it crisp & crackle
burning in its o-wn oils.
My father was not without a missing life
hiding it beneath the wet thatch
in forests of pine
till violent Saturdays
when he slouched home from the pub
muttering obscenities over a drying roast
while in bedrooms we hid beneath blankets
waiting for him to fall into drunken sleep.
II
Sundays were a warm yellow
even when wdnter ran do-wn windows
and the asbestos shook
we woke to the griU clunking in & out
and the smells of the frypan
falling through the hall
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we may have loved a gentle father on these days
and the dark linen corners of Saturdays
were laundered clean
mother meanwhfle
threatened divorce till noon
before submitting to evening.

Jena Woodhouse

Petersburg
A mad tsar's vision trapped a city
like a fly in amber,
Peter's window on the West wall-eyed
-with ice, myopic lies
dormant in a cloak of polar white.
Spring will unveil a beauty
-with a narcissistic face gazing
on her many images in quiet canals.
Now wolves emerge from old -wives' tales
to scavenge hungry wastes, the Nevsky
wears a guarded air of intrigue faded
gaflantry fog and mist enshroud the river
settling behind the eyes. History
is a migraine in this city, muse
to melancholy, nursemaid to Onegin
Rasputin,
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Anna Johnston

Australian Autobiography and the Politics of
Narrating Post-Colonial Space

N this article I want to explore some of the ways in which settler
autobiographies in post-colonial space are implicated in discourses
of nation and national subjecthood. In examining texts from
Australian settler culture, I want to suggest that autobiography is a genre particularly
concemed with the formation of national discourses, and indeed one which comes
to inscribe the (discursive) nation itself,
Australian settler autobiographies form the sole focus of this discussion, because
I believe that very different issues and political agendas are at stake in indigenous
autobiographies. Autobiography has been a genre frequently used by 'first nations'
peoples throughout the world (and particularly in post-colonial cultures), often as
the first step towards defining an indigenous canon/literatures. This element of
testimonial is, of course, shared by settler autobiographers, but this article will
attempt to illuminate some of the very precise political manoeu-vres attempted or
enabled by these autobiographies. In particular, two recent Australian
autobiographies, A,B, Facey's A Fortunate Life and Merv Lilley's Gatton Man will be
discussed. Through these texts I intend to explore particular formulations of
national self-fashioning in contemporary post-colonial Australia,
Setder subjects must negotiate competing issues of politics and selfrepresentation in the act of writing autobiography. Whilst it has become
commonplace to assume that the (post-) modern subject is ine-vitably split or
fissured, that fundamental divisions exist between what may once have been called
reality and representation, settler subjects and cultures have much more localised
and politicised kinds of 'fissures' to negotiate, I would suggest that we can explain
the particularity of the post-colonial split in two ways. Firstly, the moment of
imperial invasion produces a profound crisis in prior imperial certainties; certainties
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of empirical technologies and of self-knowledge. In this way it pro-vides the space
for imperial anxieties and uncertainties to emerge. In post-colonial societies,
European assumptions and controls were not reinforced by social stmctures, or
other technologies for 'managing' subjecti-vity. In combination -with the unnervingly
close proximity of pre-existing indigenous peoples and social organisations, this
produced a confused, interstitial space, where renegotiations of the self were not
only possible, but urgendy necessary. In this context, renegotiations of the modes
of representing the self became crucial.
Secondly, I would argue that it is in the textualisation of imperial anxieties about
the self that genuinely different and difficult manoeu-wes must be made. The point
at which the imperial subject attempts to textualise itself in the new colonial
en-^ronment is the point where questions of representation, of identity, and of
colonial difference coalesce. This textualisation of colonial identity is explicitly at
stake in autobiography, where the newly colonial self is under discursive
construction. The settler subject's difference from the two opposing positions of
indigeneity and empire means that the representation of setder subjectivity is
inevitably a project to find a voice or form in which to express this difference. That
is, caught between two different (if problematic) claims to authenticity and cultural
authority, settler identity must continually assess its o-wn worth, continually
rehearse and perform itself on the stage of colonial encounters.
This 'performance' of identity and its representation in post-colonial texts occurs
through the narrativising of settler experience. The access to narratives which make
certain things sayable, the valorisation of certain stories, and the reinforcement of
certain narratives makes possible a formation of national narratives, narratives
which the colonial culture can tell about itself in order to assert authenticity and
authority. Through narratives of the self and society, settler communities come to
write themselves into the colonial land and to construct the new colonial nation
through discursive constmctions of individuals and communities.
Autobiography is essentially a process of writing the self. It is therefore explicitly
a way of finding out how to talk about subjectivity. The self-reflexive nature of the
autobiographical genre continually calls into question the suitabihty or the
capabihty of form to hold the story of a life. In contemporary autobiographies, this
meta-autobiographical questioning has almost become an essential, structural (or
more cynically, a gestural) part of -writing autobiography. Robert Dessabc's A
Mother's Disgrace, for example, carries an epigraph from Jeanette Winterson — "I'm
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telling you stories. Tmst me" — highlighting the narrati-vity and fictionality of his
autobiographical text. Thus the narrative is continually self-interrogative, the
structure questioned by the speaker of that ultimate tall tale — the life narrative.
Boundaries between subject and nartative break down — the way of telling stories
about one's self is to ask how adequately to speak about such a subject/ivity. In other
words, the subject becomes the narration itself.
This is particularly the case in settler-invader autobiographies, because these
autobiographical subjects are peculiarly concemed -with making a discursive space,
whilst struggling to delineate a physical space. In this way, settler autobiographies
can be read as attempts to produce a physical space through a discursive
constmction of appropriate settler space. Through the kinds of national narratives
accessible in settler colonies, the settler autobiographer comes to -write their lifehistory through the continually evolving narration of the colonial nation. It is in this
'settling in' — in the attempt to inscribe individual (settler) lives into the colonial
environment of land and discourse — that the stmggle for representation and
authority occurs. The post-colonial T must re-present itself through the
interpolation of imperial activity and indigenous dispossession.
This move into discursive subjectivity is where the real cultural work of settler
invasion is carried out. This is particularly so in the textualisation of the
autobiographical subject, where the self is literally being navigated through the
treacherously unstable grounds of colonial difference. It is in settler autobiography
that the imperial subject can be seen working out or working through its identity
and its politics. These autobiographical texts are important to national selffashioning, providing the historical 'clothes' for the modem nation to inhabit.
Autobiography is a genre central to the constmction of nations. Individual
autobiographies inscribe individual life-narratives, which accumulate to inscribe a
national discourse. This 'imagined community' reverberates in the national
consciousness, providing a set of texts and subjectivities which identify a nation. In
Australia, this is particularly evident in the range of 'Aussie battler' autobiographies,
including Sara Henderson's From Strength to Strength: An Autobiography, A,B, Facey's
A Fortunate Life, Jill Ker Conway's The Road From Coorain, and, one could argue, any
number of recent political memoirs, particularly those by Labor politicians. These

1,
2,

Robert Dessaix, A Mother's [Hsgrace, Sydney: Angus & Robertson-Harper Collins, 1994,
See Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Rcjlections on the Origin and Spread oj Nationalism, London: Verso, 1983, for more discussion of the concept of "imagined communities".
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texts find their mode of autobiographical identification through the mobilisation of
a whole series of cultural mythologies inherited from nineteenth century Australian
stereotypes. As Clifford Geertz describes, culture is "an ensemble of stories we tell
about ourselves" and, in Australia, one of these defining stories is this one about
the hardship (but ultimate success) of the battling settler subject. Often it is e-Wdent
that the autobiographical subject is explicitly trying to fit their personal narrative
into these pre-existing narratives of national subjects, as I shall demonstrate in my
reading of Facey's autobiography. These national subjects and narratives
subsequently become an 'imperial' genre to be interrogated by a new crisis in selfrepresentation. As I will argue, this issues in anxious representations of difference
in recent settler autobiographies.
A.B. Facey's A Fortunate Life was published in 1981 by Fremantle Arts Centre
Press and has become part of Australian publishing folklore, as Patti Miller's article
in the Sydney Morning Herald magazine pointed out recently. Selling over 600
000 copies, this autobiography has had real cultural agency. As a textual touchstone
for the 'little Aussie battler', Facey's life-story has been extremely successful. Facey's
history traces out many of the recognised quintessentially Australian experiences
and identities of settler history. Facey lives and works on the land in various
properties throughout Western Australia at a variety of manual labouring tasks. He
fights both in a travelling boxing troupe and in the famous Australian campaign at
Gallipoh. Returning to Australia, he attempts a return to a mral hfestyle; marries a
nice Australian Girl Guide; and lives the rest of his life working for the Tramways,
The proportions of his life-text, though, do not exactly match the chronological
sweep of his 83 year life: the first 21 years of Facey's life are represented by 280
pages of text, the next 62 years by merely 52 pages.^ Facey represents his youthful
self through a discourse of narrative and 'character' which is so particularly
Australian, and so immediately recognisable to readers familiar with the Lawson,
Paterson, or Furphy narratives of Australian masculinity, that questions of primacy
begin to arise, 'Which did come first: Facey's 'life history' or the form in which he
was able to make narrative and personal sense of it? The story of the young man
travelling and working in the hardship of mral Austrafia occupies over 80 percent
3.
4.
5
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of this 'life story' — the next story of the 62 years spent -with his wife and young
family in urban Australia, working at a series of different jobs within the Tramways
department, and attending formal education for the first time in his life, is -virtually
absent. Why?
1 would suggest that Facey's text can be read as an exemplification of the type of
national subject or narrative that I have been discussing. The 'appropriate' portion
of Facey's history is fashioned by, and constmcted through, narratives of Australian
identity which permeate both literature and popular consciousness. The
'inappropriate' 62 years of Facey's hfe form a mere coda to what is portrayed as the
'real' story of A.B. Facey as textual subject. This final, marginal section is even
entitled 'Another Life'. However, the extreme narrati-vity of this autobiography is
concealed through modes of realism. Conversational language and forms of storytelling produce an effect similar to oral history. The Penguin edition reprints maps
throughout the text to trace Facey's travel and work through mral Western Australia
and Gallipoli, adding to the effect of verisimilitude. After Gallipoh, however, there
are no maps — Facey's 'other' life is both -virtually unspeakable and off the map.
Facey literally does not know how to tell his life-narrative outside of the national
narrative.
Merv Lilley's Gatton Man was published in 1994, and is something of a generic
hybrid. Whilst it is here analysed as autobiography it is also either a psychological
biography or work of investigative journalism about the author's father, William
Lilley. Merv Lilley is con-vinced that his father was the perpetrator of the Gatton
murders in his youth. The historical background of these murders is local folklore,
although some history may be required by readers from further afield. On Boxing
Day 1898, Michael, Eflen, and Norah Murphy, young adult brother and sisters of a
local family, were murdered in a paddock in Gatton, a mral centre about 90
kilometres west of Brisbane, The two sisters had also been raped, A lengthy
investigation and much community speculation failed to uncover the murderer,
although a travelling worker, Thomas Day, was suspected, Merv Lilley is sure that
his father was this 'Thomas Day,' and his autobiography attempts both to historicise
his contention and to convince the reader,
Lilley's argument that his father committed the Gatton murders (as well as other
associated crimes) will not convince cynics or those requiring courtroom-style
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evidence. However, as Peter Cortis explains in his re-view oi Gatton Man, "it hardly
matters"'', The strength of this auto/biography is its dual narration of the father's and
son's subjecti-vities, and the extremely self-conscious way in which Merv Lilley
narrates this doubled and doubling story. Just as Facey's self-representation is
enabled by an over-arching national narrative, Merv Lilley's (life-) story emerges
through his writing of his father's life,
Lilley tells the story of his life -with his family in rural Queensland, and sketches
in as much of his family history as he has access to. A tea-traveller and farmer,
William Lilley probably appeared to those outside the family as another A,B, Facey
— a physically strong and resourceful country boy. Like Facey, he served his
country in war-time (here, the Boer War) and returned after a short period in Africa
to his mral lifestyle, married, and had a family. In his son's telling, however, the
narrative of 'Aussie Battler', of the man on the land, is -violently deconstmcted. The
physical and emotional violence of farm life is portrayed repeatedly and graphically,
as are the forms of abuse — emotional, physical, and sexual — apparently relished
by William Lilley, Lilley's awareness of the male-dominated brutality engendered by
rural life results in the renaming of his father — William Lilley is rarely named as
such in the text, but instead referred to as He or Him,
Lilley in this way attempts to ascribe to his father a subjecti-vity which could have
been mis-recognised as that of the familiar Aussie battler. His textual strategies are
not disingenuous, though. He explicitly highlights his dissatisfaction with that kind
of national narrative:
What I'm saying about the sadistic life on dairy farms is not of an isolated
nature in these times depending, I believe, on the nature of the head of the
family, though not a lot has been -written about it as yet. Writers are probably not coming from those areas, don't have the -wish to put it do-wn or
someone up there in the publishing world is protecting the Australian
image they want to endure and have nurtured in a Uterary fashion since
the onset of colonisation. Inevitably home truths will be told to some
degree sooner or later and I hope to be doing my bit, in fact or fiction,
Barbara Baynton-style. My belief in mateship and the brotherhood of man
finds it hard to stand up to searching scmtiny.^

Peter Corris, 'My Father, the Murderer", review of Gatton Man, by Merv Lilley The Weekend Australian, 1920 November 1994, rev, 7,
Merv Lilley, Gatton Man, Ringwood: McPhee Gribble-Penguin, 1994), 15,
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Lilley explicitly wrestles -with the lure of the national battler nartative. The
inadequacy of this narrative to express his father-subject, despite its pervasive
appeal, means that Lilley must constantly wrest this life-story from the over-bearing
national one, and in doing so he significantly re-writes monolithic structures of
nation-ness. For Lilley, this story is not an isolated transgression — he vinrites:
I see it as a folk story, I see this book as a series of folk stories. Learning is
for a lifetime. We are taught to become deceitful little boys and girls whose
folk stories have already been written for us. In our case ,,, we didn't have
any knowledge of folk stories, but they have a way of making themselves
up from real life.
But re-writing national narratives or 'folk stories' is not necessarily a popular art,
nor is exposing the ugliness and violence Lilley feels proves his case, John Bryson's
recent review of Gatton Man, which seems to dwell on the horrors of Lilley's story
with even more ghoulish fascination than Gatton Man itself, begs the question "Why
is he telling it, this most brutal and disgusting of family secrets?" Precisely because
it is brutal and disgusting, I would suggest; because this alternative story deromanticises images of rural life, of masculinity and relationships between men and
women, and of what it might mean to be a national (Australian) subject. This story
is also being told because this is how young sons learn how to become 'men',
through their father's stories and lives, through the narratives of masculinity and
citizenhood circulating in a community. Of course, this is a personal story, an
individual nartative amongst many others, but Lilley's nartative drive is always from
the private to the public, the indi-vidual consciousness to the national.
What is e-vident through this reading of these texts is the alternative that Lilley
provides to Facey, Faced with the same question — how to represent rural male
settler subjects — they come up with very different subjects and solutions. In this
way, Facey and Lilley can be seen as representing limit cases of the efficacy of
national narratives. The point about these narrative structures is that they are
stories, which are selective and partial, even while they are imbued -with cultural
credibility, A Fortunate Life, for example, demonstrates the way in which a text that
is usually read as the most watertight match of national subject and nartative is in
fact ambiguous and ambivalent. The 'limit case' of the final years of Facey's life
9. UUey, 17,
10, John Byron, 'Bloodstain', review of Gatton Man, by Merv Lilley Meanjin 3, 1995, 579-82,
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cannot be expressed by the seemingly pervasive national narrative — this portion of
Facey's life is literally outside those narrative boundaries, I would suggest that it is
the particular politics of the settler position in contemporary post-colonial nations
which causes and maintains this ambiguity and provisionality. The corollary which
enables this nartative to exist is that this ambivalence is always already a stmctural
part of settler subjectivity and its representation. The autobiographies of these two
settler subjects explore both the capacity and the failure of national narratives to
hold the stories of individual subjects, positioned on the mral margins of
mainstream Australia.
Imperial invasion undoubtedly had an immediate effect on the 'pioneering'
autobiographer, but this reading of Facey's and Lilley's texts suggests that the modes
and tropes of representation articulated and explored in early post-colonial
autobiographies still operate. Many of the discontinuities, fissures, and generic
restrictions experienced in early autobiographies at the point of the nartation of the
subject continue to trouble modem autobiographical texts. Many of these modem
texts continue to articulate a different subjecti-vity — whether it be one of ethnicity,
sexuality, or gender. Autobiographies such as those by Robert Dessaix and Eric
Michaels explore the articulation of a gay male subjectivity, openly 'outing' the
problems of traditional asexual autobiographical subjects. These texts, like many
others, continue to reconfigure ideas of the imagined community, adding alternative
subjecti-vities to the national vocabulary. Facey's A Fortunate Life and Lifley's Gatton
Man take on pre-existing stmctures of epic nation-ness and subvert or re-write these
narratives through the inscription of individual life-narratives. Through these
rehearsals of self-fashioning and self-portrayal, the post-colonial nation emerges,
these 'flaws in the glass' mirroring the ongoing search in setder colonies to
establish authenticity and authority.

11. Eric Michaels, Unbecoming: An A/DS Diary, Rose Bay, NSW: EmpPress, 1990,
12. Patrick white. Flaws in the Glass: A Self-Portrait. London: Penguin, 1983,
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Mike Greenocre

Man With The Metrical Foot
I could tell from
the invitation
there was something
to say, to piece together
those jagged edges
of conversation
that held our last meeting
like an unspoken word.
As tutor/leader, you
would coax us through
the nartowest gaps
in meaning,
then your abrupt,
pointed manner
would hold us back
like an invisible field.
You talk of stress lines
and trochees like a miner
of his first glinting pan,
while I clung to
sim,plicity & feeling—
the freedom
to let it come
without being planned,
"You must have a
conscious asthetic!"
you slammed the table
with open hands,
the vibrations ran
through our bodies
like rabbits stunned
by approaching cars.
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'Champagne & chips'
the card said,
I suspected by now
your failing health
would be
classified
and put on
a 'six months' leash,
but find your
symptoms mended,
your voice
as a rasp
to blunten this
philosophical decline
and sharpen
the metaphysical view.
Feeling in some way
cheated by this
man/Superman archetype,
I drink up
and laugh off
your death scene, composed
like the perfect line—
stressed ,,, unstressed ,,,
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Stephen Gilfedder

Collective
You cannot imagine said Dr Opal
from the verandah of his weatherboard
at the end of Busby Street the scale of deportations.
Twenty years in Shanghai had distilled a double exile,
he spoke a form of diplomatic English
manufactured at a language school in Moscow,
He could recall little Riga, the Unter den Linden
barracks and the Crimean quarter in Vladivostok,
German POWs hauling lumber on the ice,
blonde Ukranians in the forests.
He was never where he was, always
in another country recalling somewhere else.
Returning from exile, I pull up in a cab
from the airport on an overnight business trip
and document the dead square
where the pigeon loft has been removed
and the dacha colours on the guttering
and window trim stripped and varnished.
My mother serves the last old boiler
from the chookrun and at eight she goes to bed
with the radio and a crocheted hot water bottle
under the twinned pictures
of Our Lord and Mai Meninga,
I squeeze into my childhood bed and gulp
the miniature scotches scored on business class
for occasions such as this,
primed for the early morning wakeup call.
Instead I end up with tartars in a long train
of open-topped mini-cars like a scenic railway,
sitting four by four in the warm open air,
flaps of astrakhan hats turned up.
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boots and gold teeth gleaming.
The track bartels straight through endless tundra
miraculously transported under southern stars.
When the tram stops in the middle
of nowhere I escape unnoticed
by simply stepping into the landscape.
The last cars move past silently
followed by the fading pulse of a cigarette
held by a solitary guard,
singing a sad song of Mother Russia.
At first light I mn, clambering over cyclone fences,
past suburban backyards. Hills hoists, barbecues,
above ground pools and wattles in bloom,
everything 1 cannot imagine.

Michael Sariban

Rider
Faster than he's gone
in his life his Kawasaki
is streaking like sunlight
do-wn what would have been the centre line
of a long straight stretch between the anthills
and the shadows they throw over rocks he
becomes a beautiful tower
black smoke curling
above red sand
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1 am Where
I am not where I am.
I am elsewhere, somewhere north
in Grey County and 1 am young.
Old enough to have three children,
but young enough to be alone
on skis under a full moon
mo-ving between straight rows
of tall spruce on snow almost blue.
There are fresh tracks I am in,
using them as you use a parent,
reluctantly but why not?
They're there and so am I,
not here; I am determined
that you understand
I am not here
in this other dark row.
I can, until they wheel me out,
be anywhere I have ever been.

Family Cemetery
For no reason at afl just cruising around
on a cold winter day I found
myself driving past the gates
of the cemetery to visit the graves
of my sister, father and mother.
No reason at all, just pulled there by
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some kind of underground pulse,
1 walked through snow in my tennis shoes,
and had trouble in flurties finding
the spot where they lay for the -winter
for the spring for the summer
forever
and for me
to visit

while I can while I can while I can.

Ferret Man
Once in a blue moon my father
lost patience
-with the rats in his henhouse.
CaUed the ferret man.
Mother said not to but 1 watched
from the safety of the back porch
as a trim mercenary with the sleek fur
of a killer and mustache of a cop
was released and the door of the henhouse
slammed behind him.
Rats poured
from every crack into our yard
where Father shredded as many as possible
with shotgun. Those who survived
would never retum, passing
rat warnings
for miles around.
One little trick was recalling the ferret
to its cage, calming it do-wn.
The man used raw meat from the abattoir.
Mother said not to but 1 watched.
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Lesley Beasley

A Place In The Family

want to give Max Auntie Eileen's watch chain — the one our
grandfather wore. I wear it down on the plane myself, the safest way
to carry it, and only the second time I've wom it in the whole year I've
had it. The first was to a function at Parliament House. Sounds grand, doesn't it?
But it was only the launch of a publicity drive, the honours done by a minor Senator,
the TV clips not making the evening news.
I'm hesitant about bringing it up. Two years ago, in tears at Eileen's kitchen
table, we had found the chain in her deed box. We were surrounded by mess. The
valuer was walking round the house ticking off furniture. The Trustee was anxious
to get back to town. He wanted us to sign documents. He wanted us to sight the
will and agree that we had amicably divided the contents among us. And we had.
We had gone through room by room, saying 'Your tum to choose now — what will
you have?' Over and over. A sideboard for Karen, a table for me, a dresser for Max,
a third of the paintings, a third of the silver, a third of the china. Moving through
the house, dismantling a life time. With my father dodging around us, clearing out
cupboards before we could stop him. With my mother sitting stunned in the
kitchen, touching trinkets she hadn't seen for years, wishing it would all go away,
wishing none of this was happening,
'See,' she would say, as we blundered past, 'Auntie Grace's bread board,' or
'Look, Lily, look at this — my mother's sewing kit'. Then she found the deed box,
with all the family treasures under the papers. Auntie Grace's engagement ring, a
brooch from Scotland, Her mother's eternity ring. We peered over her shoulder,
touching gold and silver and pearls with our fingers. Max wasn't interested tiU he
saw the watch chain and fell in love. Among the deficate female items it stood out
strong and simple, the gold links large and hea-vy, the cross bar perfectly balanced
below the rest. Max could see himself wearing it, as if it had been preserved there
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just for him, like a gift from our grandfather to the next in line. And 1 thought he
was right. It was fitting, dividing everything else into thirds, that Max should have
the one piece of jewellery that a man could wear, the one thing a man used to wear,
so long ago.
Mum didn't think so. Jewellery is for girls, handed do-wn the generations, from
daughter to daughter. She snapped the box shut and put it away with the bread
board and her grandmother's sewing kit. And no one had the heart to argue,
'We'll work it out later' she said. 'We haven't got time today.' I duly -wrote the
Tmstee a letter: 'Re the estate of Miss Eileen Andrews ... my brother and sister and
I have distributed Auntie Eileen's goods amongst the three of us. There were no
disputes...'
But it wasn't quite tme. The jewellery still lay locked in the deed box under my
mother's bed, hopefully too well hidden for thieves to find, waiting till next time 1
came down and we could work it out — divide the jewellery between Karen and
me. Max had mng me, putting his case. Karen had mng me, putting Mum's case.
Then we'd put it off again. A year later Karen and I — the girls — sat on Mum's bed
and took out each piece. We grouped them in pairs, and then went through them
one by one. Which would you like? The big ring and the little brooch, or the
smaller ring? The ANZAC medallion or the marquisite earrings? These pearls or
those pearls? This chain, or that one? 1 held my breath and chose Max's watch
chain. I knew Karen wouldn't want it. I knew it had to be me.
Back home, unsure what to do, I held on to it for another year. Every now and
then I would take it out with others of Eileen's things. Touching them over and
over, as if they could bring her back, as if there might be something I had
overlooked in this drawer or that to help me understand. But it never made any
more sense. All that was left were her things — these spoons and vases and tiny
trinkets. These rings and pearls. And this smooth gold chain that her father wore.
1 wondered how it had come to Eileen. 1 wondered had she sat like me, holding it
in her hand, wondering how could this be, how this could happen.
And yet it had happened. To her, and to him so long ago that he had died before
we were born. Only Mum could remember the chain, and although it was left to
us, it felt like hers. Only she could -will it away. I hardly dared to bring it up.
'Thinks have changed, Mum,' I tried to say. 'Max would love it.'
But Mum can't see it.
'It wouldn't fit,' she says. 'His neck is too big.'
She may be right. But it's the having that counts. He wants to feel he has his
grandfather's watch chain, that he has a place in the family.
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'Of course he has a place,' my mother snaps. 'He's always had a place.'
I don't want to get into that.
But it's not what I remember, I remember him wobbling on his bike when I
could already ride mine, I remember him doing a lop-sided hop and someone
chortling, 'Your brother can't skip', I remember him at marbles, concentrating hke
mad down in the dust, leaning over the circle with his tongue hanging out, missing
his mark again.
It was the story of his life. Unable to bowl with the required ferocity, never able
to kick a goal, he would rather sit at home polishing his ancient penny collection.
The clink used to drive us mad, as we went through the coins date by date, keeping
them shiny, keeping them clean. Then Nanna gave him a record player, a squat
looking thing -with a lid that tumed it into a box you could pick up and carry, I was
so envious I wanted to die, Nanna never gave me anything. She forgot I existed.
Sitting in her Nursing Home, hiding her teeth in her slippers, her tongue no longer
sharp, she could only remember up to Max and showered him with shillings and
sweets which Mum made him share with me later. But not the record player. The
record player was Max's — his most treasured possession. He would carefully lower
the arm onto the spinning plastic and after a scratch or two, we would hear over and
over Don't hang around when life is getting you down, go down town. Max never sang
along. He just listened and watched and occasionally tumed it over to Listen to the
rhythm of the traffic in the city.
Max had never been do-wn town. He had never seen the city. But it was to the
city he went as soon as he could. Away from home. Away from the town where
everyone knew him, away from its Saturday dances and Sunday Church, from its
one street of shops and its annual parade.
No, Max never fitted in easily. And he left as soon as he could,
'Men wear jewellery now,' I say to my Mother, 'Look at all those tennis players,
covered in chains',
I mn it through my hands. The gold slips through my fingers. Mum hasn't seen
it as a chain since her father wore it, Eileen had made it into a bracelet. It cost me
a lot of money to get it changed back.
But Mum won't touch it,
'It's lovely,' she says, 'It looks lovely on you,'
And then,,,'Your great uncle gave Max a signet ring once. It survived two world
wars, and Max lost it in six weeks,'
I don't want to hear that he'll lose it. I already love this fittle piece of history.
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'And he stays in such strange places,' my mother says. 'And makes friends with
such unsavoury people.'
It's tme he has brought some odd people home. And he's Hostelled his way
around Australia, stmck up friendships with hobos and shared his room with
drifters and drunks.
1 can see all these people dra-wn like a magnet to the gold round my brother's
neck, waiting for him to fall asleep in some dingy room so they can quietly remove
it from his bedside table. Max would never suspect them. He'd think he'd lost it.
He'd be moving on, kno-wing it was gone, unable to do anything, wondering how
he would tell us.
'The less jewellery Max has the better for him.'
And there we have it. My mother doesn't want Max decked out in gold. He's
gay enough as it is. But I give it to him anyway, out the back at Bermagui, where
he's finally settled. And my mother was right. It is too tight. It looked better on me.
Bermagui is even smaller than our home town. But times have changed, and
Bermagui is used to him. This is the first time I've been to stay. Max's house is old.
On a large block. With the doors and -windows open the sea breeze passes through
the rooms like a house keeper, airing, cleaning, refreshing. We sit out the back on
canvas chairs and look across the lawn. It's dotted by flower beds. A triangular one
in the comer, a round one in the middle, a blaze of colour down the drive. It's the
flowers that give Max away, tell you you're in the right place. He can't see a garden
without spmcing it up. But apart from the flower's it's a man's house. Between the
back door and the shed a single strand of clothes line swings -with the day's washing
— two towels, two shirts, two pairs of shorts. This is a working man's — or rather
working men's — house. Easy to live in, easy to clean, easy to mow.
But these are no ordinary men. Brown and muscly and pushing forty, these are
'the boys from Bermagui' — the only known gays in the to-wn.
'It'd be great to know there was someone else out there,' says Max, drinking his
sweet white -wine as the sun goes do-wn, watching a new set of washing flap in the
breeze. 'Strange to think there's only us here.' As if the to-wn was empty, it's 3000
citizens not real people, not like them, not gay.
But they get along all the same. They m n a small business, gardening and
cleaning. They look after their chents and their clients look after them. Mrs Allen,
91 and needing no help — or so she says — feeds them braised chops every
Tuesday. Mrs Lowe donated the beds from her shed, and Mrs Manson a table for
their kitchen. 'It's too big for my place,' she said. 'You boys take it, and if I want to
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give a party you can bring it back.' She hasn't given a party in twenty years and the
boys happily eat off it every night.
They get along OK — the boys from Bermagui. And have done for years.
Max can't believe the chain is finally his. It's two years since he's seen it. He
checks it in the mirror.
'It looks good' Alex assures him. 'It suits you.'
'It looks like it's been there for ever,' I say. But he takes it off. He wants to keep
it for special occasions.
At Christmas that year, Karen decided to do the whole bit and get us all together
for the first time in years. Her daughter Jessie was doing Christmas traditions at
school. In Holland St Nicholas rides a horse. In Japan they make paper cranes and
string them up for good luck. In Australia families gather round the table to pull
paper crackers and demolish large amounts of plum pudding searching for money.
So we did. Mum and Dad came up from the country with the plum pudding
and crackers. Russell and I came do-wn with the ham. Karen and Frank got in a sea
food platter. And Max was to bring the wine. Alex wasn't in-vited. Alex wasn't
mentioned. But that wasn't unusual. Max's partners never came. That was
tradition. Only family for Christmas, His first partner Roy had come once, but it
hadn't worked. No one knew how to treat him. He was as old as my parents and
left a grease stain on the wall where he rested his head as he read in bed. Max
alternated his Christmases after that. One year back home, the next with Roy, and
later with Alex, until Christmas as a do began to fade out.
But now it was back, with a new generation of children eager to make hats, and
design menus, to put the presents under the tree, and to go wild with excitement as
roUer blades and dollies and wonderful games burst from boxes and strangely
shaped parcels, Jessie got a money belt filled with coins, Connie got a hopper-ball
and charged off do-wn the hall, bouncing over toys like a tiny tank, Laura, too old
for all this, got an iron to iron her Goth outfits -with. She'd moved out of home and
suddenly her Christmas list read like an old fashioned bride's — bath towels and
bedding and if you all put in, maybe an iron? Now she had the best one in the
family, complete with a safety catch because I couldn't quite believe she was really
grown up. Mum and Dad got a cordless kettle, Karen and Frank some garden
chairs, Russell and me a new camera.
Max sat among the confusion, wrapping paper piling up around him, trying not
to lose the extra money we aU thought he'd like for his holiday and losing instead
the present he'd brought for Frank, laughing as Connie bounced over his foot and
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Jessie kissed him for his dollar coins, as Karen mshed past to check the turkey and
my mother followed suit to ditto the pudding, demonstrating his HO, HO, HO for
the hundredth time to go with the hat he'd brought in Myers, We took a photo of
him with our new camera, HO, HO, HO he's saying, and Jessie is laughing. You
can clearly see the gold around his neck, the gold we all pretended not to notice,
HO, HO, HO he's saying, HO, HO, HO,
And then we took a photo of the table, before we sat down and mined it. Hot
turkey in the middle, sea food up each end, Bons bons and candles and crystal
glasses. Finger bowls and flower arrangements and fairy bread for Connie, Silver
cutlery catching the light, A fairy tale hat at every place,
'Here!,'Jessie cried, 'Here, Nannie, next to me,' And she led my mother first,
then each of us, to the place cards she'd spent all yesterday making. Pop over there.
Daddy at the end. Then Max, then Laura, then me and everyone else round in a
circle, the table as big as it could go and full to the brim,
Connie ate her fairy bread, Jessie discovered crayfish and decided turkey was
boring. The lights were tumed out to see the pudding on fire, and then tumed back
on to find the money. The crackers were pulled and the jokes read out. The
champagne was drunk and the new year toasted. Everyone had a good time.
At the end of it all we gave Max a ride to the station. Alex was waiting on the
platform. As we walked towards him Max twisted the chain round and undid the
clasp. The gold slipped from his neck, the links mnning through his fingers till they
were stopped by the cross bar,
'That was my last Christmas,' he said. And put it in my hand. They were
holding hands as we waved them goodbye.
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Brigid Lowry

Woman Found In Lonely Room

W

HEN did the bad dreams begin, or were they always -with me,
subterranean and subtle, pulsing -with elongated fears and hee
floating anxieties. Perhaps I never woke fresh and alive on a crisp
moming, always woke as now 1 wake from the shadowed landscapes of accident and
mutation, from the realms of lost and damaged things. For in the delicate, dreadful
territory of nightmare I am always grasping at something, looking and not finding,
scrabbling for gende mercies that -will never be mine, in vague sight or hope of some
small possibility that slides from my reach, from my sad longing.
My name is Doris Leach, and I have lived out the unlovely legacy of my name
right from the very beginning. Doris Leach is clumsiness in itself, -with no hint of
delicacy or sweetness like Gloria or Miriam or Isabelle Louise. What could my name
announce but a sofid chUd with warts and pudgy fingers. I was the one that no-one
wanted to play -with, whose hand no child would -willingly hold. Tenderness and I
were always strangers. In fear I dropped my sandwich in the gravel and in hunger
I still tried to eat it. Even now I feel the grit between my teeth. Crying, I -wiped the
snot on my sleeve and hid my eyes with my arm so I would not see the others
laughing at me. Out of tune with everything 1 hung on too long and soiled my
pants, leaving them behind the shed bro-wn smudged and half-covered up with
leaves. My parents dealt in meanness, in second-hand furniture, in hard words and
quiet cruelties. I dealt in loneliness, in scabs and warts, full of timid dreads and
stubborn silence.
Yet it is not bad dreams I remember when a child. I remember the pink and blue
hydrangea petals which I crushed and -wiped on my cheeks and lips to make me a
film star, and the sucking of a sip of sweet honey from an orange nasturtium bud as
I walked slowly, slowly home from school. I remember spreading thick slices of
bread with cold, white dripping from the tin bowl in the musty cupboard and
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carefully picking the fleas from the marmalade cat that came through a hole in the
hedge from the house next door. And 1 remember an itchy gym frock and battered
shoes that shone -with spit and polish and dust motes floating through air onto wood
as the teacher told us things we would soon forget. I remember typing as a sad lad
falls as a sad lad falls over and over and over and even today one thing I have not
lost is that my fingers can type as fast as crickets jumping in a green field. My small
child dreams were tinged with gentle hopes and the night was a sweet place in
which I walked across fields scattered with money and flew through bright picturebook landscapes, lighter than the clouds.
My name is Doris Leach. I have lived in many houses now, old houses, hostels,
boarding houses and rented rooms, I have worked in a shop, in a factory, in an
office, I have typed a million million letters but now there is no job for me. The
world is faUing into disartay and every fortnight a small amount of money comes
but it is not enough, 1 have not known many men but I have kno-wn one and when
I lay on the crumpled sheets with him and took him into me it felt good but it has
been a long time now since he went away and never said why or where, I walked
the streets looking but 1 never did find him, I have walked a thousand thousand
miles -with no destination but now the dreams are coming hardei and harder and
crawling into the waking time and I do not leave the house very often, there is too
much at risk, do you understand? I did wash my furry slippers but they never dried
properly and they give off a nasty smell. Quite a long time ago now I pushed the
television down and smashed the smudgy screen because it was full of lies and filled
the room with bad ideas. Now the milk has thickened in the bottles and the meals
of spaghetti and peaches that I ate at the sink have come to an end but I have
arranged the tins very nicely afl around the room, I do not need to eat anything any
more but my mouth gets very dry, I can taste the dusty gravel. The doctors give
you pills and sometimes I take one or two or three and sometimes none at all for it
does not seem to matter much either way. The toilet paper has m n out but I use the
pages of an old bible and 1 flush them carefully away each night and I sing a little
hymn, I am very careful not to soil myself because if you are dirty no-one wants to
play -with you. And when the night comes or even in the daytime now I lie on the
bed and wait for the dreams to begin their dark work on me, I never find shiny coins
or fly over English country gardens of lavender and hollyhocks but sit frozen at a
broken typewriter with bandaged fingers, or endlessly hide frightened behind the
shed beside my underpants waiting for all the laughing kids to find me and shout
my sad bruised name.
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A Little Romance

WO people got married because they liked the way each other
looked. They went to aerobics, dressed well and were known for
their exceptionally good taste in furniture. She waxed her legs,
shopped at Esprit and after much careful searching managed to find a lipstick that
was the perfect shade of red. He took his mobile phone along with him wherever
he went. It did not work out.
Two people got martied because they liked the way each other smelled. The sex
was good but the rest of the time, let's face it, they annoyed the hell out of each
other. It did not work out.
Two people got married because they liked the way each other sounded. Her voice
was as sweet as violets and he spoke authoritatively on any topic. They had a great
CD collection and their children were called Savannah and Ned, One day he fell in
love -with someone else. It did not work out.
Two people got married because they liked the way each other tasted. They drank
sauvignon blanc and ate mosaic of foie gras and duck breast -with marmalade of figs
and onions. Plum tart with honey icecream soon followed and the conversation
leant towards sun-dried tomatoes. It did not work out.

T

Two people got married because their views and opinions were very harmonious.
They ate organic vegetables, wore raffia hats and spoke at length about the inner
child. He went to men's group and she found a great therapist. They spent their
leisure time blaming each other for everything. It did not work out.
Two people got martied because the idea of dressing up as wedding dolls entranced
them. They bought a house, a beach umbrella, an Italian corkscrew, a small dog
and an electric hibachi. They watched lots of television, and knew that they should
give up smoking. So great was their boredom that he began to watch pornographic
-videos and she drank way too many gin and tonics on a regular basis. It did not
work out.
Two people got martied, got martied. They martied. They were married.
Married was what they did and what they got.
They were lonely, they were got, they were wed.
First they were engaged and then they were wed.
They were wed. They were got. They were lonely, lonely, lonely. They were
married. They were martied. They were got, got, got.
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Christina Lupton

Hector Burger

W

E'LL start you off on the burgers — if you can get the hang of them
we can move you on to the fish and chips — the hard stuff there;
something for you to really get your teeth into 'cause I see you been
going to school a lot and all that girl, so you should find it all pretty easy and before
you know it we'll be gi-ving you the run of the place and we can take the night off,
right? Now whatcha gotta know first is the Hector Burger, $4,00 with the lot, and
its real popular. First tum the grill on — not too high or you'fl have the bacon
tuming up its little pink toes before you can blink. Cut your bun in half -with this
knife — the jagged one. Some girls aren't real good at their maths; can't cut the buns
in HALF to save their lives and one side's bumt before the other's even warm.
You're a smart one though, you follow me right? Sesame freckled, fat cheeked breads
from benneath the counter's lip, under the grill with their belly's up to that first expulsion
of orange flame. Right, then we take our plate like so to the fridge — that misty
continent of glad wrapped trays, mussel gullets squelched against tight sheaths of clingfilm
— and you take out (you watching?): 1 egg, 1 bit of bacon, 1 hector burger beef
pattie. If the bacon's no good — thick seams of cool beaded fat — take two pieces but
no more or you'll be cooking up our profits and we don't want that do we love?
Now grab yourself some onions. A handful of blunt pungent pearls; square smelly teeth
chopped three days before. And bung 'em on the far end of the hot plate. No worties
about the hands bit — heat'll kill off any germs. Righto, bacon and pattie on next.
The order is the thing you gotta remember. Sequence? Yeah, exactly — I knew you
were a smart one. Its all in the sequence. Give the onions a whirl with your tongs.
Don't cremate those little onion teeth, spluttering curses from their oily bed, hot like tarmac
which sews zig-zags of sulphurous heat into the air above it Meat goes on next. Squash
it do-wn, use one spatula flat and one to push, rock it a bit: you gotta have a feel for
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the meat. A vegetarian? Is that right? Well you really gotta understand the meat
for this job — you ever eat meat? Don't go messing around with the burger once its
on the heat. One girl we had, she was a veggo or vegan or something. Just had no
feel for the burgers. Didn't last long in this job! Pink meat tongue flattened in a
rhythmic frenzy, a breathless morsel gathering hot buttery bruises. Now you break the
egg. It goes here beside the meat and the shell goes in there — good shot — and its
all frying along nicely, then you got a sec to grab your paper and put it down on the
bench. Dodge that tray of ripe flake, weak blood letting into the blue bucket and a savory
film of ice blank across sealy skin. Then you flip your buns, then your onions (hissing
from the soft speckled pulp), bacon gets flipped like this — a quick gash to its rising
torso to deflate the bubbled shape — and the burger like this. Black fur of the toasted
meal helly exposed. Split your egg yolk a bit. Peirce its sun with your blade so it spills
across its own skirt of white. Then grab your bun, should be toasted both sides now
and put it on the paper and butter both sides. Probably not necessary but the
customers like that bit o' special treatment don't they? Wink. Nice girl, you'll have
the hang of this in no time. Put one piece of cheese on the top side of the bun.
Yellow cheese, limp and obedient in processed squares lies flat with the premonition of its
own melting. Flip the egg and watch out for that drum of caustic soda where the
fryer's soaking — don't want'cha tripping on that now do we? — and put the sauce
on the bottom bit of buttered bun. A red snail of liquid expelled with rapid convulsions
of seasoned air, asplatter like a last violent breath. One scoop of lettuce but they don't
like too much healthy stuff. Laugh, girl, laugh. Frayed yellow-green confetti shards of
lettuce escaping from the platform of bun. One piece of the old tomato. Orange moon
oj thin seed-sprung lace. No pickle on the Hector Burgers, right? Some girls forget.
Stack up the stuff on the hot plate now: pattie, onion, bacon, egg—white skirt brown
now, folding soiled around the charcoaled mound of matter— and you sUde it LIKE SO
on to the bun. Grab your top half real quick or the cheese goes too tough, bubbling
synthetically against the spite of the empty grill. Slap, -wrap. Fold the paper bag over
tight. Your doing good girlie; a real smart one you are, once you getta feel for the
meat. Like you said its all in the sequence and our customers are real pleased with
the Hector Burger just the way I do it, keep coming back for more so its gotta be just
the same each time. Then write on the bag, you should be good at this -writing bit
eh, with all that education, HEC B: that's short for Hector Burger,
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Jay Liveson

Soulmates
It is rare
for someone to witness the sun
rise from the oversized -windows.
Most of the patients can't frame the disc
from their bed-cribs, asleep
or lashed with gauze
to metal guard rails,
Mrs, Chu was one of the fortunate
allowed out of bed.
Her pain had passed, and her legs
again controfled the sway
of her 7 decade loose-skinned body
yellow from liver poisons.
She could cross the length
of the wooden floors
wander among bewildered stares
sudden calls for names nowhere near.
She could list the days of the week—
but only in Cantonese,
Mrs, Landau was just untethered
yesterday from her tubes.
She could stretch her spindled arms
purple turning green yellow
as blood blotches ripened
under cigarette skin.
Her legs did not quite hold.
She sat sashed at the waist
free to lean several inches
before the gauze belt tugged her
back against the ancient wooden
wheelchair. She too could
list with great precision
the days of the week, but only in
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Polish, She had lost the slippery EngUsh
layer forced on her
when she had to venture out
to confront the street's confusion—
to greet faces that smiled
and peppered cryptic comments
-with her Anghfied name.
The nurses often faced her chair
toward the large windows.
She squinted past the dust,
puzzled the river's flicker,
maybe followed the drift
of barge and tug
across her confusion. There,
near the bare unshaded panes
Anya Landau and Chu Li would sweep
the edges of their worlds
and overlap.
From afar we watched them
share their weariness, their pain,
their weakness, their abandonment,
Li pointed and spoke, sang
passions in hoarse Cantonese cadence,
Anya took a stand,
chewed and spat her Polish phrases
jabbed and waved over Li's protests.
Neither would concede. The argument
could last for hours.
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Richard Hillman

wayang kulit (shadow-puppet theatre)
you brought your stories
to this place
where light, life, spirit enter
made offerings -with mantras
opened up your soul
to be entered
inside the temple
bodies calm for your entrance
we waited to be animated
then, wearing the dragon mask
you came -within
conceived of life as it is
as it is in all its vital aspects
a way through the maze
of bronze gongs, flutes, and drums
to your position
behind the sacred screen
of light
and we sounded our excitement
with loud gasps for air and clapping
as you wove your shadow magic
for our eyes
with the ancient words of Kawi
softly spoken in our ears
polished, smooth, refined
voice rolling in resonances
perfected by stars of light
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stroking shadows of human form
busy flowing into the world
with head tilts and sideways gestures
the sweet dreams of an old woman
in the crowded light
of the living
Kawi—poetical language, literary Balinese
mantras—secret chant

John Molone

Spent
Now it is spent: lying limp
and placid at my feet —
a contentment of inky blue
but the other day if you
could have seen it bucking
with energy, flailing its
wild hair and arching its back
(sea-mountain sufers abseiled
down) you would not have been
surprised to see it thrust
its loins again and again against
the soft white dunes nor after
to see the body of the foreshore
bmised and torn nor its mmp
so foam--wracked.
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Barbara Fisher

The Dressmaker
Mrs Muldoon with a mouthful of pins
crawls around brides each evening
as they stand in pools of satin,
taking up and taking in, or letting out,
thankful for the Empire line
for those that are daily growing.
Straightening up -with cracking joints
she counters doubt with confidence,
draping tulle and pinning bows,
fleshing out dreams with silk and lace,
tactful as to figure faults, neutral
in the battle of the bridesmaids.
Ten o'clock and the front door shut
the chirpy heel-taps fade away,
the last bride of the day,
Mrs Muldoon looks in on the silent man
her bridegroom of forty years
marooned in his chair with paper and pills
and takes away his tray.
Just time to run up a couple of seams
after she gets him to bed.
Soon the machine is whirring, eating
the fabric up. Head bent in a circle of light
Mrs Muldoon sews up the night.
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Stephen Mollick

Grafting
We used to own a bit of orchard:
Nothing much — a patch of turf
Where ancient fruit trees curtsied yearly.
Bowed do-wn by crops of thick-skinned fruit.
Like chinese-lantems the apples hung.
And if the peel was tough as rind.
With scabs, and scales, and pimply knobs
Like carbuncles, I didn't mind
When the flesh was sweet. But most had worm.
Or -wrinkled early on the tree —
Still full of sap too thinly spread.
We had to call the grafter in,
1 warched his work, paring limbs
With razor knives, slicing the core
To fit a bud of new wood cut
From a foreign tree, then trussing all
With tape. And watched, and feared at first
That both — the new and old — were doomed.
Then the sap fused, the fibres stuck.
And the little green nodules bloomed.
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The Darville/Demidenko Affair:
Jew and anti-Jew in Australian Fiction

N

o w that the recent Helen Darville/Demidenko debate has had some
time to cool off — at least the 'story' is no longer prominent on the
front page of the national daily newspapers — it is perhaps worth
reminding ourselves of several things. First, we need to be aware of past
representations of the Jewish stereotype over the course of Australian literary
history. For this is by no means the first time that anti-Jewish literary
representations have occurred in Australian literature, or that anti-Jewish literary
representations have passed muster unobserved or else misunderstood, by readers
and literary critics. Second, it is well worth pondering the kind of authorial moral
neutrality which is to be associated -with our present postmodernist era, something
which I think will help account for the curious public response to the novel,
Australia inherited most of its narrow racial assumptions from Britain where the
figure of the stereotypic Jew can be traced back to the beginnings of British
civilisation. The representation of Je-wish character in The Hand that Signed the Paper
falls squarely into a long-established British and European pattern of anti-Jewish
imagery which saw the Jew as the model international conspirator, the cabbalist, the
mastermind whose intelligence posed a threat to society. Those allegedly Bolshevist
Jews who were supposed to be responsible for crimes against Ukrainians and so
deserved what they got in the Holocaust at the hands of Hitler's SS constitute a
single variation on an already larger long-established theme. What distinguishes the
stereotype of the Jew in the Western world from a multitude of other equally
pernicious stereotypes is its antiquity — it goes back at least to King Herod who may
be regarded as the archetype for the myth of the Middle Ages of the Jew as childkiller and aspiring Christ killer, Chaucer and Shakespeare inherited European antiJe-wishness since they constructed their Jewish stereotypes in a period when Jews
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had been banished from England, and it can be argued that the very absence of the
actual Jewish presence in England at that time helped foster a more grotesque
symbofic anti-human caricature. In Shylock the t-win myths of Jews as killers of
Christians and as legalistically minded usurers were combined in the imagery of the
knife and pound of flesh, not to forget the additional suggestion of the human heart
as offal and of the possibility of Je-wish cannibalism, Marlowe's Jew, Barabas, is
equally the poisoner of wells, the charge laid against Jews that it was they who were
responsible for the Black Plague of Europe, The early literary representation of the
Jew is thus of the stereotype of'devil and demon; as sorcerer, blasphemer, and ritual
murderer; as desecrator and heretic; as usurer and infidel — the full panoply of the
'Devil's own" , Researching this subject during the Second World War, Joshua
Trachtenberg noted the immediate correspondence between this medieval
caricature and Hitler's portrait of the dirty malformed Jew in Mein Kampf and the
hunch-backed bird-beaked cartoon-like creatures who are the subject of the antiJewish forgery The Protocols of the Elders ofZion, a book which since the war and even
in much more recent times has helped internationally to shape notions as far afield
as Arabia and Japan as to what the essential Jew, and accordingly also the Israeli,
really is.
One of the interesting points to have emerged from the recent Demidenko affair
is just how many highly literate educated Australians, including sorrie of this
country's leading academics and writers, repeatedly fail to recognise anti-Jewishness
even when it is staring them in the face (and I intend using the term 'anti-Jewishness'
in this paper instead of the more commonly inaccurate 'anti-Semitism' which would
literally have to include all Arabic peoples). The Vogel Judges' Report praises the
Darville/Demidenko novel for breaking new ground and as 'a multi-voiced novel of
shifting perspective's',-^ words suggesting the kind of democratic polyvocafity which
most of us would like to associate with the new Australian multiculturalism (despite
the irony that in the novel most of these many voices come from the same single
side). On the novel's back cover David Marr speaks of this 'astonishingly talented'
writer, and Jill Kitson finds in the book 'a searingly truthful account of terrible
wartime deeds that is also an imaginative work of extraordinary redemptive power'
(which, whatever exacdy this means, sound suspiciously evangelical to my ear), I
am not arguing that these and many similar claims couched in similarly euphoric,
1, Joshua Trachtenberg, The Devil and the Jews: The Medieval Conception of the Jew and its Relation to Modem
Anti-Semitism, Jewish Publication Society of America, Philadelphia, 1943, Quoted from back cover,
2, Quoted from Australian Boo)! Review, August 1995, 173, 19
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and somehow strangely empty, language are necessarily -wrong. They perhaps
reflect the contemporary postmodern spirit. But one is struck by the absence of an
accompanying awareness of the sort of problems a novel like this raises, and an
equal absence of awareness of the hoary tradition of anti-Jewish scapegoating.
Margaret Jones of The Sydney Morning Herald, offered the admission that 'it did not
occur to me that the book was, as some critics have suggested, loathsomely antiSemitic' but 'now that all the warning signals have gone up, even a non-Jewish
reader can see how it is possible to read anti-Semitism into it.' The real point is
that this novel allows itself to be read in whichever way one likes, thus reflecting its
author's allegiance to the principle of postmodernist neutrality. The first half of this
paper -will attempt to address, however briefly, the manner of representation of the
Jew in past Australian fiction and society; in the second half 1 shafl try to pick up
some of the threads in so far as they have some bearing on The Hand that Signed the
Paper.
At the time of the artival of the First Fleet Australia inherited a literary and poetic
tradition of anti-Je-wishness from Britain almost two hundred years following the
British institutionalisation of anti-Je-wishness in stage characters like Shylock and
Barabas. Theoretical or symbolic anti-Jewishness is reflected in the colonial
Australian literature in the common use of the generic designation 'the Jew', for
instance occurting in the stories of John George Lang who was Australia's first writer
of fiction in the mid-nineteenth century (who incidentally himself had a convict
Je-wish grandfather who landed with the First Fleet). In mid-nineteenth century
Australia the stereotype of the Jew was far more widely familiar in the general
population than in the second half of the twentieth. What is of special interest in
John Lang's colonial fictional thriller The Forger's Wife is that actual Je-wishness,
where it matters, is disguised beneath a Gentile name. The novel's main character,
a detective called George Flower, was based on Sydney's most famous policeman of
the 1820s and 30s, Israel Chapman. George Flower is an interesting character who,
as Nancy Keesing has said, rises above the general melodrama of Lang's stoiy,'^ a
character who operates ambiguously on both sides of the law as a 'thief taker'
employing methods almost as crooked as those of the crooks — for Israel Chapman
was, it seems, a kind of Australian Je-wish colonial Mike Hammer, And while

3,
4,
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Chapman's Je-wish identity in Lang's story is disguised (no doubt for the sake of
greater acceptability) another relatively minor character, a publican by profession,
is simply designated 'the Jew'. And it seems that there was a similar concealment of
the tme name of the Je-wish protagonist in James Tucker's convict novel Ralph
Rashleigh, -written some time in the 1840s in which the protagonist's adversary at
one point in the book is a mthless penal officer, an overseer of institutionalised
convicts, a man described as 'a small, stunted abortion of humanity'^ who appears
to be seen as an example of his wicked Je-wish tribe. But on occasion, as in
Alexander Harris' The Emigrant Family (1849), the Jew and Jewess are treated far
more liberally, though the author makes it quite clear that there is nothing at all that
can reverse the historical mistake and salve the Jews' sadness 'that our unhappy
nation should have cmcified the Good One'.
But it was towards the end of the nineteenth century -with the rise of Australian
nationalism that anti-Je-wishness and a more general xenophobia took on a special
social and cultural significance. The more nationalistic often meant, among writers
like Henry Lawson and Marcus Clarke, the more anti-Je-wish. Clarke, author of the
humanist novel For the Term of His natural Life was kno-wn 'to sustain a campaign of
anti-Jewish sneers and references', and as a man for whom all Jewry represented 'a
huge bank which keeps the table against all Christendom'. In his short story
'Gentleman George's Bride' the crooked businessman Mr Israel Davis admits to a
Jewish world conspiracy:
We are all connected; we all help each other. Do you ever see a Jew dig,
or beg, or do menial service? Did you ever have a Jew servant? Did you
ever know a Jew, however poor, who hadn't a sovereign to lend at interest?
My dear sir, we Jews rule the world. When we were tumed out of... Jerusalem, we made a vow to take possession of the Universe — and we've done
it too.^
Then there is Joseph Furphy's philosophical pipe-smoking Tom Collins in Such is
Life and Rigby's Romance; Julian Croft notes that in Furphy's writing Jews are
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James Tucker, Ralph Rashleigh, Angus and Robertson, 1975, 77,
Alexander Harris, The Emigrant Family, or The Story of an Australian Settler, AND Press, Canberra, 1967
(1849), 99,
Quoted in Michael Blakeney Australia and (he Jewish Refugees 1933-1948, Croom Helm Australia, 1985, 1.
Contained in Marcus Clarke Stories, (ed, Michael Wilding), Hale and Iremonger, 1983, 37,
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portrayed as whining malcontents, who resist change and challenge, and at every
opportunity fall back to their old idolatrous ways,^ Or Du Maurier's play Trilby
(mentioned as a passing reference in Miles Franklin's My Brilliant Career), a story
about an evil-minded, dirty fingered hypnotising Jew, which was sho-wn in Australia
in 1895 and proved a huge success with Australian audiences. And the Sydney
Bulletin, so often celebrated for its championing of early Australian fiction, was just
one of many journals and newspapers of the period which were generally
xenophobic and specifically rabidly anti-Jewish — in the case of the Bulletin right
up to the 1960s. At the lower end of the joumalistic scale the editor of the Sydney
Truth could -write in 1905:
Theologically, ethnologically, ethno-psychologically, ethno-technically,
and it might almost be said, anthropologically, the Jews are anti-pathetic
if not absolutely antagonistic to the great civilised comity of Christian
nations of the West.-^°
Louis Stone in his weU-kno-wn novel Jonah (1911) capitalised on the Je-wish
stereotype in his portrait of the lartikin leader of a Sydney street-gang whose sly
intelligence eventually takes him from rags to riches:
a hunch-back, with the uncanny look of the deformed — the head, large
and powerful, wedged between shoulders as if a giant's hand had pressed
it do-wn, the hump projecting behind, monstrous and inhuman. His face
held you with a pair of resdess grey eyes, the colour and temper of steel,
deep with malicious intelligence. His nose was large and thin, curbed like
the beak of an eagle.
Here are all the gross physical deformities combined -with the suggestion of cold
inhumanity together -with the malicious intelligence in a creature who is 'as crafty as
the devil'^^ and who 'had an eye for business like a Jew'. It is interesting that Stone
is strangely cautious, like Lang, about making the Je-wish identity totally explicit but
in this case employs a familiar mode of insinuation through simile which enhances
the suggestion of the Jew's craftiness and the way he operates through deceit and
9.
10.
H.
12,
13,
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disguise. Jonah as a shrewd businessman is not so much a surprising Jewish
representation as Jonah the street-gang leader. Yet there are historical examples of
the way young Jews were sometimes falsely taken to be street hoodlums,-^ "^ and quite
probably this was partly a carry-over from the nineteenth century British experience
of the poor Jews of east London and criminals like Dickens' fictional Fagin and Bill
Sykes; in fact Dickens' Fagin was based on Ikey Solomon who was among the
earliest of those transported to Australia.
But far more surprising than Louis Stone's representation of the transformation
of this Australian lartikin from petty criminal to successful businessman is the
response of several generations of Australian literary critics who, almost to a person,
have wholly failed to recognise a glaringly obvious anti-Jewish stereotype standing
at the head of our hterary tradition. Yet as astute an Australianist as Dorothy Green
in her 1965 essay on Jonah continues the Australian custom of missing the antiJewish wood for the too obvious trees. After noting in the character Jonah, for
instance, 'some affinity with the Biblical character of the same name', she goes on to
ask the central question, a question she argues that almost everyone had thus far
totally overlooked: 'Why .,, does Stone', she asks, 'repeat several times, like a themetune, the exact terms of his physical description of Jonah?'^^ And her answer is
wonderfully bathetic: she simply offers a kind of Freudian interpretation of Jonah's
physical features which somehow, she argues, proves that Louis Stone suffered from
a neglected childhood.
Strangely, there is comfort as well as concern to be taken from this kind of
Australian naivety: namely that it reflects the relative absence of real everyday antiJewishness in Australian society, especially when compared with most European
countries over the greater course of this century. Interesting too, especially in view
of Stone's close friendship with the notably anti-Je-wish Norman Lindsay, is the
possibility that Stone himself disguised some personal Jewish family connection.
Apart from the wonderful stories of Russian immigrant -writer Solomon Stedman
in the early 1930s it wasn't until the late 30s and 40s -with the new wave of
immigrants from eastern Europe that Je-wish authors like Pinchas Goldhar, Hertz
Bergner and Judah Waten started to speak in a distinctively Jewish voice and to
'write back' to correct older anti-Jewish stereotypes. In the period between Louis

14, Hilary Rubinstein, Chosen: Thejewsin Australia, Allen and Unwin, 1987, 73,
15, Dorothy Green, 'Louis Stone's Jonah: A Cinematic Novel' republished in The Australian Nationalists, (ed,
Chris Wallace-Crabbe), OUP Melbourne, 1971, 174,
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Stone's Jonah and the more authentic Je-wish voice there flourished a range of
popular novels featuring Jews in their most ancient and stereotypic roles. For
instance there was J,H,M, Abbott who -wrote a novel Castle Vane: A Romance of
Bushrangtng on the Upper Hunter in the Olden Days (1920), the olden days referring
to the 1840s and the particular historical circumstance none other than the episode
of bush-ranging and cattle-duffing which was historically based on a real-life
bushranger, Edward Davis, kno-wn as Teddy the Jewboy, Starting from a meagre
historical account of Edward Da-vis's bushranging exploits in NSW in the 1840s,
Abbott used the opportunity to exploit the mythology of a Je-wish world conspiracy.
In his novel (which follows the Fagin and Bill Sykes formula) the bent bearded Jew,
Jacob Losky, is (predictably enough) a book and antique dealer who runs a Sydney
bookshop. But (equally predictably) the bookshop is just a front for recruiting men
pursued by the law into a New South Wales bushranging operation. The old Jew is
really 'a master craftsman in crime' who masterminds the gang run by his younger
co-religionist who has adopted the actual historical name of Edward Davis but is
better known throughout the neighbourhood as 'Teddy the Jewboy', a man with the
character of a tormented Heathcliff, And to complete this nest of stereotypes there
IS Jacob Losky's far too beautiful Je-wish grand-daughter Rachael, a Jessica type, the
kind of Je-wish temptress Sartre once, talking about the far-too-beautiful Jewish
daughter stereotype, described as 'emanat[ing for the anti-Semite] a subtle odour of
rape and massacre'.
The message is clear: not only were lartikinism and
mercantilism in Australia in the 19th century to be attributed to Jews of the likes of
Jonah, but bushranging and harlotry too, it seems, were also part of the larger Je-wish
conspiracy which, as we saw earlier in the case of Tucker's Ralph Rashleigh, was also
involved in the running of Australia's penal settlements. Abbott's novel was
published in 1920, a period of profound anti-nationalism and xenophobia which
followed the First world War, and the novel represents an interesting instance of the
de-glamorising of what formerly throughout the nineteenth century from Edward
Davis to Ned Kelly had been a very glamorised Australian colonial bushranging
mythology Also published in 1920 was Aidan de Bmne's popular whodunit The
Shadow Crooh which further demonstrated that some of Austraha's greatest company
frauds in the gold and pearling industries of northem Australia were the work of

16. J.H.M, Abbott, Castle Vane: A Romance of Bushranging on the Upper Hunter in the Olden Days Angus and
Robertson, Sydney 1920, 109,
17, Jean-Paul Sartre, Portrait 0/an anti-Semite (tr, Erik de Mauny), London, 1948, 40,
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lecherous Jews like de Bmne's shadowy fictional character Abel Minton, alias
Samuel Keene,
The 1920s were also a period in which the conservative forces -within Australia
were bent on sho-wing their opposition to the new Modemism which they saw as a
serious threat to the conventional Westem aesthetic. Specifically, the dangers were
pinpointed as 'black culture (jazz and cubism) and Je-wish wealth and taste'. The
magazine Vision which started in 1923 regarded modemism as 'a direct assault by
charlatans and Jews on the finest traditions of Westem art',^^ And as late as 1941
P,R, Stephensen 'could still rage ,,, against modemism as decadent je-wish
mysticism'. Of course this was fiction and scare-mongering and we might expect
fiction to be far-fetched. Except, that is, when reality (or at least what purports to
be reality) is stranger than fiction, as was the case of a certain British anthropologist
in the mid-nineteenth century, Henry Ansell, who claimed that certain tribes of
Australian Aborigines, particularly in Westem Austraha, were in fact Jews, the lost
tribes of Israel as also were all the Papuan people to Australia's north. As evidence
to support these claims this anthropologist cited his findings that these illiterate
AustraUan tribes 'never hunt on Saturdays', 'abhor pork, and only eat fish -with fins
and scales', and 'when shown a Hebrew prayer book recognised several passages in
it',^1

A good deal has been written about the Australian reaction to European refugees
or 'refujews' seeking entry into Australia around the time of the Second World War,
There is the well-known instance of the Dunera boys who were impounded because
they spoke Yiddish and German, Jews were suspected of being Nazi spies,^^ as was
virtually anyone speaking a foreign language (this AustraUan suspicion of all
foreigners was a virtual repeat of the situation of the First World War, memorably
presented for example in Judah Waten's retrospective novel The Unbending (1954)),
In 1940 the Australian government banned all telephone conversations which were
not conducted in English — though French could be spoken by special
permission. Even Australia's established Anglo-Je-wry was afraid that an influx of
European Jews would arouse Australian hostilities. New refugees were told in no

18, Charles Francis Adam de Brune, Shadow Crook, Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1930,
19, In Julian Croft's 'Responses to Modemism, 1915-1965', The Penguin New Literary History of Australia, (ed,
Laurie Hergenhan), 1988, 417,
20, The Penguin New Literary History o/Australia, 410,
21, Chosen: The Jews in Australia, 29.
22 Leon Gettler, An l7npromiscd Land, Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 1993, 41,
23, An Unpromised Land, 43,
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uncertain terms by a CLB, agent at a massed assembly in Sydney in 1939 how they
should behave, or rather how they should not behave in Australia, instmctions
strongly supported by Australia's Anglo-Jewry:
Don't barter or haggle over prices. Avoid making yourself conspicuous by
your manner and dress. Those flat leather portfolios you carry, those overcoats reaching nearly to the ground may be fashionable in Europe, but in
Australia it simply advertises the fact that you are a Jewish refugee,
Je-wish immigrants were accused of flouting industrial awards and undermining
Australian working conditions. In 1939 the then President of the Victorian
Legislative Council, Sir Frank Clarke, attacked the 'hundreds of weedy East
Europeans ,,, slinking rat-faced men under five feet in height with a chest
development of about twenty inches ...[who] worked in backyard factories in
Carlton and other localities north of Melbourne for two or three shillings a week
pocket money and their keep'.
What is always interesting to notice about Jewish and anti-Jewish writing is how
opposite they are. Jewish writers of the 1940s onward deconstruct the anti-Jewish
stereotype in no uncertain terms, even when not deliberately aiming to do so. The
Yiddish and English stories of Goldhar, Bergner and Waten tap directly into the
weighty Yiddish literary tradition of eastern Europe in which Jews, although
outwardly recognisable as 'types' constitute a varied and heterogeneous community
of complex multi-faceted individuals, as notably to be found in the works of
European authors like Kafka and Isaac Bashevis and Israel Joshua Singer. One of
the amazing and endearing qualities of Isaac Singer's novels, for instance, is the
sheer range of different Jewish types -with different appearances, personalities and
philosophies. Moreover it has long been a characteristic of Jewish writing to pull no
punches, to describe Jews warts and all. In Solomon Stedman's Australian short
story -written in 1933 entided 'My Neighbour's Story'^^ the Australian Je-wish
stereotype of the storekeeper/businessman is put under close critical scrutiny. Joe
Pit and his alter-ego Joseph Pitkovsky, the new and old personas of one successful
immigrant businessman, live their single fife in mutual opposition to one another.
What the shrewd stereotypical Joe Pit achieves in the way of success Joseph

24, An Unpromised Land, 94,
25, Australia and theJewishReJijgees 1933-1948, 186-187,
26, Contained in Pomogranates: A Century of Jewish Australian Writing, (ed, Gael Hammer), Millenium, 1988.
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Pitkovsky despises, the material acquisitiveness which is Joe Pit's raison d'etre Joseph
Pitkovsky regards as worthless in the larger -view of things, and so on. In other
words the Joe Pit stereotype is only the one face, the public, knowable, and yet the
relatively unimportant side of this successful Jewish businessman. One is reminded
of Henry Van der Sluice alias Roy Rene ahas 'Mo', probably Austraha's best loved
comedian of the previous generation, who lived a double life of vulgar Jewish
comedian on-stage and shy, prudish and rather fastidious family man off-stage,^^
Or else of the comments made by the once famous American jazz clarinettist of the
1930s, Abraham Isaac Arshawsky, who said that he could never ever quite work out
who this strange Artie Shaw fellow really was.

Following the above brief survey, I want now to angle the discussion back to my
starting point and the Darville/Demidenko affair because, although this might seem
too sudden a shift, it is in part what the previous discussion has been leading up to.
Perhaps the most significant point to emerge from a lot of recent heated debate over
this multi-prize-winning book, and pertinent to the above discussion, is how little
the various judges and defenders of The Hand that Signed the Paper know about this
age-old anti-Je-wish stereotype in hterature, let alone in Je-wish history, I should say
in quasi-parenthesis here that I am not altogether convinced that an anti-Jewish
reading of this book is the only possible reading, since I suspect that this novel
merely exploits the kind of structural amorality which is intrinsic to postmodernist
modes of representation; any argument with the novel therefore (and there is plenty
to argue about!) really also involves other more insidious 'invisible' -villains. But my
point is that even if this novel does deserve the many accolades it has received one
might have expected from the judges some indication of their awareness of the many
complex issues, literary as well as historical, which this kind of novel raises. To
speak in very simple terms of the book's valuable contribution to contemporary
Australian multicultural writing, or else to say that it is the book itself rather than
the author which is being judged merely side-steps many difficult but vitally
important questions. The so-called New Criticism earlier this century valorised the
book itself as embodying a kind of fixed aesthetic object which could be judged on

27. Based on John Thompson. Five to Remember, Lansdowne, 1964.
28. Artie Shaw, The Trouble with Cinderella: An Outline of Identity, DaCapo. 1979, e.g., 16.
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its o-wn terms, and in more recent times the excessive and cultish textualisation of
literature with the influences of structuralism, post-structuralism, post-modemism,
etc., has in many ways tended to reinforce an essentially textual or aesthetic reading
and conception of literature. On the other hand Marxist, feminist and postcolonialist readings have resisted aestheticisation and have tried (though not always
successfully) to insist on the necessity of agency or the practical applicability of all
ideology and insist on the complex social and linguistic codification of which all
literary texts are primarily constituted.
While the academic arguments continue to be hammered out it seems to me that
the more textual arguments have tended to commandeer the academic and official
public debate as to how literature works (though probably not the attitude of the
'average' non-academic reader who still believes that literature speaks about an
actual knowable world). The Darville/Demidenko affair is perhaps a timely
reminder that what the reading of literature involves us in is more than mere
aesthetic bookishness. In a recent philosophical study of aesthetics Anne Sheppard
concludes:
Works of art are not isolated from the artists who produce them, from the
world which provides their material, or from the audience to whom they
are presented. At the same time they do not stand in any simple and direct
relationship to artist, world, or audience, since the artist's experiences and
the material offered by the world are reshaped into an artistic form and the
audience responds to the form as well as the content of the work
What is urgently required is a more balanced view. To attempt to judge literature
on 'literary merit alone' would be, I believe, to mistake literature for some quite fixed
separate construction which has little to do -with the way people's lives are actually
lived, and I doubt whether this is actually the way any book is ever read or judged.
Literature possesses its own inner workings, but it is also something which
intersects at every possible human level with the experiences of both the living and
the dead, the semi-living and the semi-dead. The book itself argument cannot stand
up to scrutiny. One wonders what the response of the judges would have been, for
instance, if The Hand that Signed the Paper had been the manuscript submitted by a
balding middle-aged man -with a known Nazi past instead of an impetuous young
'multicultural' talent. It is hard to imagine that anyone in that case would have
insisted on arguing either that the author and the author's past have no bearing on
29. Anne Sheppard, Aesthetics: An Introduction to the Philosophy of Art, O.U.P, 1987, 133.
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the book itself, or that the remarkable authorial neutrality and lack of intervention
is something to be approved and applauded.
On the other hand this is only a part of the necessarily fuller argument, Plato
wanted the poets banned from his ideal republic because he contended that fiction
bends the tmlh. Fiction is empowered with the capacity to sway rational judgement
to the extent that it engages our sympathies. What then of the story which may
engage our attention even against our better judgement? It seems to me that this is
the situation -with a novel like The Hand that Signed the Paper, that it demands we feel
sympathetic for people to whom we would normally refuse all sympathy. No-one
has yet satisfactorily answered the conundrum Plato posed. All fiction in a sense
'hes' so as to gain our interest and/or sympathies and understanding. All literature
is inherently seductive, and so challenges our foundational ethical assumptions.
Yet 1 suggest that if there are no firm answers there are at least some guidelinesFirst, we must dispel the idea of a pure art form, and recognise that purity like all
such conceptual categories can always be deconstructed, and that a novel is very
likely to impact in very specific ways on specific people in specific times and places
since it participates in social and community values and shared experiences. For
some Jews The Hand that Signed the Paper will appear to reinstate a familiar variant
on the old Jewish stereotype. And the only objecting voices in the novel raised
against this stereotype — this time the Jew exposed as Bolshevist sadist and
murderer — are few and scattered and where they do exist they seem
extraordinarily half-hearted, leaving little room for doubt that the Jews in the
Ukraine were simply receiving their proper comeuppance. Second, it is sometimes
hard to know who exactly is best qualified to pronounce adequately on any
particular piece of art or literature. It is generally assumed, for instance, that anyone
connected with the arts is qualified to write about or comment on the arts or to
award prizes in the arts. But a novel like The Hand that Signed the Paper ought to
make us more chary of this easy assumption. For if we dismiss the notion that art
can wholly be judged on 'the work itself, the argument that I am proposing in this
paper, then it would follow that this particular sort of novel demands a higher than
normal level of expertise: at a minimum it would require a reasonable knowledge of
the wider history of the relations between Ukrainians and Jews in that country in
order to determine how this particular period of history is being represented and so
to judge more accurately the implications arising from this particular example of
representation — implications affecting not only matters such as the 'quality of
writing' but also affecting the quality of actual contemporary human lives and
memories of past lives.
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While public attention regarding the particular matter of anti-Jewishness has
righdy, for a variety of literary and non-literary reasons, been focused on the
Darville/Demidenko novel, it also needs to be pointed out that the stereotypical Jew
can be seen to live on in a number of other recent contemporary Australian works.
While accepting that the use of caricature and reduction/enlargement as an age-old
literary tool, I contend that we need to be far more aware — more aware than we
are at present — of the kind of stereotypical representations which stifl occur, and
-with greater frequency than we might imagine. One might point, for instance, to
Brian Castro's parody of a Jew, Abraham Feingold, in Birds of Passage (1980), a
mindless businessman characterised by his thick broken Yiddish accent and an
obsession for money — all the odder in a novel devoted to the deconstruction of
stereotypes — in this novel the sterotype of the Chinaman, One is reminded of Ruth
Park's novel The Harp in the South (1948) and of the cruel sharp-beaked Joseph
Mendel, together with his deformed and licentious nephew Tommy Mendel; for
whfle Ruth Park was anxious to expose the popular stereotypes of her day such as
popular representations of the Irish and the dwarf, she had few qualms, it appears,
regarding this kind of outrageous Mendel caricature. Or one might ask, in the case
of Jean Bedford's impressive novel Sister Kate (1982), what lies behind the character
of Aaron Sherrit, a man represented as the Judas Iscariot of the Ned Kelly gang
whose personal act of treachery leads to their bloody deaths. At the opposite
iconographic extreme is Patrick White's Mordecai Himmelfarb (Riders in the Chariot
1961), this time the Jewish noble savage which can be regarded as an inversion of
the more usual demonic Jew, now held up as the supreme paragon, the Jew who is
so good as to be thoroughly boring — or at least thoroughly improbable and
unknowable, perhaps the Australian answer to Forster's Professor Godbole,
Just as there is an argument for the proper linguistic recognition of gender
difference and for racial and ethnic tolerance in multicultural Australia, so too there
is an equal argument for the recognition of the anti-Jewish slur, I am talking about
awareness, not censorship, since it is all too easy to fall into the contemporary
opposite trap of intolerant political correctness. While we might deplore the
(postmodernist) taste of an author who, as it has been claimed, seems to want to
glamorise bmtality using 'literature' as the convenient excuse (a mainstay of popular
cinema for so very long), there is also the question of free speech to be recognised,
as well as the oddities of individual taste and idiosyncrasy which never cease to
surprise. And there is also the argument that the notoriety this novel has received
should at least serve to air some of the normally unspoken problems surrounding
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the business of evaluating literary works — something of special importance in
relation to the granting of literary awards — that is, if people can really leam.
So things appear to go on much as before. Postmodernist amorality is intrinsic
to relativist thinking which, curiously, is now widely accepted, at least in theory,
•within our universities though not to the same degree in actual practice in the wider
Australian community. One reason for the recent furore over The Hand that Signed
the Paper, 1 suspect, is that this novel suddenly drew attention to the existence of
this contradiction which has generally passed unnoticed. It brought into focus the
fine balance between our acceptance of (communal, ethnic, minority) difference
and our need to decide where the limits to relativism lie, where the line in the sand
is ultimately to be drawn. Another reason has to do -with the equally sensitive
balance, this time in literature, between imaginative freedom and ethical constraint,
a crucial issue which has yet to be fully explored and understood by theorists and
literary commentators. In the meantime, so unaware, it seems, is the average or
even the experienced Australian reader of the anti-Jewish stereotype, or else so
deeply rooted in the reader's mind is the discursive representation of the Jew as a
mere literary or poetic convention that, even on the rare occasion when such an
instance is for once recognised or given some attention, the whole matter tends to
be regarded as quite harmless — which one would like to think it is, Jewish history,
however, suggests otherwise.
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Slipstream

she had always felt that she was out of step with other people,,.
Today the drive was bad, reinforcing her view. The road was twisted around the
mountains like the spiral tier of a wedding cake. She struggled to keep her mind
folio-wing the curves of the road — hurtling along, it always felt too fast past the
comer cliffs and cut mountain edges. It was an effort, changing gears, coasting on
the brakes, broken only by the approach of oncoming cars that seemed to be more
solid and purposeful than herself. The wind blew against the car, hard and fast. It
was fierce, as rapid as a narrowing tunnel, constricting her focus to the immediate
of now.
But here the air was vivid and eucalypt crisp.
Stepping out of the car the cold seemed to etch her face and hands into being. Her
eyes and mind opened like -wings in the stillness. The ground was moist, dry leaves,
twigs and rocks underfoot, slippery with the last rain. Trees were plentiful, straight
hke white telephone poles, these were the identical replanted saplings after the fire.
She heard the bell bird calls, the minor fourths trailing in the trees and the silent
gathering of the rosellas wanting food.
"Nothing for you" she said to the nearest rosella landing on her car, a blur of young
red and scratchy dark blue. Her voice sounded strange aloud, far different to the
dialogue and striving in her head.
There were only a few cars here and she was grateful.
She wandered in the direction of the signs by memory. The ranges here seemed
layered with memories, of herself and Angus. This was where they ate with the
other cuddle couple, this was where they camped, in her coat was the wrinkled
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dregs of the map he had given her folded like a rose. But today, when she was here
by herself, finally, the memories were only sustained by her. And in the grip of her
own personal time they began to wither away, -with all their connotations fike the
unravelling of a cocoon.
...When you first touched me you grounded me in my body and ... it was wonderful to be
caught in your moments... the succulent wrenching inside was incredible ... afterwards a
pure wind was soaring inside like your fingers running under my skin, and you shared my
radiant glowing... I... happy to actually be here and be with you and the timeflewtogether
... I never thought I would connect with anyone ... hut you were falling with me through
each day.
She remembers when she and Angus made love here, the feel of the stone on her
skin, avoiding the leeches. The memory seems only a kiss away, the sweet tug of
his bites and the comfort of his freckled shoulder along with the twist inside her
body and the dry eyes of alcohol. She can still feel the accompanying swelling in
her physical body, echoing distant like a fading photograph,,.
The heat and him obfiterated her sensation of the bush and she liked it at first,
feeling his energy living by his days and the minutes of other people. She was
buoyed up in a network and she felt for the first time that she kept time with others,
and it was nice to share. Before Angus, people merely passed through her,
unawares, like the playing of a long distant movie. She had kept to herself and time
wove in and out, like the surprising curves of a beachside road where you could not
see the entire coastline because it was tucked into the comers. Then she had met
him. They had only known each other for weeks but the sequences of days and
nights together condensed that time seemed like months. She thought he was -with
her then, feeling that they had known each other for a longer time than what he
perceived. He was enthusiastic seeing her almost every day, demanding her
thoughts wanting to know every aspect of her.
He said time flew around her, and was surprised when hours went by,,.
She was not.
She was used to being displaced in the folds between events, and was exhilarated
that she had found someone that shared it with her. She said there were two kind
of people, those who were always on time or early, and those who could not keep
track of time and were always late. She thought that he was the latter, because he
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put SO much into his time, experiencing every moment. There was more in his time,
more to do, more to feel. It brought her to life living in his moments.
He smiled and had the drift of content in his voice when he was with her, like the
continental drift of her being day after day.
She reached the beginning of the tracks, wom into the park by the mts of people
passing. There were hour estimates for all the landmarks, so to speak, the lookout,
the falls, the points where men had declared there was a mountain peak.
Where did they get the estimates for the walks from?
Angus had declared they were for the four wheeled families, with children and
grandparents, being able to halve the times himself, plowing through the distances
with long legs looking straight ahead. She had kept up with him borne along by his
step like a metronome the way she was bound by all his rhythms since she first slept
with him.
But she disagreed. For parents the time would have expanded in between the
demands of their children. And for the children the time would have gone on
forever, like the land seemed to travel for eternity to the horizon when it was
unintermpted flat. The end of the walk would have suddenly come upon them, like
an abmpt dip in the road unless their parents had already trained them to the
promise of predicting the rise and fall of each hour by minute.
Her parents never did.
She had not kno-wn that your parents were supposed to keep time for you and make
you punctual.
She savoured the silence before she began to walk, the silence held by the trees and
the rocks, the stillness from growing and mutating in the same place season by
season, A place where creatures and creepers live and die untouched and
undisturbed. The bush was m layers here, -with the shells of bumt out trees and new
growth springing amongst the old. Nothing was overgro-wn or concealed, growth
existed juxtaposed, the fresh wattle sprayed in buds of yellow amongst eternal
acacias. Seasons had gathered in the bush the falling leaves and t-wigs, into a sink
well of force.
Listening to her impulses she started walking,,.
The reason became apparent as she tumed around the bend to encounter a group
of people, comfortable and middle aged,
"Hello love" said the men.
The women nodded in identical anoraks.
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"Hi" she replied as they bmshed past, the surety of their steps knowing that they
were finishing their walk, as if tidying up the ends. Later the men and women
would describe her as "not completely there" to the ranger. She seemed small to
them, although she was their height, Withdra-wn, her dark eyes backing away as
they went by — a pretty Greek girl in an overlarge parka with gleaming straight
black hair.
She hears the chitter chatter of inconsequential comments behind her.
When the people have faded from her hearing, she feels alone, but not lonely.
Inside she has become empty and the touch of Angus begins to fade, and the way
he shaped her like molten glass. Here away from his demands and the threads of
other people's time she feels herself reforming inside hke a soft egg, round and
balanced.
She becomes aware of hearing running streams over rocks -with the scrunch of her
footsteps.
The track slopes down and stops at the water's edge. She can feel the slippery slide
of the black wet rocks under her feet through the soles of her shoes.
Tripping over the roots of the gums she makes her way onto the rocks. Squatting
she puts her hands into the shock cold water. It mns over her hands and she can
feel through her body the rushing of the river, like running blood through veins,
,,, but then the ecstasy faded and became normal, and you ceased to have time for me. I
remember waking once from the too tight lock of your arms, you were stressed and you
were sandpaper under my hands and to my feelings ...my body was so heavy and my eyes
dry... the sun was too bright and I wondered if this was really all... night after night... I
tried to take you with me but you couldn't let your mind go, couldn't stop fighting, your
hitter tinges prevented you from gliding where I could, just following the arc of the sky
reflecting in your eyes...
She became aware of the stmggle he had in a cage marked by his expectations. He
wanted to avoid days and could not, because he was confined by his resistance
which made the bad day unavoidable, a tunnel to pass through before he could
reach the other side. His time dragged and it showed in his eyes and hands like
bmises. He had become weighted and she realised that she was just an escape for
him. She could not bear him along and float herself, and could not share the
splinters he was pushing into her. She began to only feel sorry for him and nothing
else.
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The novelty of living day by day, like the ine-vitable bar chord train track began to
wear her down. Only in music or meditation could she slip out between the
seconds and she always had to come back. The tick of the watch he had given her
became her new pulse. She was punctual once the time kept her, the turning of the
hands regulated her moods and movements.
Her hands were white now but she didn't mind.
She stood up to walk again. She clambered onto the rocks in between the fems on
the mosses. Here the wind blew but not like an element to be dealt with, amongst
the trees it swayed the tops of the gums from side to side. It did not obstruct where
she was going, the movement was merely there. The trees were angle lean on the
slope, some stout and broken, shaped by the -wind and the subde shifts in the earth
around them.
She breathed out feeling her memory dissipate, a conjured phantom that was now
excised for good. In its place she was caught by the immensity of her surtOundings,
the trees that swallowed her, the wilderness caught in the curves of the branches.
She was part of the gaia, living all around her, the constraints of calendar time were
petty here, rendered powerless. She wandered amongst the plants, touching the
trunks of trees with her hands, brushing the miniature flowers, bright detailed petals
glinting from strict t-wiggy thoms and dry leaves of brushes. Occasionally sun
would break into slivers through the lattice cover of the overhanging branches of the
elder trees. Sometimes there were animals, scurrying, lizards frozen, once an
echidna that curled untfl she stopped still. Then it unrolled to snuffle away from
her, moist and black.
She had found content again, held in something larger than herself. She had no
desire to conquer like Angus, using time as stepping stones to reach a goal. She
wanted to drift, feeling only the cycles of her body, alone except for the growing
inside.
How could she tell him that they had all the time they wanted, that he too could
pass through time like a thread through the eye of a needle?
Time was elastic, bound only by how you held each end. She could read back and
rearrange her past memories, moments stmng together only by continuity of
thought. She could make time stretch, or shorten it -with busy work. It was only
with him that her time was imposed, his arrival and departure making episodes of
the days, the rhythms of their relationship, emotional and physical, shaping time
into peaks and troughs like meringue.
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She sat do-wn at the base of a tree, legs awkwardly splayed so she would not bend a
bush with her presence. She put her hands on her stomach feeling her body swell.
She began to itch a little, from the soil and the curious ants on her shoes. Pushing
back her hair, it was matted from the -wind and damp from the rain. These hours
she knew she could concertina out into days. Only seasons mattered here, the big
cycles, the little ones of day and night were like the reflex of an eyeblink. connecting
from peak to peak, the cool and the heat her child would be free from time.
Lachesis leant her head against the tree tmnk, its brittle red bark giving under
pressure. As she closed her eyes she began to cry as the soil tumed to dirt and the
streams lessened to finally cease.
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Adrian Wood

Gopal's Yoyo

W

HEN he was a boy Gopal Goonewardene was very poor. His family
was large and sprawling like a pig-face plant, -with branches
everywhere, and roots which travelled underground for a long way
and then came up -with a new outgro-wth of relatives a surprising distance away.
Gopal was always finding out about great uncles and aunts and distant cousins he
had never heard of before, usually when they suddenly came to visit, bringing all
their brothers and sisters and sons and daughters -with them. This was part of the
reason that Gopal's family was so poor all the time. Just when his father had finally
paid his debts, a new and leafy branch of the family tree would artive and settle in
for a month, eating all the food and driving Gopal's mother to distraction with the
amount of work they made for her to do. As a consequence Gopal's father never
had enough money to buy toys, but the children never complained, to them it
seemed the normal way for things to be.
One day when Gopal was ten years old, the family had a visit from the cousin of
Gopal's father's youngest brother's second wife, whose name was Haresh. Cousin
Haresh was quite wealthy by local standards, and had recently returned from
travelling in America from where he had brought a small toy for each of the
chfldren. There were dolls and plastic horses for the girls; trucks and a jigsaw
puzzle for Gopal's brothers, and for Gopal himself, a yoyo. None of the children
had ever seen anything like this before, and at first they felt sorry for Gopal, because
his gift seemed to be so useless. The fact that the children had never seen a yoyo
before was actually quite unusual, because almost all children in that country,
indeed in the whole world, know what yoyos are, and have done for a long time.
But in any case, strange as it may seem, in that particular -village the toy was a
completely new thing. Cousin Haresh gave Gopal an instruction leaflet, but he
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could not work the yoyo himself, and Gopal was too shy to point out that because
the leaflet was written in English, it was of little use to him, despite the diagrams.
Nonetheless Gopal was intelligent and persistent, and he soon discovered some of
the uses for the strange toy. He taught himself a range of tricks, working the yoyo
with a stick, or wetting it, or warming it over a fire, and he spent many gratifying
hours experimenting and perfecting his technique. He even found that if he
replaced the string with one woven from goat hair, the yoyo would spin for longer,
and make a low humming sound as it t-wirled.
The great enjoyment Gopal found playing with the yoyo would have remained
his alone and probably would have soon passed if not for a chance visit to his village
of an American tourist by the name of Mr Morton. Mr Morton, who was a former
world yoyo champion, saw Gopal playing with his yoyo in the village square one
day, and he could tell that here was a true innovator who had taken skill -with the
toy to new levels. The American took it upon himself from that moment on to bring
Gopal's achievements to the attention of the world, and it was not long before the
boy was off to America, sitting next to Mr Morton in an aeroplane, excited and yet
somewhat be-wildered as to what was actually happening to him and why.
The first stage of Gopal's world tour was a tremendous success. Everyone was
genuinely surprised and impressed by the skill of the youngster, but they were also
sensitive to the boy's tender age, so it was decided that after six weeks he would be
sent home to his family for a while before returning to America for the next leg.
Gopal was indeed young and tender, it is tme, but he was also, as I have mentioned,
intelligent and persistent, and during his time in America he learnt many new things
one could do -with the yoyo, most of which were the very things explained on the
leaflet which had come -with the yoyo in the first place. So back in the village he set
about practising the new tricks until he was as good at them as he was at the tricks
he had taught himself, which he now neglected, and seldom if ever tried. Well, you
can guess what happened. When Mr Morton took him back to America a few weeks
later, it was to a much quieter reception. People found litde to be surprised with in
Gopal's performance, and although he endeared himself greatly to the people of
America, that wa not what he was being paid to do, so he was quite soon sent home
with his contract terminated.
A week or two after he returned home, Gopal was sitting sadly by the river,
watching some younger boys playing a little further along the bank, and reflecting
on what had happened. He suddenly felt a violent surge of anger sweep through
him, as we do sometimes when something which seems simple remains stubbomly
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outside our understanding, and he took his yoyo from his pocket and went to throw
it into the river. But in his anger the throw went -wildly askew, and instead of
splashing into the river, the plastic toy flew sideways out of Gopal's hand and
smashed on a stone near the playing boys, shattering into a hundred pieces. The
boys, startled, tumed to see what had happened, and as they watched, with Gopal
also watching from behind a tree, each tiny piece of the yoyo quivered and grew and
became a shiny new yoyo, complete -with string, Gopal stayed hidden as the curious
boys each picked up one of the new yoyos, wondering what they could do, and then
he crept silently away, back to the village, and back to his home, where his dinner
was almost ready.
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REVIEWS
George Seddon, Swan Song: Reflections on Perth and Westem
Australia
1956-1995,
Nedlands:
Centre for Studies in Australian
Literature, 1995, $24.95, 247pp,
I don't know that I should have
accepted the invitation to review this
book, George Seddon is a friend and
colleague of thirty years' standing.
During those thirty years we have
watched Perth, once a beautiful
young. adolescent among cities,
stuffing herself with the chocolates
of progress until she begins to grow
bloated and spotty. Both of us have a
concern for the environmental
implications
of
this
process,
although Seddon with his polymath
qualifications in geology, botany,
philosophy, and literature has taken
the more active role in trying to
educate Western Australians into a
sounder understanding of their
ecology. We also have similar ideas
about the distinctive character of
Western Australians, although these
ideas are not shared by many
younger historians. How do I
comment on this anthology of his
essays composed over a forty-year
period and now each furnished with
a postscript of second thoughts from
the hindsight of the mid-nineties?

Anthologies of essays are uncommon these days. The essay is a
relatively unfashionable form of selfexpression. Is it significant that
Australia's two major essayists, Walter
Murdoch and George Seddon, have
been Victorians long resident in
Westem Australia and thus standing
apart from the major centres of hterary
fashion? Where Murdoch, influenced
by Scottish exemplars such as Robert
Louis Stevenson, was often content to
remain the pawky observer of human
foibles — though strengthened by a
Presbyterian sense of decency —
Seddon is more overtly didactic in his
use of the essay. Behind his Augustan
elegance lurk the shades of 18th
century
topographical
writers
formulating with a sure touch the
principles of good taste. In the era of
the economic rationalist and the postmodernist it is a lonely task to uphold
principles of good taste to the late 20th
century; but Seddon brings urbane
good
humour
and
consistent
standards to his teaching.
These essays concern themselves
with a region for which we might
conveniently use Governor Stirling's
term 'Hesperia', implying roughly the
Kalbarri-Esperance triangle of the
south-west of Westem Australia,
Hesperia possesses a favourable but
fragile en-vironment. In particular the
conservation of water resources is
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central to its ecological well-being.
The dominant colonists since 1829,
product of the very
different
environment of the British Isles, have
been slow to recognise Hesperia's
limitations.
Their
great
mral
achievement, the creation of the
wheatbelt, was 'a remarkable success
story, one of learning to adapt
techniques acquired elsewhere to local
needs'; but by obliterating much of the
native forest and flora it led to acute
problems of desalination, Herperia's
major
conurbation,
the
PerthFremantle region, home of threequarters of its inhabitants, has
reflected overseas prototypes too
faithfully, Seddon dubs the central city
area as seen from the river 'Little
Chicago',In the suburbs neither the
buildings nor the gardens have fitted
aptly with the scale and sinew of the
landscape. By accident or good
fortune a few felicitous exceptions
have come into being: central
Fremantle, for example, and Rottnest,
But their survival is precarious
because it depends on the continued
good taste of public authorities and
private investors responsive to the
values of a capitalist democracy.
Hence Seddon's insistence on
aesthetic education. Good practice in
the design of houses, gardens, cities,
and suburbs can be expected only
when at least a significant minority of
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the population have sensitive and
educated eyes for the opportunities
and the problems presented by their
environment. This is not an elitist
doctrine. In a Meditertanean setting
not dissimilar to Hesperia the villages
of
the
Greek
islands
often
accommodated attractively to their
en-vironment by a discerning use of
local materials. The kilometres of
beachside suburbs stretching north
from City Beach bear witness to the
somewhat
different
aesthetic
standards of our o-wn affluent society.
Why, asks Seddon, have we been slow
to adapt to living in a region of sand
and limestone, with hot, dry summers,
mild -winters, and fees evolved to fit
those conditions?
This brings Seddon to consider the
inhabitants of Hesperia, complacent
maybe and philistine, but wonderfully
friendly to a newcomer in the 1950s
— a period which Seddon now
regards as a time of lost innocence. In
analysing the local character Seddon
points out that 'the West missed the
great depression of the 1890s, one of
the most searing events in the
intellectual and emotional life of
Melbourne and Sydney, and its
radicalism was therefore
more
constmctive and less bitter. Second,
the city-hating component of the
Bulletin romantics was missing,'
Moreover, 'all unpleasantness, both
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past and present, was screened from
consciousness,,,. Evil was something
you read about. The reality was the
beach at North Cottesloe,' This does
not mean that Seddon is unaware of
the suffering of, for example.
Aborigines and convicts in Western
Australian history; but he is saying
something important about Hesperia,
Homogenous,
under-industrialised,
suffused with middle-class values and
remote from disturbing neighbours,
Westem Australians cherished their
bland myths until very recently. As a
result economic development and
urban spread were pursued -without
awareness of the en-vironmental price.
We told ourselves that 'Perth has the
sort of cUmate that California thinks it
has'. We readily absorbed the praise of
writers such as Peter Levi, who in
lamenting the industrial pollution of
modem Athens told his readers that
they must now travel to Western
Australia to experience the pellucid
quality of Greek light. We did not take
enough notice when
in
two
stimulating
books. Swan River
Landscapes and Sense of Place, George
Seddon warned us that we must
understand our environment if we
wished to preserve it. Insufficiently
recognised on his home campus —
not enough of a specialist, they said —
he was snapped up by more
disceming Eastern States universities.

So although he remained a concemed
spectator of trends in Westem
AustraUa during the 1970s and 1980s,
he was not on the scene when many of
our longest-running environmental
controversies took shape: the future of
our forests, the urban sprawl and our
transport policy, the degradation of
the Swan-Avon River system. Perhaps
it was as well. It is fatiguing to play
Cassandra,
He was retumed to Fremantle,
cultivating his garden like Candide,
and fertile as ever in pertinent
comment; but to what audiences?
Between the George Seddons who
observe thoughtfully and the Len
Buckeridges who create our built
en-vironment there is a great gulf fixed.
Between them come our elected
decision makers and their advisers.
We do not know how many of them
are at aU influenced by the ideas and
attitudes which Seddon has been
advancing during the last four
decades. But in the private sphere a
gro-wing
number
of
Westem
Australians are leaning to tmst the
native experience, to come to terms
with the qualities and limitations of
their environment, and to develop,
gradually and tentatively, that greater
at-homeness in their surroundings
which Seddon called 'a sense of place'.
Perhaps this nascent sensibility -will
translate itself into public policy, 'It is
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not an easy land,' Seddon concludes,'It
has much to give, but sand, -wind,
drought, and fire are an inescapable
part of the gift. Care for it,'
Geoffrey Bolton

Elizabeth Jolley, The Orchard
Thieves, Viking, Penguin: Ringwood,
Victoria, 1995, $19,95, 134pp,
The Orchard Thieves, Elizabeth Jolley's
latest book, is a meditation and a
making of meaning through a
blending of myths and reality. The
grandmother, the 'voice' of the
nartative, attempts to maintain peace
and to understand and sustain the
divergent lives of family members, by
searching her memory and her
storehouse of reading for understanding:
The grandmother, in her own
reading ... fitted fairy story and
legend and real life together. It
seemed to her that legends were
attempts to explain happenings
which were too painful and hard
for human endurance, (15)
Weaving together family experiences
and personal meditations, the grandmother pieces the joy and the pain
encountered in famfly li-ving into
'some kind of explanation for those
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things which remained forever a
mystery'
(129),
The
everyday
incidents of grandchildren sleeping
over, their raiding of biscuits and fmit,
the family interest in the ageing parent
living in a property -with prime real
estate value, the making of soup for a
special meal, the retum of a long
absent daughter, are simple events
which become occasions of special
knowledge
The Orchard Thieves follows the
style of My Father's Moon, Cabin Fever
and The George's Wife with the focus
on reminiscences and reflections on
family life, evoked by a few incidents
which form the narrative core of the
text. However, instead of the nartator
being the daughter figure -with her
sense of displacement and recurring
need to rework her relationship with
her mother and father, the voice of the
grandmother
offers
a
different
perspective. The grandmother speaks
-with some authority from an assured
place in the family, but, in typical
Jolley style, this authority is undercut
with both comic and touching
representation of the grandmother's
uncertainty, due to her 'noises in the
head', her fear of mishaps and her selfconscious imparting of 'moral lessons'
to her grandsons. The grandmother
figure suggests that the book can be
read as a moral tale or fable which the
grandmother/Demeter
figure
has
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harvested from her life and reading
and which she desires to pass on to her
grandchildren.
The book is a small and beautifully
produced. The cover illustration uses
the green and a msset brown which
recur in the text as 'the softer colours
of the spring and the autumn,'
representing times of birth and
fmitfulness, suggesting the focus of
the nartative. The cover detail
highlights the allegorical elements of
the story through the child-like
drawing of stick figures of the orchard,
the singing of the birds and the three
figures. In the narrative the members
of this family are not named, but
function as archetypal representatives
grouped in clusters of three, Jolley's
preferred family formation. There is
the grandmother, a -widow, who acts
as a mediator between the god-like
figure of her grandfather and her
children and grandchildren, the
children of the third and fourth
generation. There are three sisters and
three grandchildren, but it is the
retum of the pregnant middle sister
and the birth of the fourth grandchild
which mptures the family, unsettles
the grandmother and leads to her
redemptive act.
The novel contains many of the
elements readers have come to know
and love in Jolley's fiction; the sharp
hyper-realism of the loud, active

grandsons who race trolleys through
the supermarket and pronounce
everything to be 'crap', the uncertainty
and self-mocking of the central
character and the lyrical nostalgia of
the recurring reflective images of
consolation, such as the 'music stored
secretly above the trees' (72), the
'sweet yet sharp fragrance' of the warm
evening walks in the small orchard
and along the river bank (23) and the
aunt holding the newborn babies 'as if
in the palms of her large hands' (10),
Resonances of strength and longing
are created through the linking of
images and incidents with traditional
myths, such as stories and psalms
from the Bible, references to the myth
of Ceres and Proserpina (Demeter and
Persephone), the poetry of The
Prelude, the music of Brahms Requiem
and others which the reader will enjoy
exploring.
The title is a reference to the
biblical story of the original 'Orchard
Thieves', a story which attempts an
explanation for the pain and suffering
we experience in life and offers the
hope of redemption through the birth
of a child and practice of prayer and
sacrificial living. These elements are
re-enacted in the family of the
grandmother, as are elements from the
other myths, so that simple events in
family life become overlaid with
significance, such as the ritual
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cleaning of a bath and the tempering
of suffering in great heat. The raiding
of the orchard and the paying of the
penalty is necessary, a part of the
human condition, which must be
endured and possibly explained, but
not evaded.

The grandmother, putting
the baby up to her shoulder and
feeling the softness of the baby's
cheek against her own, remarked
that there was really only one
week between a bad haircut and a
good haircut. (133)

The novel gathers together images
necessary to make meaning of life,
acknowledging how these images
arouse fear as well as comfort. The
grandmother is plagued by 'noises in
the head', a roaring due to possibly a
blood vessel being too close to the
auditory nerve, but also provoked by
the fear a mother carries of the tertible
accidents that her offspring may
encounter, from road accidents and
kidnapping involving schoolgirls, to
sudden hollows and hidden jagged
corrugated iron on river banks which
may maim grandchildren, to concern
for the loneliness of an unmarried
daughter. But the sound, like 'the
steady beating as of a piston and a
cylinder ... a steady pouring as of an
ancient pump,' is also comforting and
sustaining, providing a constant throb
of other sounds, other stories.

This image is characteristic of Jolley's
writing: quirky, homely and haunting.
It
conveys
the
grandmother's
knowledge that time brings peace and
consolation and growth.

The rhythm of the hidden secret
sound in the grandmother's head
pulses
through
the
nartative,
suggesting both the vulnerability and
the strength of endurance which are
necessary parts of everyday life as
encapsulated in the final image:
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The Orchard Thieves is a welcome
addition to Jolley's-writing. The power
of the -writing is the evocation of
longing and consolation through
nostalgic and resonant images and
mythic motifs. The interweaving of
intertextuality from her own works
and from the diverse storehouse of
other -writings creates a rich cloth of
fiction, incorporating the seen and the
unseen and providing a very satisfying
text,
Pamela Bagworth

Chao, Paper Board. Arts Enterprise:
Edith Cowan University, $16,95,
Chao is a visiting lecturer and -writerin-residence
at
Edith
Cowan
University, on loan from Guangzhou
Foreign Language University in
Hunan Pro-vince, China, He teaches
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English and Creative Writing, and has
translated many English, American
and Australian poets, including
Ginsberg, Bly, and Hughes, He is
presently translating a selection of
Australian poets for an anthology to be
published in Chian,
Chao is a fine poet, with the
delicate and sharp
sensibilities
exhibited by Chinese culture over the
centuries, and an imagistic skill that is
as natural to him as swimming is to
ducks. It comes as no great surprise to
find he comes from a family of
traditional Chinese artists who for
generations have been revered for
their skill and artistry.
Finely observed detail makes a
fresh experience out of a cliched
situation in 'The Ant And The Book':
now look
it has again stopped
nothing moving but its
antennae
like the ends of straw or grass
left outside the chewing mouth
of a thinking ox
Visual imagery is often enhanced by
Chao's surprising juxtaposition of
words, as in "bricky bread" and "the
new moon rocking a canoe of cleansed
life" in 'Australian Night', These
seemingly simple poems have been
crafted by a careful ear and eye. Not to
say there isn't occasional clumsy
phraseology, but the benefits of

surprise over-ride the few clanging
phrases in the collection, I am
reminded of Ginsberg's 'hydrogen
jukebox' clash of diction to create an
image, and again Ginsberg's rhetoric
in one of Chao's most sustained and
fully achieved poems, 'Siblings', a
lament for his twin brother who
committed suicide: 'my twin brother is
gone / sho ,,, ' is the start of each of
twelve verses, gi-ving a mournful
incantatory tone,
Chao uses metaphor in a
disarmingly simple way. In 'Converts',
for instance, he speaks of his living
relatives as 'my farmers / who were not
yet tombstones',
I feel computers are to be blamed
for a rash of centred poems
throughout the
English-speaking
world, Chao is another exponent.
Perhaps it is because he has come from
a language with an entirely different
format, as different from our left-toright text formation as are the lexicons
of Mandarin and English, Many of
these poems have single word lines,
sitting central to the page, which puts
an extraordinary stress on that single
word. Page after page of centred
writing leads to a sameness diat is not
reflected in the tone or content of the
work.
At first, 1 wondered how Chao
wrote with such a contemporary
sound. Many people writing in
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Engfish as second or third language
betray a knowledge of the classics by
lapsing into archaic forms, or quaint
syntactical stmctures from the last
century or further. But Chao comes
from the culture which influenced and
help shape modern English poetry,
through Pound's 'Cathay', Arthur
Waley's translations, and Bly's historic
Haiku volumes. The image as a vehicle
for modem poetry began centuries ago
in Chao's backyard.
For all Chao's seeming shyness he
is not beyond stinging us -with a
satirical barb or two. Try this on for
size:
all westerners are just bom
actors and actresses
and it shows a higher degree
of being civilised
and now 1 cannot but agree
'For Sale' is a witty satire of our
capitalist values, where everything is
judged in dollar-terms. In conversation, Chao is even more vehement,
Perth is for sale
its penis is for sale
it's vagina is for sale
its wombs are for sale
its breasts are for sale
its flesh is for sale
its hips are for sale
its lips are for sale
its soul is for sale
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Two poems are presented in
Chinese characters, described by local
poet Glen Phillips in an English gloss
on the facing page. Would not a
translation by the poet have brought
the reader closer to the poems?
My favourite is 'Poem Of A Black
Cat And Acknowledgements'. This
poem brings together Chao's best
elements in uncluttered, graceful
English. Here the black cat is an image
itself, then is transformed as an image
into art (literature), then the effect is
shown upon the poet, and his
humility in acknowledging the forces
outside himself which have helped
create the poem, and given him a new
advantage and perspective on 'reality'
(my word). It is a fully achieved poem
-with a lightness of touch such as the
great Chinese artists have sho-wn over
the centuries.
At ninety-six pages. Paper Boat is
an armada of various sized craft, some
of which 1 would have scuttled. Time,
however, is the final editor, and a
merciless editor she is too.
Andrew Burke
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Gillian Mears. The Grass Sister.
Knopf, 1995. $24.95, 342 pp.
The riddling title of Gillian Mears'
second novel is addressed at various
points in the book. The narrator. Avis,
is told by her agricultural scientist
father that death is like grass — a
declaration that she can't fully
understand. Later on. Avis invokes the
tide phrase, in a deceptively simple
statement:
If someone were to ask me
what am I, I would reply, I am a
grass sister. I've even -written it on
forms, under the spot where you
put your occupation: a woman
whose sister has been absent for a
period.
Towards the end of the novel, the
connection between grass and death is
reiterated in biblical language: 'For all
flesh is as grass, and all the glory of
man as the flower of grass....'. The
occasion is the funeral of ninety-six
year-old Iris Michaelhouse, who has
been integral to Avis's quest to
understand and accept the disappearance in Africa of her younger
sister Ann-Clare, seven years earlier.
The emphasis of the nartative,
however, is finally upon renewal
rather than loss.
Ann-Clare, the quiet sister,
dominated by Avis through their
childhood, was an avid letter -writer.

who methodically kept copies of the
letters she sent, as well as the letters
she received. Avis has set herself the
task of reading through all of AnnClare's mail, a task she feels compelled
to complete before she can move from
the past into her future, a
psychological transition which will be
manifested in a physical move from
her father's house to the house of her
lover, Lavinia. Despite her possessive
insecurity, Lavinia is a positive,
enabling force in A-vis's life, as is
indicated by the nickname she has
given Avis, 'Able'.
In a novel peopled by verbally
expressive characters, it is not only
Ann-Clare's letters which are vital to
Avis's nartation. The girls' eccentric
mother Alana is damned by Avis's
memory of the circular letters she
would
send
to
the
family's
acquaintances each Christmas:
The voice of these letters is
not Alana's but of the woman in
Australia Alana imagined the
recipients imagined. They were
very gushy. Although it was
Alana who always put together
the letters, they were written as if
simultaneously, by our mother
and our father. This technique of
narrative helped the circular
carry an additional burden of
phoniness.
In a contrastingly authentic
gesture,
the
girls' more
un-
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ambiguously lovable father instinctively deals -with his grief when his
-wife dies of cancer by writing her a
fifteen-page letter. Simflarly, Lavinia
insists. Avis must also bring herself to
write to Ann-Clare, although kno-wing
that her letter -will never be received.
Ann-Clare's
unprepossessing
husband. Iris's grandson, used to
cover up mistakes in his o-wn letters by
tuming words into treble clefs and
other musical notations. The African
father of Avis's daughter Ally, the man
with whom Ann-Clare had been li-ving
at the time of her disappearance,
periodically sends friendly
and
unrefiable accounts of his activities. At
one point Avis desperately tries to read
between the lines, literally and
figuratively, seeing the impressions on
the paper of a letter he had earlier
written to someone else. Ultimately,
though, Avis's exploration of AnnClare's vanishing more directly
involves three women: the peculiar
orange-haired Rosemary Kincaid, who
had been psychotic in childhood and
who is the last person known to have
seen Ann-Clare; Mary Shore, AnnClare's best friend and sometime
lover; and Iris, who had genuinely
loved her grandson's wife, and stfll
grieves for her.
Despite what Avis describes as her
sister's strong need to stay hidden,
Ann-Clare deliberately left behind a
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substantial amount of evidence from
her life. Deeply upsetting to Avis is a
series of slides which Ann-Clare's
husband had taken, having posed his
wife in sadistic sexual tableaux. The
disturbing aspect of inadvertent
voyeurism, in which the reader
participates
-with
the
fictional
characters in the role of the un-willing
spectator, pervades afl of Mears'
fiction. Like-wise the aural equivalent things heard which cause both
fascination and revulsion in the
hearer. In The Grass Sister, the girls
recoil as children from their mother's
overly candid discussions of her
sexual experience, feeling that they are
being forced to know too much too
soon. Avis is again mortified by AnnClare's discovery of a 'conception
chart' - a map covered with dates from
their parents' honeymoon, indicating
their attempts to create the baby who
would be Avis.
As in Mears' other -writing, this
novel focusses on private lives in a
small country to-wn in NSW, on the
interplay between rightful intimacy
and shame, between loving and
domination.
Mears
incorporates
autobiographical elements throughout
her fiction and readers of her earlier
work -will recognise certain anecdotes,
character
types
and
narrative
strategies. A writer preoccupied with
bodilmess, Mears has this time centred
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her story on a physically absent
woman, yet Ann-Clare becomes an
increasingly palpable presence in the
narrative as A-vis's quest nears its
conclusion. This is not a detective
story in which a body will appear to
solve the mystery. Rather it is the story
of Avis's necessarily qualified success
in discovering who her sister was.
The Grass Sister is a beautiful hardback, with high-quality paper and a
cover photograph of feathery grass
against blue sky. It is a pity, then, that
the text was not subjected to one more
editorial read-through. There are
occasional discrepancies in chronology, and an allusion to a stolen library
book in Avis's possession, although an
earlier chapter had shown her being
prevented from taking it. There are a
few too many distracting typos,
missing words and punctuation
marks,
and
repeated
words.
Nonetheless, excepting those who find
Mears' -writing 'too close for comfort',
readers of this book will not be
disappointed.
Heather Neilson

Justine Ettler, The River Ophelia,
Picador, 1995. $14.95, 387pp.
In 1787, while writing Justine ou les
Malheurs de la Vertu in a cell of the
Bastille, the French Marquis de Sade
probably didn't foresee that more than
two centuries later, in a remote Terra
Australis whose existence, at that time,
was still unknown to most French —
and to the marquis himself — ,
someone called fortuitously Justine
would have -written of a young woman
named — less fortuitously, perhaps —
after his wretched heroine. And most
likely, the often censored libertine
novelist and philosopher didn't
foresee that more than two centuries
later, his immoral books — after
receiving due academic recognition as
valuable works of literature — would
have recurred in the same novel by
Justine (the writer), and cited
repeatedly by Justine (the protagonist)
who, for a remarkable coincidence,
deals with 'Sex and death' in her
honours thesis and bumps into a
joumalist of Playboy who, by mere
chance, is called Sade. In his dark cell,
the French Marquis might have felt
comforted at the idea of his
posthumous glory!
In her first novel. The River
Ophelia, Justine Ettler seems to be
enjoying this game of metafiction — at
times too overt and insistent (or is it
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just a parodic device?) — in which
characters are meticulously named
after writers of erotic hterature and
their heroines — with the exception of
Shakespeare's Hamlet and Ophelia,
whom Ettler, though, might see as
ha-ving a good, yet undeveloped, ars
amandi potential.
In a Sydney of the '90s which is
never mentioned, but whose urban
and
suburban
topography
is
constantly ghmpsed through the
windows of cars, houses and cafes, a
group of people in their late twenties
and thirties, called Juliette, Bataille,
Simone, Marcelle, Leopold and
Masoch, among the others cited
above, cannot but lead a dissolute life
— yet, not as degenerate and
unredeemable as one would expect
from characters who spring from
Sade's Juliette ou les Prosperites du Vice
and Bataille's Histoire de I'CEuil
Between a fellatio (sometimes even
during) and a pfll of Ecstasy, they talk
of power relations, feminism and
sexual -violence, read American Psycho,
discuss The Dead and 'Beyond the
Pleasure
Principle', and
watch
Pasolini's Salo.
Somehow, Ettler's characters seem
to re-appropriate the lives — fictional
and non — of their namesakes, and
her female protagonists in particular
attempt
to de-viate from
the
unfortunate
destinies to which
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Shakespeare and the Marquis de Sade
had doomed their heroines. Ophelia
and Justine try to disentangle
themselves from the pattems of
patriarchal society and to reverse the
gender power relation, but their
achievements are ephemeral and
Justine realizes that 'the death threat'
(353) can be hardly averted.
Eventually, the self-confident and
emotionally independent Ophelia
cannot avoid repeating (or reenacting) the death by drowning
signed by MiUais which she had hung
on the wall — the refined PreRaphaelite painting which in Justine's
imagination, after her friend dies,
tums
into
a
disconcerting
Expressionistic portrait, which has
'Ophelia's body floating in the river,
with her stomach cut open and her
intestines hanging out' (354),
Abuse of power and practice of
violence
constitute, a leitmotiv
throughout the novel, and nobody is
immune from this menace. For Ettler,
it is not possible to establish a
gendered division between victims
and -violators. As Justine herself states,
'Women aren't the only -victims' (306);
and as emerges from the narration,
they can be in fact the perpetrators of
violence. It is her father's ex--wife who
beats Justine's mother and unbom
brother, 'the 'other woman' [who]
reappears now in Juliette and in me'
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(370), as she writes in her note-book.
In The River Ophelia, as in a -vicious
circle, male and female characters
continuously exchange their roles as
victims and violators; and the issue of
violence and of who is responsible for
it is left open to debate. As Justine —
both the protagonist and the writer —
questions:
If a man walks into a
shopping mall and shoots ten
people dead and has copies of
Body Double or American Psycho in
his flat then the books or videos
must be responsible. In my
opinion it's a case of the chicken
or the egg — the representation
of violent abuse or the practice of
violent abuse? (366)
The River Ophelia tells of a social
malaise which transpires from an
'architecture of the emotional void'
(246), is conducive to a 'pathetic sex
addiction' (291) as the utmost
possibility of human contact, and is
interwoven
into
an
aggressive
language, dangerously taken for
granted, whose words might turn into
the fatal flowing waters where Ophelia
drowns:
In [Justine's] mind [Sade'sl
words played over and over, one
word running into another, the
words becoming a constant
stream; Ophelia's streaming

tears, streaming like a long
winding river, a river rushing on
to meet the sea, and, in the quiet
of dusk on a summer's night, the
river cutting into the sand,
making a dark incision in the
white sand — the river a sea of
blood, a bloody gash, the sand a
dazzling ephemeral skin — and
everything wet before the police
photographer's lens, the flash
exploding into a brilliant sky
filled with stars, light bouncing
away from Ophelia's teeth which
gleam sparkling white, captured
in the brief passage of an
intensely bright light, in the
instant of her abject cry, and
reproduced to infinity, (355)
In La Litterature et le Mai: 'Sade',
Georges Bataille argues that 'Le
language de Cent Vingt joumees [de
Sodome] est celui de I'univers lent qui
degrade a coup sGr, qui supplicie et
qui detruit la totalite des etres qu'fl mit
au jour' [The language of Cent Vingt
journies [de Sodome] is that of the slow
universe which degrades definitely,
which tortures and destroys the
totality of beings it brings to fight,] In
The River Ophelia, the language as a
vehicle of decadence and annihilation
is epitomised by Juliette's collection of
books whose pages are stained -with
blood, which, held to be neither 'real
[nor] metaphoric', ultimately substitutes words and becomes a 'mere'
form of 'criticism' (300), as Juliette
explains to the perturbed Justine,
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For Ettler's female protagonist,
however, there is still a chance to
elude the death threat and find an
alternative path to that of escape and/
into self-destmction ('Afl the women
can do is run away but it doesn't do
them any good. It launches them on a
crazy suicidal mission
towards
destmction', she comments, thinking
of Thelma and Louise, 366), Towards
the end of the fourth chapter, -with an
abrupt (and a bit gratuitous?) 'I am
awake' (355), Justine takes over her
first person narration again — which
she had dropped at the end of the first
chapter on falling do-wn in the street,
after being assaulted at night — and,
thanks to a new therapist and to her
sudden determination to change
lifestyle, her psychophysical recovery
begins. She comes to terms -with her
past, is reconciled with her dying
father, and finally abandons 'Sade's
world [which she] experienced as
death' (384), The ending of the novel
— not really convincing — has la
nouvelle Justine 'waiting to start again'
(387), hopefully with the angel she
sights at the swimming pool, where
she
eventually
takes
off
the
cumbersome clothes of the ill-fated
French heroine, 'Sorry, Sade', Sorry,
Marquis,

Roberta Buffi
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Sue Woolfe, Leaning
Towards
Infinity.
Vintage/Random
House
1996, $16,95, 393pp,
This books is 19,5 x 12,5 x 2,5
centimetres. It weighs just under 300g
— but these facts are totally
unimportant if you want to enjoy its
contents. You should not let the fact it
purports to be about numbers faze
you, because that will not spoil the
enjoyment, either. Numbers just
happen to be the preferred subject,
and although the unusualness makes
it appear demanding, it in no way
entails knowledge from the readers of
any mathematics at all.
This books is really about
parenthood, and how we shape our
children's lives. How we affect their
feelings for each other and ourselves
by choices we make in life and choices
we make between them.
Infants appeal, 'Look — 1 am like
you!' in their efforts to mimic and
leam. Later the plea becomes 'Look —
I am the one who is most like you!'
when they struggle to attract affection
against competition of siblings. They
follow closely the beha-viour, desires
and faflures of the parent they feel
closer to, often unnoticed.
Few parents -will not relate to the
desire for one special chosen child to
pursue similar goals to theirs and
perhaps achieve them better. Few will
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be surprised the choice of child is
more often than not misplaced;
memories of their o-wn childhood
experience will undoubtedly confirm
that a parent's skills, aptitudes and
desires were naturally taken on by
them, when the intellectual bequest
was intended for another child.
For this alone, this is a worthwhile
book, where the plaintive desire of a
child seeking approval is matched by
the equally poignant wish of a parent
for a particular child to share, to share.
Inevitably, even in a book
supposedly about numbers, those
among us who love language seek
beauty in the combination of words.
We find less to intrigue us in numbers
and equations than we find in a few
well-turned memorable sentences.
And there are a few fine examples
here. For, persuasive as this writer is
about the fascination of numbers, it is
words she uses to wield that
fascination. The awe readers notice in
their minds is about how well a
sentence rings, even though the
subject matter is mathematics.
Language relates to our everyday
life in a much more direct sense, even
though it is a compound of elements
much
more
complicated
than
numbers. Language is instantly laden
-with meaning: it is meaning related.
And passages such as this one strike as
more memorable than any about

integers, equations or quotients:
I leamed to count with the
daily collection of eggs from our
hens. Nestling on an old green
plate and spinning at my touch,
breathing dirt and bran and
grass, I watched the big brown
clock on the kitchen mantelpiece
measuring time so I thought lime
had a kindly face.
Sue Woolfe writes about Frances, a
woman so taken up by numbers and
how her mother wielded them that her
life becomes overshadowed by desire
to complete what her mother left
unfinished. Original ways in which
her mother dealt with figures become
so important she seeks to imitate
them; ending up by neglecting her
own daughter in a similar way to
which she was neglected herself. Being
a mother, being a daughter, overshadowed what it meant to be a wife,
and the men in this book are pale
impersonations, mere caricatures,
given the roles of figures in brackets in
an equation — they are there, but not
fully calculated or developed.
Frances's mother is married to an
innumerate man who measures by
estimation and approximation, using
parts of his body as mlers. "He was a
geometer," remarks his daughter, too
late. If the realisation had dawned
earlier, there could have been a
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relationship more meaningful and
fulfilling than the one she craved with
her inattentive mother.
My father ... was good a t
dra-wing dreams. He could draw a
gutter wrapped around a house
as protectively as arms. If only
she had followed those dreams,
rather than numbers.
Sue Woolfe uses language well.
She makes people move so skilfully
with simple words you wonder why
they have not been used before in that
way. You can see the movements and
will remember her -writing most for
them later, when you see the action
taking place in fife. 'Two tourists had
arrived.,,. They arched their thin
backs to let their knapsacks fall to the
ground,'
There are other memorable lines,
'When the spefl of a dream's gone,
there's only sleep,' And, ' .., from
simple equations, complicated things
happen,'
Simple enjoyment of this book is
martied, however, in spite of Sue
Woolfe's ability -with words and her
capacity to imbue simple actions and
situations -with a kind of spell-bound
mystery. It is -written in a modem
style, dispensing with the use of
quotation marks. This alone would
have been fine if it remained
consistent.
Faulty editing often
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caused
sentences to be
interrupting the flow.

re-read,

In this, the author was done a
disservice. Too many errors in
punctuation were allowed to pass; too
many inconsistencies in style left to
distract, A number of verb tense errors
have been allowed to load the text
with
superfluous
'hads'.
Their
exclusion would have permitted more
effordess reading. In addition, overuse of the verb 'shout' has diminished
its metaphoric or lyrical advantage.
Too many things and too many people
'shout' in this book.
StiU, it is not to be discarded. This
is a good effort by a -writer -with not
inconsiderable
skills.
She
has
managed, even through use of a
subject generally disliked by literary
fans, to weave a solid story using
human themes we afl recognise and
strive to deal with. In the end, a line
from her o-wn prose suitably sums it all
up:
The connection between
most mathematics and the real
world
may
be
just
a
coincidence...

Rosanne Dingli
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